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ABSTRACT 
Generalized Minimum Penalized Hellinger Distance Estimation 
and Generalized Penalized Hellinger Deviance Testing 
for Generalized Linear Models: The Discrete Case 
by 
Huey Yan, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 2001 
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Cut ler 
Department: Mathematics and Statistics 
lll 
In this dissertation, robust and efficient alternatives to quasi-likelihood estimation and 
likelihood ratio tests are developed for discrete genera lized linear models. The estimat ion 
method considered is a penalized minimum Hellinger distance procedure that genera lizes 
a procedure developed by Harris and Basu for estimating parameters of a single discrete 
probability distribution from a random sample. A bootstrap algorithm is proposed to 
select the weight of the penalty term. Simulations are carr ied out to compare the new 
estimators with quasi-likelihood estimation. The robustness of the estimation procedure is 
demonstrated by simulation work and by Hampel's a-influence curve. Penalized minimum 
Hellinger deviance tests for goodness-of-fit and for testing nested linear hypotheses are 
proposed and simulated. A nonparametric bootstrap algorithm is proposed to obtain cr itical 
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
In param et ric infer ence, most classical estim at ion procedures (e.g., maximum likelihood 
[ML], method-of-mom ents [MOM], UMVU, Bayes') are very sensitive to tiny deviations 
from the assumed probability model and often require that the data are distributed exactly 
according to th e assumed mod el. However , in reality , data frequently suffer from contami-
nation , discretization and many other kinds of pert urbations. There may be outliers caused 
by recording errors or rounding errors , there may be legitimat e outlying observations, or the 
data may come from a model which is different from the one specified. Any of the above de-
partures from the ass um ed model may invalid ate traditional analyses. The standard outlier 
detection and model diagnostic techniques are often not sens itive enough and are limit ed in 
their scope. In the last few decades , tremendous efforts have been made to develop robust 
est imat ion procedures for independently and identi ca lly distributed (iid) data, and regres-
sion model data. The aim of this dissertation is to develop robust and efficient est imation 
and testing proc edur es for generalized linear models (GLMs). The pro ced ures studied are 
generalized minimum Hellinger distance ( G MHD) estim at ion , generalized minimum penal -
ized Hellinger distance (GMPHD) esti mation , generalized H ellinger deviance (GHDV) tests, 
and generalized penali zed Hellinger deviance (GPHDV) tests. 
The organization of this dissertation is as follows. The rest of the Chapter 1 contains a 
review of the background studies that motivate the research present ed in this dissertation . 
Chapter 2 introdu ces the new estimation and testing procedures for GLMs, including the 
GMHD estim at ion, GMPHD estimation, GHDV tests, and GPHDV tests. In Chapter 3, a 
genera l fitting algorithm for calculating th e GMHD estimators is derived . These estimates 
may be used as robust starting values of the param eters for the GMPHD estimation algo-
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rithm. Chapter 4 contains the results of an extensive simulation study of the performance 
of the generalized procedures for GLMs, while the asymptotic and robustness properties of 
the procedures are discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 contains concluding remarks. 
1.2 Minimum Distanc e Estimation 
The mod ern development of minimum distan ce (MD) methods dates back to a series 
of papers by Wolfowitz (1952 , 1954, and 1957) in the 1950's. In his seminal 1957 paper, 
Wolfowitz outlined the early work on MD met hodology , provid ed some inter est ing examples 
of its use, and proved some basic results concerning consistency of MD est imates. Over th e 
next four decades there have been a substantial numb er of papers on MD met hods. For 
references prio r to 1981 sec the bibliogr aphy provided by Parr (1981). 
MD est imation may be formulated as follows. Let :F = { Fo : 0 E 0} be a parametric 
family of distributions, and ass ume that G is a distribution that is eith er in :For at least 
close to one of the members of :F. Ignoring some tcclmicalities for the moment , the object 
of MD esLimation is to identif y the Fo E :F which is closest to G in some metric, u , on 
distributions. That is, we want to find 
0o = arg min 11,(Fo, G). 
0E0 
Let Yi, Y2, ... , Yri be a random sample from G and let Gn be an empir ical representation 
(typically a cumu lative distribution function or density estimate) of G based on the data. 
The MD est imator 0 of 0o based on Yi, Y2, ... , Yri is given by 
0 = arg min u(Fo, Gn)-
OE0 
It should be ment ioned that even in the cases where G r/:. :F, the MD estimation (und er 
regularity cond iti ons) is associated with the best approximation to Gin :F. Parr and De Wet 
(1981) referring to Parr and Schucany (1980) gave more deta iled discussion of this point. 
Some com monly used metrics on distribution s are given in Tabl e 1.1. Upper case letters 
(F, G) denote cumulative distribution functions ; lower case letters (! , g) denote density 
Table 1.1. Some Commonly Used Metrics on Distributions 
Distance Name Distance Formula 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov u(F, G) = suptlF(t) - G(t)I 
Kuiper u(F, G) = sup A=(a,b]IF{A} - G{A}I 
Variation u(F, G) = sup measurable AIF{A} - G{A}I 
Levy u(F, G) = inf {E > 0: F(t) :S G(t + c) + c} 
Prohorov u(F , G) = inf { E > 0 : F(A) :S G(A 0 ) + E for all measurable A} 
Cramer- Von Mises [ ] 1/2 u(F, G) = j (F(t) - G(t) )2dF(t) 
L2 [! ] 1/ 2 u(J ,g) = (J(t) - g(t)) 2dt 
L1 u(J,g) = j lf(t) - g(t)ldt 
Hellinger r J l l /2 u(J ,g) = (J1f2(t) _ 91;2(t)) 2dt 
functions. 
Donoho and Liu (1988) indicated an attractive feature of the MD estimator , namely 
that it is "automatically robust " over contamination neighborhoods defined by th e metric 
u , as opposed to the ML estimator's attract ive "automatica lly efficient" feature. On the 
subj ect of stability of variance (one of the two quantitative robustness notions indicated 
by Donoho and Liu in their 1988 paper) , they pointed out that some MD estimators can 
have arbitrar ily large asymptotic variance or even be inconsistent at some distributions 
arbitrar ily near the model. However, Donoho and Liu (1988) also showed that a subclass 
of the MD estimators, those defined by metrics based on quadratic measures of deviation 
(called Hilbertian metrics because they gene rat e Hilbert spaces of distributions), avoid this 
problem. The distance measure that is the topic of this dissertation, Hellinger distance, is 
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Hilbertian, as are Cramer-Von Mises type distance and L2 distance. 
1.3 Minimum Helling er Distanc e Estimation 
Minimum Helling er distanc e (MHD) estimation is an exampl e of MD est imation . Let 
Yi, Y2, ... , Yn be iid from a distribution with probability distribution fun ct ion g and let 
F = {!0 : 0 E 0} be a paramet ric family of distributions . Assum e that g is eith er in For 
at least close to a mem ber f0
0 
of F. Then , the MHD es timator of Oo bas ed on Yi, Y2, ... , Yn 
is any O in 0 that minimiz es 
(! , ) ·- llf0112 - 9,nl/ 2/12 U11 0, 9n 
rj u; 12(t) - g,~12(t))2dtJ112 
( 1.1) [2 - 2 J 1;12(t)g,\l2(t)dt]112 
or, equ iva lent ly, max imi zes 
where g.,, is a nonparametr ic est imate of the true probability distribution function of th e 
data, g, based 0 11 Y1, Y2, ... , Yn-
For di screte models i11 which the density fun ct ion has coun tab le sup port , one can simply 
take .9n to be th e emp ir ica l density fun ct ion such that for eac h t value in the sam ple space 
(1.2) , ( ) Nt 9n t = - , 
n 
where Nt is the numb er of samp le observat ions eq ua l to the value t . Then , the MHD 
est im ato r is the max imize r of 
( 1.3) 
No con tinuou s nonp aramet ric density est im at ion is needed. 
MHD estimators have a second att ract ive feature beyond other MD est im ato rs in that , 
under regulari ty co ndi t ions, they n1ay be shown to b e asymptotically efficient when the 
ass um ed paramet ric model is true. Beran (1977) introduced MHD est im at ion as an efficient 
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and rnbust parametr ic est imation proc edure. He concentrated on estimation for continuous 
distributions with compact support and established the consistency as well as asymptotic 
efficiency under the assumed model of MHD est im ates. 
Beran (1977) gave an interesting exp lanat ion of why MHD estimates shou ld be asymp-
totically efficient under the assumed model by show ing, in a heuristic way, that the MHD 
estimator is asymptotically eq uivalent to the ML estimator if g is in fact a member of F (but 
not otherwise!). Here is a review of the exp lanation. With the assumpt ion that g = f0 0 E F 
and n is sufficiently large, the ML est im ate Bmte of 0 should be close to 0o and 9n should 




log.f0(t)dG 11 (t) =;, ~logf0(Yi) over 0 E 0 , 
where Gn is the empirical cdf of the data , and th is procedure shou ld be nea rly the same as 
max1m1z111g 
j log[f0(t)f.g.,,(t)]§n(t)dt 2 j log[l + (f;12(t)/§;/ 2(t) - l)]g11 (t)dt 
( 1.4) 
c::c 2 j [u;12(t)/g,~l2(t) - 1) - }u;12(t)/g; / 2(t) - 1)2] g11 (t)dt 
- 2111/2 - g,~1211~ 
where ~ stands for "is asymptot ically equivalent to ." Thus, if g E F , the MHD esti mator 
should be asymptotically as efficient as the ML est imator. 
One can view the ML est imator as a MD est im ato r. Define two re lated measures of 
divergence or disparity between distributions f and g as follows . The Kullback-Leibler 
divergence is given by 
K L(J , g) = j log[g(t)/ J(t)]g(t)dt, 
and the likelihood disparity is given by 
LD(J, g) = j log[f(t) /g(t )]f (t)dt, 
6 
(Lindsay 1994, and Basu and Lindsay 1994). Obviously, KL(J0 , g) = LD(g,f0)-
First observe that the left-hand side of the Equation (1.4) is equal to --:-K L(f 0 , ?Jn) 
or equival ently -LD(§n, !0)- Thus, the ML est imato r can be int erpreted as a MD esti-
mator in the sense that it minimizes the Kullback-Leibler distance ( or equ ivalently the 
likelihood disparity) between the model density and the density est imate based on data. 
Note that for discrete models with 9n being the emp irical density function, the maximizer 
0ml e of ¾Li~ 1 logf0(Yi) = Ltlog[J0(t)]§n(t) is exactly the minimizer of KL(J0,.§n) = 
LD(§n , !0) = Lt log[§n(t)/ f0(t)]§ n(t). This minimum distance int erpretat ion of ML esti-
mation provides the basis for developing the Hellinger deviance (HDV) tests (Simpson 1989) 
because it connects the classical likelihood ratio (LR) tests to the distance-based deviance 
tests (see Section 1.5). For convenience, on ly the KL representation is used in discussions 
of the MD nature of ML estimat ion in the rest of this dissertation. 
Equation (1.4) also shows that K L(f0, §n) and 2u~Jf0, §n) are asymptotically equivalent 
if g is iu fact some f0
0
• This allows us to establish the heuristic relationship between the 
GMHD estimator and the genera lized maximum likelihood (GML) estimator under the 
ass umed model for non-iid data. 
The study of MHD estimation for the ana lysis of count data was begun by Simpson 
(1987), who estab lished the consistency and asymptotic efficiency of the MHD estimator. 
The conditions are much less restrictive than that for cont inuou s data in large part because 
the assumptions imposed on the density estimates are no longer necessary. (Sec Simpson 
1987 for the details.) 
An intuitive discussion based on the estimating equations of ML estimation and MHD 
estimation was carried out by Simpson (1987) to exp lain the robustness of the MHD esti-
mator over the ML estimator . A review of this exp lanation is given below. Suppose that 
§n(t) is defined by Equation (1.2). Then, the ML estimate maximizes Lt log[f0(t)J§n(t) and 
the MHD estimate maximizes P0,n = Lt J~12(t)g~12(t). Let l~(t) be the gradient of log f0(t) 
7 
with respect to 0. Then, ML estimation has the (standardized) estimating equation 
(1.5) L,§n(t)le(t) = 0, 
and MHD estimat ion has the standardized estimating equation 
(1.6) Pe,~ I:, §~12(t)J; 12(t)z0(t) = o. 
t 
One can see that , if the assumed model is true , Equations (1.5) and (1.6) agree in the limit 
as n ~ oo, but they treat an outlier quite differently. In Equation (1.5) , the expectation 
of l0(t) is with respect to 9n whereas in Equation (1.6), the expectation is with respect 
to Pe,~§,\12 J~12. An out lying observation is clearly downweighted in the latter case. If , in 
particu lar, fe has finit e Fish er information , then J~12(t)llo(t)I ~ 0 as t ~ oo, implying that 
an improbable count has very little impact on the MHD estimator. 
1.4 Minimum Penalized Hellinger Distance 
Estimation for Discrete Mode ls 
In discr ete param etr ic model s, Harris a nd Basu (1994) studied the MHD est imator by 
expr ess ing the Hellinger distanc e in the form of a pena lized log-likeliho od , in which the 
mod el itself is modified according to the data to mak e the correspondence exact. The 
penalty is th e sum of the mod el probabiliti es over the empty cells, th e non-observed cells of 
th e samp le space. Adjustment of the amount of the penalty leads to th e class of minimum 
penalized Hellinger distance (MPHD) estimators. Harris and Basu esta blished that by 
suitably reducing the weight of the penalty , the MPHD estimation can perform substantially 
better than the ordinary MHD estimation in terms of sma ll sample efficiency at the model , 
without sacrificing the asymptotic and the robustness properties of the latter. A brief review 
based on Harris and Basu 's study is given here. 
Consider a parametric family of distributions {f e : 0 E 0} with countable support and 
iet 9n ( t) be the proportion of samp le observations having the value t . Recall that the MHD 
8 
estimator of 0 minimizes the distance 
2u~(J0 ,§n) = 2 2)J~12(t) - g;/2(t))2 over 0 E 0, 
t 
and the ML estimator of 0 minimizes the divergenc e 
KL(/0 ,§n) = Llo g[gn(t)/f0(t)][Jn(t) over 0 E 0. 
l 
Now , let 90 be a data-modified model density such that the minimization of the Kullback-
Leibler divergence between 90 and 9n generat es th e MHD estimator of the parameter based 
on !0- On e can see that this can be achieved if for all t , 
Solvin g th e above equ a tion yields 
.90(t) = 9n(t) exp{ - 2[1 - Jf0(t) / §n(t)]2 } . 
However , unlik e th e Hellinger distan ce , th ere is no con t ributi on to th e Kullba ck-Leibler 
divergence from th e emp ty cells, th e term s wit h fJn(t) = 0. Thu s, the rea l rela tion should 
be 
(1. 7) L log[§n(t) / ge(t) ].9n(t) = 2 [ L uJ12(t) - §;/ 2 (t)) 2] , 
l g,,,(t) j: 0 
whereas 
2 I:U~ ;2(t) - _§,~;2 (t)) 2 
(1.8) 2 [ _ L (f ~/2(t) - g,~l2(t)) 2 + - L J0(t)l -
9,,,(t)=;':O .9n( l)=O 
By comparing Equ ations (1.7) and (1.8) , one can see that minimizing 2u1Ue ,9n) corre-
sponds to minimi zing 
L log[[Jn(t)/ 90(t)][Jn(t) + 2 L f0(t) 
l g,,( t )= O 
K L(90, 9n) + 2 L f0(t) , 
g,, (l )= O 
9 
which _can be thought of as a penalized log-likelihood with the term 2 L§n(t) =O fo (l) : ;ng a 
penalty applied to the Kullback-Leibler divergence using the data-modified model density, 
ge. Note that the penalty applied here is unusu al in that it depends on the data, which is 
not the case in ot her app lications of penalty fun ct ions. 
To adjust th e amo unt of the penalty , one multipli es the penalty by a weight , h. Using 
different values of h generates the class of MPHD est imator s which minimize twice the 
squared penaliz ed Hellinger distance defined as 
2u~H,h(Je , §n) = 2 [ _ L (J~12(t) - §;-/2(t)) 2 + h _ L fo(t)l 
9n(t),tO 9n( l) =0 
= 2 [Lu~12(t) - §;/2 (t)) 2 - (1 - h) _ L fe(t)l 
t 9n(l) =0 
(1.9) = 2 [2 - 2 L J~12 (t)§;/ 2 (t) - (1 - h) (1 - L Je(t))] , 
t §n( t ),t O 
or , equivalent ly, maximize 
(1.10) 2 L J~12(t)g1~12(t) - (1 - h) L fe(t). 
g,,(t) ,t O 
One can obtain the ordinary MHD est imator by setting h to 1 smcc uPH,l (Jo , §n) 
Lind say (1994) observe d sma ll sample inefficiency of th e MHD est imator compared to 
th e ML estimator at th e model. His results suggest that this relative poor performance of 
the MHD est imato r in sma ll samp les may be du e to th e larg e weight that th e Hellinge r 
dista nce puts on the inli ers, cells of th e samp le space with fewer data th an expected under 
the mod el. Lindsay st udied the asymptotic and robustness properti es of a subclass of MD 
estimators called the minimum disparity est imators , including the MHD est imator , through 
a characteriz ing function A(b(t)) , named the residual adjustm ent function, which determines 
how the procedur e tr ea ts standar dized residu als of th e form b(t) = §n(t)/Je(t) -1 , b(t) E 
[-1 ,oo ). A large positiv e value of b(t) represents an outlying observation while a nega tive 
value of b(t) near -1 repr esents an inlier. An empty cell has b(t) = - 1. Table 3 of Lindsay 
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(1994) shows that , while the MHD estimator is robust against th e presence of outlie rs, 
inliers appear to cause larger biases in the MHD estimator compared to the ML estimator. 
Th e idea of th e MPHD estimation is to improve the finite sample efficiency of the MHD 
estimator by redu cing th e weight h on empty cells . Two questions aris e. 
1. What value of h leads to th e optim al MPHD estimator ( corr esponding to the small est 
mean squ are error [MSE]) in th e class? 
2. How are th e asymptotic and robustn ess prop erties of the MHD estimator affected by 
th e penalty pro cess? 
Harris and Basu (1994) propo sed th a t th e MPHD estimator with h = 0.5 may be th e 
best est imator in the class beca use in thi s case th e estim atin g equ ation of MPHD estima tion 
put s th e sa 111e weight on th e empty cells as th e est imatin g equ ation of ML estim ation . 
To und ersta ud this, a discussion of Lind say's residu al adjustm ent fun ction is necessary . 
Th e residu al adju st ment function of minimum disparit y estim ation is very similar to th e 'lj; 
fun ction of M-estim at iou . Many densi ty-based distances can have th eir est ima tin g equation s 
writte n in the form 
L A(b(t))v' fo(t) = 0, 
where v' repr esents the gradient with respect to 0. Th e residu al adju stm ent fun ction A(b(t)) 
may be properly stand ardi zed so that A(0) = 0 and A'(0) = 1 with out changing its esti-
mat ing prop erti es. Here are some exampl es of int erest. Firs t, th e estim at ing equation for 
ML est imation is of t he form 
- v' L log[_§n ( t) / f o(t)]§n ( t) = L[.9 n ( t) / f o ( t)]v' f o( t) = 0, 
l 
which can be writ te n as 
~ (t~!~ -1)v' fo(t) = ~ J(t)v' fo(t) = O 
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because I: 1 V fo(t) = 0 for all 0. Therefore, A(o) = o in this case. Similarly, the estimating 
equation for MHD est imation is 
- v2 "f:)t~12(t) - 91;12(t)) 2 = I:, 2( j o(t) + 1 - 1) • v fo(t) = o 
t t 
so that A(o) = 2( ..;;r+I - 1). The multiplier 2 p lays the role of standard ization of the 
function A(o), otherwise A'(0) would have been 1/2 rather than the desired 1; this is the 
reason why twice the squared Hellinger distance is considered rather than the squared 
Hellinger distance itself. One can see that out liers, which relate to large positive values of 
o, are downweighted in the MHD estimation procedure according to its residual adjustment 
function A(o) . Fina lly, th e estimat ing equation for MPHD estimation is 
- '\12 [ . L (f~ /2(t) - 91;f2(t))2 + h . L fe(t)l 
.9n(l):p0 ~-- .9n(l)=O 
I:, 2(jo(t) + 1 - 1) · 'vf0(t) - 2h I:, 'vfo(t) = o. 
J(t);i- 1 J (t)=-1 
Thus, 
(1.11) A(o) = { 2( ..;;r+I - 1) if o I - 1 
- 2h if o = - 1. 
For the Kullba ck-Le ibler divergence, A(o) is a linear function of o. The properties of the 
other minimum disparity est imators are often ana lyzed by how far their A(o) departs from 
linearity. See Lindsay (1994) for more details. 
One can now observe the impact of the empty cells on the MHD estimation and the 
MPHD estimat ion by comparing the valu es of their adjustment fun ct ions to that of the ML 
estimation at o = - 1. A( - 1) equal s 1 for Kullback-Leibler div ergence, whil e it equa ls -2 
for the ordinary Hellinger distance. According to Equation ( 1. 11), the penaliz ed Hellinger 
distance with h = 0.5 has A(-1) = - 1 implying that the process treats the empty cells the 
same way as the ML estimation does. 
Finally, consider the asymptot ic and robustness properties of the MPHD estimators. 
Note that the impact of the inliers vanishes asymptot ica lly because, in large samp les, the t 
values with .9n(t) = 0 are those which have very sma ll probab ilities under the mod el. The 
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memb ers of th e penaliz ed Hellinger distan ces differ from th e ordinary Helling er distance only 
at empty cells; th erefore, as th e effect of th e empty cells becomes asymptotically insignificant 
a t th e model , all th e MPHD estimators inh erit th e asymptotic prop erti es of th e ordinary 
MHD estimat or. On th e subj ect of robu stn ess, Lindsay showed th at th e robu stn ess of 
the MHD estimato r depends on th e quantit y A"(O), ca lled th e estimation curva ture. Thi s 
qu antity is not affected when a lterin g th e weight of th e empt y cells, so th e MPHD estim ator s 
also share th e robu stn ess prop erti es of th e MHD estimator. 
1.5 Hellinger Deviance Testin g 
As before, sup pose th at Y = (Yi , Y2, ... , Ynr is an iid sampl e from a di stributi on with 
tru e prob abili ty di st ribution fun ction g, let F = {!0 : 0 E 0} be th e model family of 
di stributi ons, and supp ose th at it is des ired to test th e hypoth esis Ho : 0 E 0 o versus 
H 1 : 0 E 0 \ 0 o, where 0o C 0. Th en, th e class ica l log- likelihood ra tio test sta ti st ic ,\ is 
given by 
>-(00 ; y ) = 2[l (0) - l (0o)J, 
which , asy mptot ica lly, has ax~ dist ribu t ion unde r the null model. Herc, l (0) = I:;1=1 log fo (Yi), 
0 and 0o are th e max imizers of l(0) over 0 and 0 0 , respect ively, and p is the numb er of 
ind ependent constr aint s imp osed by th e null hypoth esis. Thi s commonl y used likelihood 
rat io tes tin g proce dur e yields uni formly most powerful tes ts in simpl e situat ions bu t it is 
not rob ust aga inst small pert urb at ions of the und erlying mod el. 
In Sect ion 1.3, th e log-likelihood based on da ta was shown to have a di sta nce inter pr eta -
tion and th e max imizer 0 m le of ¾l(0) was shown to be nea rly (exact ly for discrete models) 
th e minimi zer of th e Kullb ack-Leibler divergence KL(J0 ,§n)- Th ese result s impl y that th e 
difference of two log-likeliho ods in th e LR test sta ti stic can be seen as th e difference of 
two distances. To explore th e idea furth er , first focus on th e discrete mode ls. Th e LR test 
sta ti sti c may now be reformul ated as follows. 
-\(00 ; y) = 2[l(0) - l(0 0 ) ] 
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n 
22)log1 0(yi) - log 100(y;)] 
i=l 
1 n 
2n · - 2)log 10(y;) - log 100 (y;)] 
n i=l 
2n L[log l0(t) - log 100 (t)]§n(t) 
t 
2n L {log[.f 0 ( t) / 9n ( t)] - log[.f 00 ( t) / 9n ( t)l}§n ( t) 
l 
2n L {log[§n( t) / 100 ( t)] - log[§n ( t) / 10 ( t)l}§n ( t) 
l 
(1.12) 2n[KL(j 00,§n) - KL(J 0,§n)]. 
Therefore, to construct a robust analogue of the LR test, it seems reasonable to replace the 
likelihood-b ased Kullback-Leibler distance by a distance measure that yields more robust 
est imates , such as the Hellinger distance. 
Simpson (1989) i11troducecl the Hellinger deviance test - a MHD ana logue of the LR 
test as a robust and efficient inference approach for iid data. As with the LR test, the 
idea of the HDV test is to measure how much further the data arc from the null model 
than from the unconstrained model. But instead of measuring the distance with maximized 
log-likelihoods , the HDV test is based on minimi zed Hellinger distances. Using the fact that 
KL(Je , .9n) and 2u~1(Je ,9n) arc asymptotically equiva lent at the model (sec Section 1.3) and 
letting p(Je,§n) = Lt f~12 (t) g;/2 (t), the Hellinger deviance test statistic dH is defined as 
= 2n[4p(J0,§n) - 4p(J00,§n)] by Equations (1.1) and (1.3) 
8n[p(f 9, §,i) - PU0
0
, 9n)J, 
where iJ and Bo are the maximizers of p(Je, §n) over 0 and 0o, respectively. 
As with the LR test , the HDV test may be used to decid e between two competitive, 
nested models. Note that the HDV test statistic shares the property of the LR test statistic 
that if 0o C 0 1 C 0 , the test of 0o versus 0 \ 0o can be partitioned into a test of 0o 
versus 0 1 \ 0o and a test of 0 1 versus 0 \ 0 1. Therefore, suppose that the hypothesis of 
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interest is Ho : 0 E 0o versus H1 : 0 E 0 1 \ 0o , where 0o C 01 C 0. The LR test statistic 
is then the LR test statistic of the test 0o versus 0 \ 0o minus the LR test statistic of the 
test 01 versus 0 \ 01. It has the form 
>-(Oo; y) - >.(01; y) 
2[l(0i) - l(0 0 )] 
2n[K L(f 00, 9n) - K L(f0 1 , 9n)] . 
This statist ic is asymptotically x2-distributed with degrees of freedom q - p, where p and q 
are the number of independent constraints under the null and the alternat ive hypotheses, 
respectively. Similarly the HDV test takes the form 
d11(0o; y) - d11(01; y) 
2n[2'U~1(/e 0 ,9n) - 2'U~1U01 ,§n)] 
8n[p(J01 ,§n) - PUeo,§n)]. 
In the last two test statistics , 00 and iJ 1 are maximiz ers over 0o and 01 , respectively , of 
l(O) for the LR test and of p(Jo, §n) for the HDV test. 
In continuous models, the test statistics for HDV tests arc similarly defined. The main 
differences are that 9n is a nonparametric den sity estimate, such as a kernel dens ity estimate, 
and that p(fo ,§n) = J J/2 (t) _g,t/2 (t)dt. 
Simpson (1989) showed that the HDV test is asymptotically equivalent to the LR test 
if the parametric model is correct. This impli es that the HDV test statist ic should have 
the same asymptotic x2 distribution as the LR test statistic under any null model. Using 
breakdown analysis, Simpson (1989) a lso demonstrated that HDV tests are much more 
robust than LR tests. Part of this dissertation focuses on developing a testing procedure for 
GMHD estimation (Sect ion 2.1) called the genera lized Hellinger deviance test (Section 2.4) 
which extends Simpson's HDV tests to GLMs. 
1.6 Penalized Hellinger Deviance Testing 
for Discrete Models 
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Despite the asymptot ic equiva lence of the HDV test and the LR test at the null model, 
Simpson (1989) noted that the convergence of the HDV test statistic to th e appropriate 
limitin g x2 distribution in some discrete models , such as the Poisson model, is quit e slow 
and , therefore, it requires a very large samp le size for the x2 approximation to be useful. 
Basu et al. (1996) app lied the penalized Hellinger distance idea (Harris and Basu, 1994) in 
constructing robust analogues of the LR test and generated the penalized Hellinger deviance 
(PHDV) tests, which have been shown to have much faster convergenc e rates to the LR test 
than the ord inary HDV test if the penalty weight h is appropriate ly chosen. 
Using the notation from Section 1.5, consider the hypothesis Ho : 0 E 0o versus H1 
0 E 0 \ 0 0 , 0 0 C 0 . The pena lized Helling er deviance test statistic dp 1.1,h is defined by 
dp11,h ( 0o; y) := 2n[2'U~11,h Uoo' .9n) - 2'U~11,h (J 0' !ln) l 
= 8n[PU0,.9n) - PUoo,fJn)] - 4n(l - h) [ L fo(t) - L foo(t)l by Equation (1.9) , 
g,,(t) ,t O g,,( t) ,t O 
wher e 0 and 0o are the MPHD est imato rs of 0 under the null and the un constrained models , 
respectively. 
For testing two nested mode ls Ho : 0 E 0o versus Hi : 0 E 01 \ 0o, 0o C 01 C 0 , the 
PHDV test statistic has the form 
2n[2'U~H,h Uoo' .9n) - 2'U~11,h U01 'fJn)] 
8n[p(J01 ,fJn) - PU00,.9n)] - 4n(l - h) [ L 101 (t) - L foo(t)l 
§n(l),tO !Jn(t),tO 
where 0o and 01 are the MPHD estimators und er the null and the alternative models , 
respective ly. 
Because the empty cells have no effect asymptotica lly on the MPHD est imation, the 
above PHDV test statistics have the same asymptot ic distributions as the ordinary HDV 
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test statistics. The results of Basu et al. (1996) show that the PHDV test using a suitable 
penalty weight enjoys the same robustness properties as the HDV test, but is often closer to 
the LR test at the model in small samples. In their emp irical study, the PHDV tests using 
h = 0.5 provide signific antly more accurate levels for finite sampl es when using x2 critical 
values. 
1. 7 Generalized Linear Mod els 
Generaliz ed linear mod els extend the idea of a linear mod el and may be defined as 
comprising thr ee components: 
1. A probab ility distr ibut ion for each observation belonging to a linea r expo n ent ial class, 
with density or dist ribution funct ions of the form 
(1.13) 
The µ; 's are the means of the Yi:'s, i = 1, 2, . . . m; cp is a sca le para meter which is known 
for some families and not for oth ers. Ea ch ai(·) is a function of cp and is commonly of 
the form ai('P) = cp/vi, where Vi are known weights. An exa mpl e of un equal weights 
is a norm al mod el in which each observation is th e mean of ni ind ependent reading s. 
In thi s case a.;(cp) = cp/ni = o-2/ni so that Vi= n;. Families of dist ributi ons written in 
the above linear expon enti a l form are said to be in the canonical form with canonical 
parameter 0. 
2. A lin ear predictor , f/i- For each observat ion, let X i = (l ,xi1,.xi'2, ... ,Xip - i)T be a 
vector of values on explan atory variab les and let f3 = (/3o, /31, ... , /3p- 1) T . Th en, 
p - 1 
f/i = /3o + L Xij/31. 
j = l 
3. A known , monotoni c, differentiabl e link function f which relat es th e rJi's to the µ / s. 
Specifically 
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The canonical link function, defined by 0(µi) = 'f/i, helps simplify the comp ut at io, uf 
the est imates in most cases. Generally, one chooses a link function which maps the 
range of µ onto the whole real line so that there are no restrictions on the values of 
/3j 's. Not all canonical link functions satisfy this restriction. 
The idea of the GLMs is to specify the set of meansµ = (µ 1 , M , ... , µmf of the respo nse 
variable in terms of a smaller set of param eters {3 based on a set of linear combinations of 
the explanatory variables through a known link function £. The class of GLMs was first 
introduced by Nelder and Wedd er burn (1972). It unifies several traditional mod els involv ing 
linear comb inations of parameters, such as linear regression models ( /!,(µi) = µi and the y/s 
normal), log-linear mod els ( /!,(µi) = log µi and the Yi 's Poisson) for the ana lysis of count data, 
and three mod els for which the y/s are binom ial with probability of success ni: probit mod els 
(/!,(ni) = cl>- 1(ni), wher e cl> is the sta ndard Norma l cumu lative distribution funct ion) , logit 
models (/!,(ni) = log( L:1r)), and complementary log-log models (f(n i ) = log( - log( l - ni) )) 
for the analy sis of discrete proportion data. 
For GLMs, Nelder and Wedd erburn (1972) proposed quasi-lik elihood (QL) est imation 
which enta ils est imatin g {3 by optimizing the likelihood only with respect to the /3/s , and 
treating <p as a nui sa nce parameter. Nelder and Wedd erb urn (1972) showed that the QL 
est imation in all G LMs could be carried out using a common it eratively reweighted least 
squares (IRWLS) algorithm, with weights and adjusted respons e variates depe nding on the 
itera tively upgrad ed estimates of {3. 
In situations in which there are multiple observations Yi,j 's per combinat ion of values of 
the exp lanatory variables (a cell or subpopulation), the QL estimate s obtained by the IRW LS 
algor ithm may be shown to be functions of the data only through the subpopulation mean s, 
simplifying the calculations (see Section 3.2.1 for the details). 
Nelder and Wedderburn (1972) developed tests for GLMs based on QL estimation, which 
are ca lled genera lized likelihood ratio (GLR) tests throughout this dissertation . Nelder and 
Wedderburn (1972) defined a likelihood -b ased devianc e function , which is useful as a mea-
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sure of goodness-of-fit and also for comparing two nested models ( described in Section 2.4). 
Neither QL estimation nor GLR tests are robust procedures. This dissertation gener-
alizes the MHD and related est imation and testing techniques to GLMs, providing robust 
alternatives that are also efficient . 
1.8 Generalized Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
Lehmann (1983, §6.6) briefly mention ed the exte nsion of the classical ML est imat ion to 
the more general case with data coming from two or more popul at ions. This genera lized 
procedure is referred to as genera lized maximum likelihood (GML) est imation throug hout 
this dissertation. 
For iid data Yt, Y2 , ... , Y;1 from a distribution with probability distribution function Jo, 
Lehmann (1983, §6.4., Theorem 4.1) states that , und er regularity conditions, there exists 
(with probability tending to 1 as n ---+ oo) a consiste nt sequence of roots {Bn}:;o=l of the 
likelihood equations satisfy ing 
- /) 1 
Jn,( 0n - 0o) --+ N(O, [I1 (0o)t ) , 
where 00 are th e true parameters and 11 (0 0 ) is the Fisher inform at ion matrix of 0 evaluated 
at 00 . Not e th at 11 (0) = - £ [ 82 ~0;/:,/Y)] describes the amount of inform ation contained in 
a sing le observation and that I ( 0) = n x 11 ( 0) represents the total amo unt of information 
contained in n iid observations. 
Lehmann (1983, §6.6) then descr ibes how this efficient likeliho od est imat ion may be 
genera lized to th e case of two or more samples. Suppose that we have m independent 
sam ples from m different popu lations, labe lled i = 1, 2, ... m, such that each sample Y i = 
(Y;1, Y;2, ... , Y;11JT of size n; is iid with probability distribution function h,0, where the 
parameters 0 of dimension p are assumed to be the same for all populations. The limit 
situation we shall consider supposes that each ni ---+ oo all at the same rate, and that m 
remains fixed. Let n = Li~l ni be the tota l sample size . We, then, cons ider sequences of 





iv \ - -+ Ai, as V -+ 00 1 
nv 
where I::~ L Ai = 1 and the >-i's are all greater than 0. 
Now recall from Lehmann (1983, §6.4, Th eorem 4.1) that a central concept in the 
i.i.d. case is the amount of information 11(0) contained in a single observation. To see 
how the generalization works, an analogous quantity is defined for the multiple population 
F . dfi I(i)(0) £[8210gfe(Yij)] b h·• . "ddb . case. irst , e ne 1 = - 80 ~0T to e t e m1ormat10n prov1 e y a smgle 
observat ion from li,0- Then , r(il(O) = nilli)(0) is the information contained in a random 
samp le of size ni from h,0- Assuming the information conta ined in independent observations 
to be add itive, the total amount of information conta ined in the n = I::~1 ni independent 
observations is 
m 
I(0) = Lnilli)(0), 
i= I 
and the average information per observation is therefore 
which tends to 
m 
(1.15) I1(0) = L,\ i l~i)(0) as n-+ oo. 
i= I 
It will later be seen that this asymptotic average amount of information plays a central role 
in the non-i.i.d. case (Lehmann 1983, §6.6, Theorem 6.1). Next , let 
11i 
z(il(o) = L logh,e(Yij) 
j=L 
denote the log-likelihood of 0 based on the i th sample and 
n1 m ni 
l(0) = Lz (il(O) = LLl ogfi ,e(Yij) 
i=l i= l j = I 
be the log-likelihood based on all n observations. Then, the log-likelihood equatio ns are 
given by 
m 
(1.16) l~(0) = Lz t) '(0) = 0, fork= 1,2, ... p , 
i=l 
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where lki)'(0) = r:,7~1 0t logh,o(Yij)-
Fina lly, in generalization of Theorem 4.1 (Lehmann 1983, §6.4), Theorem 6.1 (Lehmann 
1983, §6.6) indicates that if the regularity conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold for each li,0, then 
th e conclusions of Theor em 4.1 remain valid . That is, we have 
Theorem 1.8.1 (Lehmann 1983, §6.6, Th eorem 6.1) For each i = 1, 2, ... m , let 
Yi:1, Yi:2, . . . , Yi:ni be iid with probability distribution function h,0 satisfying the assumption s 
of Th eorem 4.1 (Lehmann 1983, §6.4) , and suppos e that all n = L,~~1 n i observations are 
ind epend ent . Let { (niv , n 2v, . .. , nmJ }~ 1 be a sequence of sampl e sizes w-ith nv = L,~ 1 niv 
sat isfy ing th e limit condition (1.14) . Th en, with probability tending to 1 as n -+ oo, th ere 
exis t a consis tent sequence of roots {Bn};:<>=1 of th e log-lik elihood equat ion s (Eq uat ion (1.16)) 
satis f ying 
whei·e 0o ai·e the true param eters and [ 1 ( 0) is given by Eq ua t ion (1.15). 
A detailed pr oof of Th eorem 1.8.1 is given in Section 5.1. 
CHAPTER 2 
GENERALIZED MINIMUM PENALIZED HELLINGER DISTANCE ESTIMATION 
AND GENERALIZED PENALIZED HELLINGER DEVIANCE TESTING 
FOR DISCRETE GENERALIZED LINEAR MODELS 
2.1 Generalized Minimum Hellinger Distanc e 
Estimation and Its Application in GLMs 
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The main aim of this dissertation is to generalize MHD estimation and related methods 
to GLMs. This section contains the motivation for and definition of generalized minimum 
Hellinger distance esti mat ion for non-iid data and the idea of how this procedure may be 
applied to GLMs . 
Suppose that we have m ind ependent random samples from m distinct populations. 
For each i = 1, 2, ... m, let Yi = (}".;1, Y;2, ... , Y;11JT be a random samp le with probability 
distribution funct ion .9i, and let :Fi = {fi,0 : 0 E 0} be a specified parametric family of 
distributions. Assume that all m families depend on the same parameter 0 (of dimension 
p) and that each .9i is eith er equal to or at least close to some member fi ,00 in :Fi. Fur-
thermore, following Lehmann's extens ion for GML est imat ion (Section 1.8), we assume th e 
limit condition that m is fixed, each ni -+ oo, and the proporti ons ~ -+ Ai as the total 
1 . '-'m samp e size n = L.,i= 1 ni -+ oo. 
Following Beran's arg um ent for MHD estimator in Section 1.3, the GMHD est imator is 
heur istic ally related to the G ML est imator if each .9i is in fact some li,00 (but possibly not 
otherwise!). Assume that .9i = fi,00 E :Fi for all i and each ni is sufficiently large . Then, 
the GML estimator of 0 should be close to 0o and each §n; should be close to li,00 = .9i, 
where 9n; is the nonparametric estimate of .9i bas ed on the i th iid rand om sample. Finding 
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the GML estimator of 0 amounts to maximizing the joint log-likelihood 
m ni m l ni 
L L log h,0 (Yij) = L ni ~ L log li,0 (Yij) 
i=l j = l i=l ni j=l 
= E ni j log h,o(t)dGn i (t) over 0 E 0, 
i = l 
where Gni is the empir ica l cdf of the i th population . This pro cedur e shou ld be nearly th e 
same as maximi zing the quantity 
E ni J log[li,o ( t) / 9nJ t) Wni ( t)dt 
i= l 
m 
= - L niK L(h,0 , 9n.) 
i= l 
m 
~ - L n i · 2tt~1 (h, 0, 9n;) over 0 nea r 0o, 
i= l 
where ~ holds because it has beeu shown in Section 1.3 that , und er the ass umed family 
of model s, K L(I; ,0, 9n;) is asy mptoti cally equiva lent to 2v}i(,f;,o, 911.). T hat is , finding the 
GML estimato r 0 mle of 0 by maximizing th e joint log-likelihood over 0 E 0 is nearly 
( exac tly for discrete mod els) equival ent to minimi zing 
1n 
L niK L( li, 0, 911.) over 0 near 0 o 
i= I 
and , if 9i E :Fi for all i, is asy mptoti ca lly equival ent to minimi zing 
m 
2 L ni1l~ 1 (li,0 , 9n;) over 0 near 0a. 
i = I 




·- argm in ~n iu2,,(ho,9n) 
0E0 L, ' ' ' 
i= l 
m 
argmin ~n 11//2 - .91/2112 OEGL i i,0 n, 2, 
i = l 
and claim that, under th e model, the GMHD est imator is asymptot ica lly close enough to 
the GML est imator to share its prop ert ies (Th eorem 1.8.1). Also, in genera lizing MHD 
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estimation, one can expect that the robustness properties of the MHD estimator should 
carry over to the GMHD estimator. Section 5.2 extends the theoretical results of Beran's 
(1977) Theorem 1, which establishes the exist ence, uniqueness, and consistency of the MHD 
est imator, and Simpson's (1987) Theorem 2, which estab lishes the asymptotic normality and 
efficiency of the MHD estimator for count data, to the GMHD estimator for count data. 
It should be mentioned that the app licat ion of the GMHD estimation procedure for con-
tilmous data is current ly limit ed to the case requiring multiple observations per population 
because this procedure involv es continuous nonparametric density estimation (which enta ils 
est imating a scale parameter and bandwidths). Fortunately, there is no such limit at ion for 
discrete data which is the case of int erest in th is dissertation. According to Simpson (1987), 
for count data one can simply take [J11i to be the empirica l density function 
(2.2) , ( ) N it O 9n - t = - , t = , 1, ... , 
• 'n i 
where N it is the frequency oft observed among the i th random samp le. Note that if sample 
i has on ly oue observation Yi, then by Equat ion (2.2) 9n; puts probability one on the point 
The GMHD estimation procedure appli es dir ect ly to GLMs because each distinct vector 
of exp lanatory variables in a GLM determines a subpopu lation and the parameter vector {3 
is th e same for all the subpopulations. Consider first the GLMs with multiple observations 
per subpopu lation. The GMHD est imation procedure can be formulated as follows. Suppose 
that 9i is the unknown probability distribution function of subpopu lation i determined by 
th e i th vector of exp lanatory variables xT , and :Fi = {Jµ ;(/3) : {3 E B} is the assumed 
underlying family of distributions for 9i, i = 1, 2, ... m. (Recall that µi depends on {3 
through a link function e.) Then, according to Equation (2.1), the GMHD est imator f3H of 
{3 is given by 
m . . L II! 1/2 ( ) - 1/2( )112 arg mm ni . _ (b) t - 911 t 2 bEB _ µ, • 
z= l 
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(2.3) = arg max~ ni j / 1(2b)(t)§;/2(t)dt, bEB 0 µ, ' 
t = l 
where 9n; is an appropriate nonparametric density est imat e of 9i based on the random 
sample Y i from the i th subpopulation. 
There are cases for which the scale parameter cp in Equation (1.13) is not known and 
must be estimated from the data. To do that, one can simply estimate cp a long with 
(3 through the GMHD estimat ion procedure by viewing each assumed model family as 
:Fi= {Jµ ;(/3),<P: (3 E B ,cp E cl>}. That is, obta inin g the estimates of (3 and <p according to 
(,8:, </JHr = arg max ~ ni J / 1(2b) ,,_(t)§;/2(t)dt. 
bEB, ¢E <l> 6- t', >'+' l 
Note that all thr ee discrete GLMs - thos e based on Poisson, binomial, and negative binomial 
distributions - have cp equal to 1, so no est imation for cp is neces sa ry. 
The met hodology described above is appli cable to discrete GLMs with one or multiple 
olJscrvat ions per subpopul at ion using the empirical densit y est imat e defined in Equation (2.2). 
It may be genera lized in a st ra ightforward manner to cont inuous GLMs with multiple ob-
servat ions per subpopu lation, but with one observation per subpopu lation it is not clear 
how to choose an appropriate density estimate. The study of this dis sertation is focused on 
the infer ence for discrete GLMs. 
2.2 Generalized Minimum Hellinger Distanc e 
Estimation for Discrete GLMs 
For illustrative purposes , consider a GLM for count data . According to Equations (2.2) 
aud (2.3), the GMHD estimator (311 of (3 in a discrete GLM is given by 
,BH 
1n oo (N )1 ;2 it 1/2 
arg max L ni L -, -. J µ;( b) (t) 
bEB i=l t = O n1 
m (Nit) 112 1/2 = arg max L ni L - f - (b)(t), bEB . . ni µ, 
i= l 9n;( t) -/c0 
(2.4) 
which , for the case with only one observation Yi per cell, can be reduced to the form of 
1n 
(2.5) - I: 112 f31-1 = arg max J. ·(b) (yi), bEB µ, 
i== 1 
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simplifying the computation. 
Simpson (1987) explained why the MHD estimators shou ld be more robust than the 
ML estimators by observing their estimating equations . His argument may be generalized 
to compare the robustness between the GML estimator and the GMHD estimator. (Note 
that when cp = 1 such as in Poisson and binomial GLMs , the commonly used QL estimation 
is a version of GML estimation.) Let 9ni (t) be defined by Equation (2.2). Th en, in dis-
crete GLMs , the GML estimate maximizes L ~ t n i L ~ o log[Jµi(/3) (t)]§ni (t) and the GMHD 
t . t . . - 1 "'m "' oo 11;2 ( ) , 1/2() h ( ) D es rma e max1m1zes P,13,n = L...,i= l ni L...,t= O µi(/3) t 9ni t , w ere n = n1 , n2, ... , nm . e-
note the gradient of log[Jµ i(/3)(t)] with respect to (3 by lµi(.B)'(t). Then , the standardized 
estimating equation of GML estimation is 
m oo 
(2.6) n - 1 L ni L 9n; (t)lµi(.B)'(t) = 0, 
i = l t = O 
and th e st andardi zed estim ating equation of GMHD estimation is 
m oo 
(2.7) P~ ,~ L ni L9,; {2(t)f,~;(~i(t)lµ ,(/3)'(t) = 0. 
i = l l = O 
Provid ed th at each 9i is truly a memb er of :Fi, Equ a tions (2.6) and (2.7) agree in th e 
limit as each ni -+ oo at th e same rate , but one can clearly see th a t a deviat ion from th e 
assum ed mod el or an outli er has much less imp act on th e GMHD estim a tor th an on th e GML 
estimator becaus e th e exp ectation of lµ.,(,13)'(t) is with respect to P~,~n ig;{
2 !~;(~) for GMHD 
estimation rath er than n - 1ni9n; for GML estimation. That is, th e effect of an improbable 
data point is downweight ed in GMHD estim ation , but not in GML estimation. In an 
exa mpl e for which each J, ,,(/3) has finit e Fish er information , each f,~;(~)(t)ll,~;(,B)'(t)I -+ 0 as 
t -+ oo, showing th e sup erior robustness of GMHD estimation compar ed to GML estimati on. 
2.3 Generaliz ed Minimum Penalized Hellinger 
Distance Estimation for Discrete GLMs 
Most of the GLMs do not have very many observations per vector of explanatory vari-
ables , which often leads to small total sample sizes. One should expect, as for MHD esti-
mation , that th e estimat es may be very biased when implementing GMHD estimation in 
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small samples. As described in Section 1.4, Harris and Basu (1994) proposed the MPHD 
estimation to improve the small sample performance of the ordinary MHD estimation. 
Th eir penalty idea may be extended straightforwardly to G MHD estimation. According to 
Equation (2.1) , in the gen eral non-iid cases , the class of the GMPHD estimators BrH ,h of 
0o may be defined by 
,n 
Bri,h := ar g min ~niu 2rL,h(fio,§n) , . 0 E0L ,, ' ' 
i = l 
= arg m,i~ t ni [_ L (fi~~2 (t) - g,\{2 (t)) 2 + h _ L h,o(t)l 
i - 1 9n;( l ),{:0 9n;( l )= 0 
= arg }flJ f ni [2 L Ji~~2 (t)g,~{2 (t) - (1 - h) _ L h,o(t)l by Equation (1.10) 
i= l l 9n; (t ),1:0 
= arg max ;f!... n i [2 ~ /~2 (t)_g~l2 (t) - (1 - h) ~ Ji o(t)l -OEe L L i , , L , 
i = l 9n ; (l ),1:0 9n; (l) ,{:0 
T herefore, in GLM::; for coun t data , th e GMPHD esti mato r /3r11,h of /3 is given by 
For the case wit h one observat ion Yi per subp opul at ion , Equ ation (2.8) redu ces to th e form 
of 
m 
/3r11,h = arg i 1a.i L[2J l;(2b) (yi) - (1 - h)fr, ,(b) (Yi)], 
i= l 
whi ch is much eas ier to comput e. Settin g h equ al to 1, one obt ains th e ordin ary GMHD 
est imator. 
2.3.1 Exampl es 
In this diss ert a tion , Poisson GLMs and binomi al GLMs are th e dis crete GLMs for which 
th e GMPHD est imation pro cedur e has been impl ement ed . 
(a) Consid er a Poisson GLM where each indep endent random sampl e Yi , corr esponding 
to th e i th vector of explanatory variables x[, is assumed to be iid from a Pois son 
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distribution Poi(µi) with mean parameter µi· Suppose that the log link function 
is used; i.e., rJi = f(µi) = logµi. Then , according to Equation (2.8), the GMPHD 
estimator /3P1-1,h of /3 can be obtained by maximizing 
~ . [
2 
~ (Nit) 1/ 2 exp{½[tiji - exp(iji)]} _ (l _ h) ~ exp{tiji - exp(iji)}l 
L..,ni - L.., ni (t!)l/2 - L..., t! ' 
t=l 9ni(t)f0 9n;(l) f 0 
h - "'°'p-1 b w ere rJi = uj = O Xij j· 
(b) Consider a binomial GLM for which each iid sample Y i, related to x'[, is assumed to 
come from a binomial distribution B(N i, 1ri) with known N/s. Here, Ni is the number 
of ind epende nt bernoulli trials and Ki is the probability of successes, so µ i = Nini is 
the mean parameter. Suppose that a logit link function with respect to 1r is used; 
i.e. , rJi = f(µi) = log( N:~,i,) = log( 1.:'.1:7fi ). Then, by Equation (2.8), the GMPHD 
est imator /3PJ,,h of /3 maximizes 
2.3.2 The Choice of th e Penalty Factor 
The choice of the penalty weight, h, turns out to be crucial in determining the efficiency 
of GMPHD estimat ion and, in particular, whether GMPHD estimation is competitive with 
QL estimat ion in GLMs when the data are not contaminated. Computer simulatious de-
scribed in detail in Sect ion 4.2.2 show that for small sample sizes the "optimal" value 
h = 0.5, suggested by Harris and Basu (1994) , yields GMPHD estimates that have sub-
stantially higher MS E 's than QL estimates , and than G MPHD estimates obtained by using 
an optimal value of h as determined by simulation (see Figure 4.5). Further simulations, 
summarized in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, show how the optimal valu e of h (in terms of mean 
squared error) depends on the sample sizes. For the smaller sample sizes it is clear that the 
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optimal value of h may be substantially different from 0.5, even for MP HD estimation for 
an iid sample from a single Poisson population (Figure 4.1). The situation is even more 
extreme when the data are contaminated. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the optimal choices of h 
for some Poi sson GLMs as functions of sample sizes for two differ ent contamination models. 
The optimal h's vary tremendously as a function of sample size for the smaller sample sizes. 
This is very imp ortant because in many app licat ions of GLMs the number of observations 
in each subpopulation is very small. 
The size of the mean parameter in a Poisson model appears to hav e an effect on the 
est imatio n as well in the sense that it requires even larg er sample sizes for MPHD estimates 
to be optimal at h near 0.5 (see Figure 4.1). Simpson (1989) noticed the influenc e of larg e 
Poisson means on the MHD methods. Simpson (1989) found that, for Poisson models with 
large values ofµ , the x2 approximat ion to the HDV test statistic was much less accurate 
than that for Poisson models with small values ofµ, and he suggested that 011e may conside r 
using HDV test based on normal approximatiou to the Poisson rather than that based on 
Poisson model itself. 
F igure 4.2 illustrates the impact of the sizes of the means, µi's, 011 GMPHD est imat ion 
in Poisson GLMs. As with MPHD estimation , it appears that the choice of the values of h 
not only depends on sample sizes but may a lso be affected by the magnitudes of the means. 
It suggests that a single fixed value of h may not provide the desired opt imal results for all 
cases and that h ought to be chosen based on data. 
Taken together, the simu lation work motivates the search for a better method for se-
lecting the penalty weight. A parametric bootstrap (PBoot) algorithm for "estimating" h 
is described below. Essentially, the idea behind the a lgor ithm is as follows. 
First fit a GLM to the data using, say, GMHD est imation. Then, generate a number of 
data sets from the fitted model assuming the data really arc Poisson. GMPHD estimates 
arc comp ut ed for each data set for a number of values of h, and the best value of h (in 
terms of mean sq uar ed error) is chosen. Finally, GMPHD estimation is carried out on the 
original data set using th e value of h obtained from th e simulation. 
Algorithm 2 .1: GMPHD est imation for discrete GLMs with h chosen by a para-
metric boot strapp ing technique 
1. Find the preliminary estimateµ ofµ based on GMPHD estimation: 
(a) Given a data set, choose a set of values of h, denoted by {h}, 
that possibly contains the true optimal h, for example, 
{ h} = { -1.0, -0.9 , ... , 0.0, ... , 0.9, 1.0}. The largest element in { h} is 
always 1.0 to cover the ordinary GMHD estimation . 
(b) Find the preliminary GMPHD estimate p of f3 using 
h = median [h], where [h] = [min{h}, 1.0]. For example, for the {h} 
given in 1( a ), [h] = [-1.0 , 1.0] and h = 0.0. 
(c) Compute each µ,; = e-1(i!i), where 'T/i = xTP. 
2. Generate r bootstrap samples, assuming the estimateµ is the trueµ: 
(a) Generate eac h boot s trap sample Y * = (Y? , Y:?, ... , Y;,;) T such that 
each Y7= (Y;t,Y;2, .. . ,Y;~.)T is a random sample of size n i from] µ,;· 
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' * 3. For each value of h in {h}, derive the estimateµ ofµ based on GMPHD 
estimation for each bootstrap sample: 
' * 
(a) For each value of h, compute the GMPHD estimate p of p for each 
bootstrap sample. 
: * (b) For each value of h, computeµ 
' * 
according to P for each bootstrap 
' * ' * l ' * : * T , 
sample such that µi = e- (iJi), where T/i = xi {3 . 
4 . Find bootstrap optimal h*: 
: * 
(a) For each value of h, compute the MSE for each estimator /..li of µ i , 
' * MSE*(µ,i), based on r bootstrap samples, assuming fli is true . 
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(b) For each value of h, ' * compute the overall MSE, MSE*(µ, ), of all 
'* estimators µi 's such that MSE*(µ*) = I:: 1 Ms::l~;). 
' * 
(c) Choose a value of h with the smallest MSE*(µ, ). 
5. Re-estimate~ based on the original data set, using GMPHD estimation 
with h = h*. 
Algorithm 2.1 provides an effective way to est imate the penalty weight for GMPHD 
est imat ion in discrete GLMs which, in practice , usually have very few observations per cell. 
An exte nsive simulation study shows that the GMPHD estimates based on this algorithm 
(using PBoot estimated optimal h's) can be very close (in terms of mean squar ed error) to 
the true optimal estimates if the assumed model is true. 
Some decisions mad e in the algorithm are arbitrary but the results are not sensit ive to 
these choices. For examp le, the range of values of h used in Step l(a), the initial value 
of h used in Step l(b) , the number (r) of bootstrap samples generated in Step 2, and the 
' * criterion used to compute th e total MSE , MSE* (µ ) in Step 4( b). When a data set is 
obtained , information , such as the approximate sizes of the µi's and subsamp le sizes, is also 
available . According to Figure 4.2, for the cases with large values of the µi's a wider range 
of h in Step l(a) is required. For examp le, ranges of [-2.0, 1.0] or [-3.0, 1.0] may be need ed 
for samp les with sizes less than five. 
Using median[h] as the initial value of h in Step l(b) seems to work well for most cases. 
Generating r = 25 bootstrap samples in Step 2 a lready provides results that are competitive 
to QL results ; an implementation based on r = 100 yields very marginal improvem ent . 
' * Altering the computation cr iterion for total MSE, MSE*(µ, ), in Step 4(b) may yield different 
results ; the one suggested in Step 4(b) is sca le invar iant and provid es very efficient GMPHD 
estimates for sma ll samp les. 
One disadvantage of Algorithm 2.1 is the lack of robustness due to using a parametric 
bootstrap strategy. As mentioned previously , the optimal values of h for small samples may 
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be quite different for contaminated and uncontaminated data. To "estimate " the optimal 
h by bootstrapping robustly, the key is to be able to generate bootstrap samples which 
mimic the original samp le (contaminat ed or not) well. The PBoot method in Algorithm 2.1 
generates parametric bootstrap sampl es from th e assumed family of distributions which are 
not subject to the same contamination as th e original sampl e. That is , if a given sample is 
contaminated, th e GMPHD estimates obtain ed using PBoot estimated optimal h 's may not 
be close to optimal beca use the PBoot part of the algorithm fails to generate repr esentativ e 
bootstrap samples. An alternative way of choosing h, which is bas ed on a nonparam etric 
bootstrap (NPBoot) met hod , has been considered. In the alternate algorithm, Step 2 of 
algor ithm 2.1 is rep laced by the following pro ced ur e. 
2. Generate r bootstrap samples, assuming the estimateµ is the trueµ: 
( a ) Compute the standardized residuals € = ({f, Ef, ... , €~~)'1', where each 
€; = (E;1, Ei2, · ·· ,EinJT , and Eij = )\~ µ., ,for i = 1, 2, ... m and j = 1, 2, ... n ; . 
Here, s; is the standard error of the i th subpopulation and i s a 
function ofµ ; for discrete GLMs. For example, s; = ./µ; for Poisson 
GLMs and s; = JN ;ir; (l - ir;) , where ir; = ~, for binomial GLMs. 
(b) For generating each bootstrap sample, resample each 
A* (A. A. A. )T f . . h 1 t f € t t E.;=EiJ, E; 2 , .. . ,E; n i o s1zen ; w1t repacemen rom oge 
( c ) Generate each bootstrap sample Y * = (Y 1T, Y 2T , ... , Y ;;{f ' such that each 
Y * . y • (Y* Y* y• )T . t d d . t y • A + ' * ij in ; = il, ;2, ... , in; is compu e accor ing o ij = µ ; s; x E;j 
rounded to the closest integer . Adjust ½j to be in the support of the 
underlying model distribution. For example, for Poisson GLMs 
½j = max{ O, Y;;} and for Binomial GLMs ½j = max{O, Y;;} if ½j < 0 and 
y;; = min{N;, Y;;} if ½j > N;. 
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There is a trade-off between using th e methods of PBoot and NPBoot for choosing h. 
Th e GMPHD estimates obtained by this NPBoot alternative ar e more robust under data 
contamination at the cost of being less efficient under the assum ed model. Figures 4. 7, 4 .8, 
and 4.9 illustrat e how well Algorithm 2.1 and its NPBoot alternative work under the as-
sum ed mod el and und er two types of contamination, individually . As shown in Figur es 4.7 , 
the GMPHD estim ates using PBoot est imat ed h 's are very close to the true optimal est i-
mates and arc much mor e efficient th an thos e using NPBoot es timat ed h's when th e mod el 
is tru e. Figures 4.8 and 4.9, on the other hand , establish that NPBoot met hod gives 
mor e robust GMPHD es timat es th an PBoot method do es when th e data are contaminat ed , 
especially for small µ i's and for Typ e II contamination. 
For the rest of th is dissertation, t he PBoot met hod (i.e ., Algori thm 2.1) is used to 
"est imate " opt imal values of h when computin g GMPHD est imates. T he PB oot method 
is chosen over NPBoot method because it y ields estimates t hat arc more comp et itiv e to 
QL est imates uudcr t he model and at the sa me time are sti ll mucl1 more robust than the 
QL estimates und er cont a min at ion. (The three grap hs 0 11 t he left side of Figure 4.8 and 
of F igur e 4.9 show that tl1c GMPHD est imates usiHg PBoot-optimal h 's are very robust 
compared to the QL estimates despite being less robust than t hose using NPBoot-opt imal 
h 's. ) 
Special attent ion is needed for the cases where GLMs have only one observat ion per 
cell. F igures 4.8 and 4.9 show t hat Algorithm 2. 1 is least robust for such cases . This 
res ult is expected because , with only one obse rvat ion per cell, there is no "check" on what 
distributions the data come from. On e can see that even the NPBoot a lte rn at ive is not very 
robu st for such cases . More work needs to be don e in the futur e for finding the optim al 
values of h for GMPHD est imat ion. Th e goal is to be able to find the values of h through an 
ana lytica l approach , or at least to be ab le to figur e out a st rat egy for generat ing bootstrap 
samples th a t encompass es the contamination information of the original sample . 
Finally, note that , while th e GMPHD estimation based on Algorithm 2.1 yields very 
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efficient estimates, for the cases with reasonably large subsample sizes per subpopulation 
(e.g. , 100 or more), one may consider using GMPHD estimation with a value of h close to 
0.5 to save computation time. Also note that since a negative value of h may be involved in 
GMPHD estimation, the penalized Hellinger distance for each subpopulation Up11,h(li,0 , fJnJ 
defined in Equation (1.9) may not be a distance anymore. The name of the procedur e 
remains un changed because of the natur e of its construction. 
As with the relationship between MHD estimation and MPHD estimation, GMPHD 
estimat ion differs from GMHD estimation only in its weighting on the empty cells which has 
no effect on the estimation asymptotically and has no influence on the outlying observations. 
Thus , the GMPHD estimator enjoys the same asymptotic and robustness properti es of the 
GMHD estimator. 
2.4 Genera lized Hellinger Deviance Testing for 
Discrete GLMs 
The second main topic of this dissertation is to develop a MHD-based hypoth esis test -
ing procedure for GLMs as a robust alternative to the likelihood-b ased ana lysis of deviance 
curr ently used in GLMs. Th is sect ion includ es a review of Nelder and Wedderburn 's (1972) 
GLR tests based on QL estimation and the development of GHDV tests bas ed on GMHD 
estimat ion for testing the goodness-of-fit of a model , and for selecting betwee n two compet-
itive, nested models. 
2.4.1 Th e GHDV Test for Goodness-of-Fit 
First , cons ider the discrete GLMs with multiple observations per cell. As previously 
denoted , each Yi = (Y,:1, Y,:2, ... , Yi:nif, i = 1, 2, ... m, is a random sample from 9i which is 
assumed to be a member of the und erlying family of distributions, :Fi = {Jµ ;(/3) : /3 E B} . 
(Note that the scal e parameter <.p is ignor ed in the fomulation for simplicity because cp = 1 
for discrete GLMs.) Let l(µ(/3)) = Li:,,l I.:1J~1 logJµ i(/3)(Yij) be the joint log-likelihood 
fun ct ion expressed as a function ofµ which depends on /3 through a link function £. Then, 
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the genera lized log-likelihood ratio test statistic D* for measuring the goodness-of-fit of a 
G LM is defined by 
D*(µ(b) ; Y1, Y2, · · · , Ym) = 2[l(µfull) - l(µ(b))], 
where µ full corresponds to the maximum valu e of l(µ) achievable under a full (m-parameter) 
model, and b is the maximi zer of l (µ({3)) with resp ect to f3 over the (p-param ete r) model 
und er investi gat ion. Neld er and Wedderburn (1972) called this statist ic the scal ed devianc e. 
Now, followin g the discussion in Section 1.5, this statistic may be reformulated in terms 
of Kullba ck-Leibler distanc es . Recall from Section 2.1 that th e maximizer of th e joint log-
likelihood L~l Lj 1~ 1 logJµ ;(f3)(Yij) is exac tly th e minimi zer of Li~! niKL(Jµ ;(/3),!JnJ for 
dis crete mod els. Mim ickin g the deriv at ion in Equation (1.12) , the above GLR test stat istic 
ca n be reformul a ted as 
11! 
(2.9) D * (µ(b); YI , Y2, .. •, Ym) = 2 L ni[K L(f, ~;(b), !JnJ - K L(f µ;,full, 9n, )]. 
i = I 
Rep lac ing th e Ku llback-L eibler dist ances iu Equation (2.9) by twic e th e squared Hellinger 
di sta nces y ields the genera lized Hellinger deviance test stat isti c D 11 defined by 
m 
D11 (µ(b); y I ) Y2, .. . ' Ym) = 2 L n i[2u?, u,~;(b)) !JnJ - 2u~, (Jµ ;,full, !JnJ] 
i = l 
m 
= 8 L ni[P(Jµi,full, !JnJ - p(f;i ;(b), !JnJ] by Equation (1.1) , 
i=l 
h . ( 1. A ) _ "\""' j 1/2 ( ) A 1/2 ( ·) A • • d t h . "\""'m . (J A ) w e1e p . i.1,;(/3), 9n; - LA µ;(/3) t 9n; t , µf ull conespon s o t e maximum L., i= l n 1p 1.1,;, 9 n; 
achievable under a full (m-par ameter) model and bi s th e maximiz er of L~t nip(f µ;({3), !JnJ 
with respect to f3 over th e (p-param ete r) mod el und er investigation. 
Assumin g the number of the explanatory variabl es p is less than the dimension of a 
full model m, th e est imat ion of µ und er a full mode l must be carried out directly over 
µ. In GLR tests, µ full is th e maximiz er of l(µ) over µ and can be solved analytica lly. 
The results are that /J,i,fuJJ = Yi if ni = 1 and /J,i,fu1 = Yi if ni > l. In GHDV tests , µ full 
max imi zes L ~ , nip(J 1,;, !JnJ overµ. Ifn i= 1, it can be solved ana lytically with the result 
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that µi ,run = Yii otherwise it has to be solved numerically becaus e each /1,i,ru11 is th e MHD 
estimate of µi calculated from the i th iid subsample (subject to the constraint that cp is the 
same for all subpopulations when cp is not known) . 
For th e case where a discrete GLM has one observation Yi per cell, /1,i,ru11 = Yi for all 
i , l(µ(/3)) = L~1 logJµ ;(/3)(Yi), and L i~l niP(fµ ;({3),9nJ = L ~ 1 f~ ;(~)(Yi), so D * and DH 
simp lify to 
D *( A(b) ) 2~1 [ ]y;(Yi) l µ ; Y1, Y2, · · · , Ym = L.,, og f ( ) ' 
i=l µ;(b) Yi 
and 
m 
DH (µ(b); Yl , Y2, · · ·, Ym) = 8 L[f ;(2(Yi) - f ~;tb) (yi)], 
i=l 
respectively. 
2.4.2 T he GHDV Test for Compar ing Two 
Nested Models 
Let Ho denote the model under test and H 1 be the extended model conta ining add it iona l 
exp lanatory var iab les. That is, the test of interest is Ho : /3 = /30 E Bo agai nst H1 : /3 = 
/31 E B 1, wher e Bo and B 1 are ofd imensionp and q, respectively , Bo C B1 , andp < q < m. 
T hen , following the idea of LR tests for nested mode ls in Section 1.5, the G LR test statist ic 
for com par ing two nested models is the difference between two sca led deviances 
= D*(µ(bo); Y1, Y2, · · ·, Ym) - D*(µ(bi); Y1, Y2, · · ·, Ym) 
= 2[l(µ( bi)) - l(µ (bo))], 
where bo and b1 are maximizers of l(µ(/3)) with respect to /3 und er null and alternative 
models, respectively. Similarly, the GHDV test statistic for nested mod els has th e form 
m 
= 8 L ni[P(f µ;(b 1),9nJ - p(Jµ ;(b0 ), 9nJJ, 
i= I 
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where bo and b1 are maximizers of I::r:!,1 nip(Jµ;(f3), §nJ with respect to j3 under null and 
alternative models, respectively. 
This section concludes with three notes concerning the validity of GLR and GHDV tests 
and the extension of GHDV tests to continuous GLMs. 
Notes: 
1. McCullagh and Nelder (1989) stated that the scaled devian ce fun ct ion (the GLR test 
statistic for goodness-of-fit) may be approximated by a x~ m-p) distribution in some 
circumstances - for examp le, in discrete data problems where the counts are large -
but in general, the x2 approximations for the scaled deviance itself are not very good 
even as m -+ oo. Further work remains to be done on the asymptot ic distribution of 
the scaled deviance. On the other hand, McCullagh and Nelder (1989) suggested that 
the x2 approximation for the difference between scaled deviances for nested models is 
quite accurate. The x2 degrees of freedom for nested models is q - p. 
2. Concerning the relationship between HDV tests and LR tests , one might expect that 
the GHDV tests would be asymptotica lly equ ivalent to the GLR tests if the null 
model is correct. An extens ive study based on simul ation supports this assertion 
whereas, for GLMs with very few observations per cell, the convergence of the GHDV 
test statistics, (including both D 11 and 6D 11), to their limitin g x2 distributions is 
much too slow to be useful. Section 2.5 introduces the GPHDV tests based on the 
GMPHD est imators ( which, with suitab le penalty factors , are much more efficient 
than the GMHD estimators in small samp les). The int ention is to develop a lternative 
robust tests that converge to the GLR tests faster than the GHDV tests and see if 
a x2 approximation is applicable for small samples. In Section 2.6, a nonparametric 
bootstrap method is used to determine cr iti ca l values, which are percentiles of the 
bootstrap build-up samp ling distributions of the GPHDV test statist ics, to further 
improv e the accur acy of the type I erro rs in small samples. 
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3. GHDV tests may be applied to continuous GLMs with multipl e observations per cell. 
If <p is not known ( such as in normal , gamma, and inverse Gaussian G LMs), the 
estimate of <p, <p, is computed from the largest model of int erest and the same <p is 
used in all subsequent models. This strategy may not be satisfactory if <p controls the 
shape of the model distributions, as in the gamma distributions. This is a topic to be 
investigated in the future research. 
2.5 Generalized Penalized Hellinger Deviance 
Testing for Discr ete GLMs 
In this section , PHDV tests are generalized to discrete GLMs . The resulting generalized 
penalized Hellinger deviance tests , based on the GMPHD estimators, are introduc ed as an 
improv ed robust alternative to the GLR tests over the ordinary GHDV tests in terms of 
how fast their test statistics converge to the limitin g x2 distributions. 
2.5.1 The GPHDV Test for Goodness-of -Fi t 
Following th e assumpt ions and notation in Section 2.4 , the genera lized penaliz ed Hellinger 
deviance test stat istic for goodness-of-fit , DP11,h, may be obtained by replacin g the Kullback-
Leibler distan ces in Equation (2.9) by twice the squared penaliz ed Hellinger distances. Ac-
cord ing to Equation (1.9) the statistic has the form 
m 
DPH,h(µ(b); Y1, Y2, - - - , Ym) = 2 L ni[2u~,,,h(Jp,i(b), .9nJ - 2u~H,h(f{t;,full, .9-nJ] 
i=I 
= 4 f ni {[2p(f {,i,fu11,.9nJ - 2p(.fp,i(b), .9nJ] - (1 - h) [ . L ]µ,;,ful1(t) - . L Jp,;(b)(t)l}, 
z= l g,,i (l)fO 9n; (l)fO 
where µfull corresponds to the maximum value of Li "'.!: 1 ni{2p(f,~ i, .9nJ-(l-h) L§ n; (t)t O _f µ; ( t)} 
achievable und er a full (m-parameter) model and bis the maximizer of I:~ 1 ni{2p(f 1~;({3), §nJ-
(1 - h) L§n;(l) fO Jµ;({3)(t)} with respect to /3 over the (p-parameter) model under invest iga-
tion. 
Analogous to the GHDV test, µfull may be obtained by maximizing I:~ 1 ni{2p(Jµ .;, .9n; )-
(1 - h) L §n;(l),to Jµ;(t)} overµ. However , for the GPHDV test , the est imat e Jl,ru11 may de-
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pend on the value of h . Forni = 1, P,i,full = Yi regardless of the value of h , whil e for ni > 1, 
P,i,full is the MPHD estimate of µi based on the i th iid subsample, subject to the constraints 
that h and cp are both th e sam e for all subpopulations , and different values of h may lead 
to different results. Th erefore, it is necessary to det ermine h in some way. 
On e suit able value of h for the GPHDV test for goodn ess-of-fit is th e optim al h deriv ed 
accordin g to th e estimati on und er th e full mod el. Th e same h is th en used in th e estimation 
under th e model of investig ation. Algorithm 2.2 expl ains how µ full and its corr espondin g 
optimal h may be ob ta ined. Th e idea is very simil ar to th at of Algorithm 2.1, but µ is 
estim ated dir ectly . This a lgorithm appli es to all discrete GLM s with a t least one n i > 1. 
Algorithm 2.2: Th e estim ation ofµ for th e sa tur ated or full model for th e GPHDV 
test of goodn ess-of-fit of a dis crete G LM with h chosen by para metri c bootstr apping 
1. Find the preliminary estimate µf ull of µ: 
(a) Given a data set, choose a set of values of h, {h}, that possibly 
contains the true optimal h. The largest component in {h} is always 
1.0. 
(b) Find the preliminary estimate µ full of µ such that let P,i ,fu11 = Yi if 
n i = 1 and /J,i ,full be the MPHD estimate of µ i using h = median [h] based 
on the i t h iid subsample Y i if ni > 1, where [h] = [minh , 1.0] . 
2. Generate r bootstrap samples, assuming the estimate µf ull is the true 
µ: 
(a) Generate each bootstrap sample Y * = (Y ? , Y r , .. . , Y ;,; )T such that 
each Yi = (Y,;~, Y,;2, . .. , Y,;~) T is a random sample of size n i from Jp,i,full. 
3 . For each value of h in { h}, derive the estimate µ,;ull of µ full for each 
bootstrap sample: 
A* 
(a) For each given value of h and for each bootstrap sample, let P,i,full = 
: * 
Y: if n ; = 1 and µ be the MPHD estimate of µ' " based on the i
th 
• • i ,full • 
iid subsample YT if ni > l. 
4 . Find bootstrap optimal h*: 
:: * 
(a) For each value of h, compute the MSE for each estimator µ i,full of 
µ i ,ru11, MSE*(µ,;,fuli), based on r bootstrap samples, assuming P,i,full is 
true. 
(b) For each value of h, compute the overall MSE, MSE*(µ;u 11), of all 
'* - * MSE*("~ ) 
estimators P,i,full 's such that MSE* (µ full) = L~l . µ,,full . 
µi ,full 
' * 
(c) Choose a value of h with the smallest MSE* (µ full). 
5. Re-estimateµ based on the original data set with h = h*. 
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For discrete GLMs with on ly one obse rvation per cell (i.e. , with n / s all equal to 1), 
the selection of h needs spec ial attent ion. µf ulll in this case, arc simp ly th e data valu es 
the mselves no matter what value of h is given; hence, no contr ibution for choos ing th e 
opt imal h will be made from computin g µ fu11• In such a case, th e opt imal h used in th e test 
may be der ived acco rding to the mode l und er invest igat ion using Algor ithm 2.1. T he test 
stat ist ic for this case is redu ced to the form 
m 
D P,r ,h = 4 2)2ui/2 (yi) - Jl:tb)(yi)] - (1 - h)[Jy;(Yi) - !{L;(b)(Yi)l}, 
i = l 
where h is the opt imal h correspond ing to the est imator b. 
2.5.2 The GPI-IDV Test for Compa rin g 
Two Nested Models 
T he GPHDV test statisti c for nested mode ls is t he difference between two GPHDV test 
stat istics for goodness-of-fit of mod els und er null and a lternativ e hypoth eses; its form is 
given by 
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where bo and b1 are maximizers of I:~ 1 ni{2p(Jµ;(f3) , §nJ - (1 - h) L§ n;(t),to Jµ;(f3)(t)} with 
respect to f3 under null and alternative models, respectively. In this case, h is der ived 
acco rdin g to Algorithm 2.1 based on th e larg er mod el. The same h is used in th e small er 
mod el. 
This section ends with some remarks regardin g how well GPHDV tests perform and 
why nonparametric bootstrap GPHDV tests , which are introduced in the next section , are 
needed. To help illust rate the comparison among all tests in thi s chapter, Section 4.2 .3.1 
contains repr esentativ e test results from our preliminary simul at ion . Figures 4.10 and 4.11 
compa re th e observed levels of the GLR tests , the GHDV tests , the GPHDV tests usin g 
h = 0.5 and the GPHDV tests using the opt imal h und er the null hypoth esis for goodness-
of-fit and for comparing two nested models, respectively . It appears that, asymptoticall y, 
all GPHDV tests (including the GHDV tests) arc equivalent to the GLR tests when th e 
null mod el is true whereas, for GLMs with small subsa mpl es, result s of th e GPHDV tests 
could be very different from t hose of t he GLR tests. Th e result s indi cate that although 
th e pena lty process significant ly increases th e rntc of conve rgence of GHDV tests to their 
limiting x2 distributions , th e convergence is sti ll not fast enou gh to give usabl e levels for 
GLMs with sma ll subsampl es. Since the x2 appr oximat ion for GPHDV tests is not very 
good , nonp arametric bootstrap GPHDV tests which obta in cr it ica l values according to th e 
nonparametric bo otst rap samp ling distributions of the test statistics are introduced in th e 
next section. It has been shown th at such GPHDV tests give much mor e acc urat e levels 
than thos e based on th e x2 approximation. 
2.6 Nonparametric Boot stra p GPHDV 
Testing for Discr ete GLMs 
This section introdu ces a nonparam etric bootstrap method for deriving much more 
accurate and much mor e robu st cr itical valu es for th e GPHDV tests as an a ltern at ive to th e 
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x2 approximation. The resulting tests are named the nonparametric bootstrap generalized 
penalized Hellinger deviance (NPB-GPHDV) tests. 
2.6.1 Th e NPB-GPHDV Test for Goodness-of-Fit 
Assuming that Ho : {3 = {30 E Bo is the goodness-of-fit test of interest , where B 0 is of 
dimension p. Let X o = (xoi , Xo2, . . . , Xomr be th e m X p design matrix or the matrix of 
explanatory variates of th e model under investigation . 
Algorithm 2.3: Nonparam etric bootstrap GPHDV test for goodn ess-of-fit 
1. Find the GMPHD estimates and derive a suitable value of h for the test: 
Given a data set, consider two cases. 
Cas e 1: n i > 1 for at least one i : 
( a ) Use Algori thrn 2. 2 to compute fi ruii and h* . 
(b) Using h = h* , find the GMPHD estimate Po of {30 under a p-parameter 
model. 
Case 2: ni = 1 for all i : 
(a) Let P•i ,full = Yi for all i. 
(b) Use Algorithm 2.1 to compute the GMPHD estimate Po of {30 and h* 
under a p-parameter model . 
2. Compute the GPHDV test statistic, D Pll,ii•: 
( a ) Compute µ 0 such that each P-oi = e- L ('17oi) , where 'T/Oi = x'J} o. 
(b) Compute D PH,ii- based on fi ruii and fi,0 . 
3. Construct a nonparametric bootstrap distribution for DPH,ii·: 
(a) Generate 1000 bootstrap samples, assuming the estimate ji,0 is true: 
(i) Compute the standardized residuals E = (iT, tI , ... , {;,.JT, where 
h - ( - - - )T eac Ei = Ei t ,Ei 2 , ··· ,c ini , and Eij = )'i1- P,oi · _ Si , for i - 1,2, ... m 
and j = 1, 2 , . .. n i . Here, Si is the standard error of the i th 
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subpopulation and is a function of µoi for discrete GLMs. For 
example, Si = ~ for Poisson GLMs and Si = JNiiroi(l - iroi), where 
A /!:.Qi 
'ifOi = N,' , 
' 
for binomial GLMs. 
(ii) For generating each bootstrap sample, resample each 
(iii) Generate each bootstrap sample Y* = (YtT , Y :r1', ... , Y;",;)T such that 
each ½j in Y; = (Y;t, 1'i2, ... , Y;~JT is computed according to ½j = 
µo i + Si x E:ij rounded to the closest integer. Adjust ½j to be 
in the support of the underlying null model distribution. For 
example, for Poisson GLMs ½j = max{O , Y;;} and for Binomial GLMs 
½j = max {O, 1'i;} if ½j < 0 and ½j = rnin{Ni, Y;;} if ½j > Ni . 
A * 
(b) For each bootstrap sample, find the estimate Jl,ruii of µ0 and the 
A* 
GMPHD estimate ~o of ~o under the full and the p -parameter model, 
respe ct ively, using h = h* . 
( c ) Similar to Step 2, compute the GPHDV test statistic D * - bas ed on 
P H ,h· 
;: * ,... * 
µ ruii and µ,0 for each one of the 1000 bootstrap samples . 
4. Make a decision: 
( a ) Given a nominal level a , reject the null hypothesis if DP,,,i· is 
in the largest lOOOxa values of D* - ; otherwise do not reject. 
PH ,h* 
2.6.2 The NPB -GPHDV Test for Comparin g 
Two Nes ted Mod els 
Assum ing that Ho : {3 = {30 E Bo versus H 1 : {3 = {31 E B 1 is th e test of inter est, 
where B o and B 1 arc of dim ension p and q, respectively , B o C Bi , and p < q < m. Let 
X O = (xo1, Xo2, . . . , Xomr and X 1 = (x11, X 12, .. . , X1m) T be them X p and m X q design 
matrices or th e matrices of exp lanatory variates of the null and the a lt ernative models , 
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respectively. 
Algorithm 2.4: Nonparametric bootstrap GPHDV test for nested GLMs 
1. Find the GMPHD estimates and derive a suitable value of h for the test: 
(a) Given a data set, use Algorithm 2 . 1 to estimate {31 under a 
• • * 
q-parameter model to get {31 and h1 . 
(b) Using h = hi, find the GMPHD estimate ~o of {30 under a p-parameter 
model. 
2. Compute the GPHDV test statistic, f':lDP 11 ii·: , 1 
(a) Compute i/0 = X o~o and iJ 1 = X 1~1. 
(b) Compute µ0 and µ1 such that each µoi = e- i(iJoi) and each µ,1i = e-1(i]1i). 
(c) Compute f':lDP 1• • based on µ0 and µ1 . II , i 1 
3. Construct a nonparametric bootstrap distribution for f':lD 1, 1 1· .: l , ll 
(a) Same as Step 3(a) of Algorithm 2.3. 
A* " * 
(b) For each bootstrap sample, find the GMPHD estimates ~o and ~l of 
~o and ~ 1 under a p-parameter and a q-parameter model, 
respectively, using h = hf. 
(c) Similar to Step 2, compute the GPHDV test statistic f::lD* • based PH,hj 
A* A * 
on µ
0 
and µ 1 for each one of the 1000 bootstrap samples. 
4. Make a decision: 
(a) Given a nominal level a, reject the null hypothesis if f':lDPH) i j is 
in the largest lOOOxa values of f::lD* . ; otherwise do not reject. 
PH,hj 
Simi lar to the study for choosing optima l h for GMPHD estimat ion, a parametric boot-
strap alternative of the NPB-GPHDV tests is also cons idered in the study for robust tests. 
Th ese parametric bootstrap generalized penalized H elling er deviance (PB-GPHDV) tests can 
be derived by replacing Step 3(a) in Algorithm 2.3 and 2.4 by the following. 
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(a) Generate 1000 bootstrap samples, assuming the estimate µ 0 is true, such 
th . h b 1 Y* (Y*T Y* T Y* T)T at, 1n eac ootstrap sarnp e = 1 , 2 , ... , m , 
As with th e GMPHD estimation , a trad e-off between using the PB-GPHDV tests and 
the NPB-GPHDV tests is expected. Sect ion 4.2.3.1 contains results for comparing th e 
NPB-GPHDV tests to th eir param etri c alternative (th e PB-GPHDV tests) and to oth er 
tests concern ed in this chapter under no contamination, Type I contam inat ion, and Typ e II 
contam ination. (Refer to Figur es 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17 for the comparison.) 
Bot h the PB-GPHDV and th e NPB-GPHDV tests are shown to give much more accurate 
observed levels than th e GPHDV tests for most cases . The PB-GPHDV tests perform as 
well as the GLR tests wheu data are not contam inated , bu t are not very robust und er data 
contami nat ion. The NPB-GPHDV tests give competitive results to those of the PB -GPHDV 
tests except for t he case where GLMs have one observation per cell und er no contam inat ion , 
but are much more robust than the PB-GPHDV tests und er contam ination. None of the 
tests st udi ed are robust aga inst Type II contamin at ion when testing for good ness-of-fit , 
while the NPB-GP HDV tests are the most robust tests for comparing two nested models 
under Type II contam inat ion . For the rema inder of this dissertation, the NPB-GP HDV 
tests are chosen over the PB-GPHDV tests. 
More research needs to be done to improv e th e performance of the NPB-GPHDV tests 
for the cases with one ol>servat ion per cell and for goodness-o f-fit tests against Type II 
contami nat ion. The poor performance of the NPB-GPHDV tests for t hese particular cases 
may once aga in be explained by the lack of a "check" on the real data distributions. Deriving 
the samp ling distribution for GPHDV tests stat istics theoretica lly is not an easy task. More 
effort will be investe d in improvin g the bootstrap pro cedure for the GPHDV tests in th e 
futur e research. 
CHAPTER 3 
COMPUTATION AND IMPLEMENTATION 
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This section conta ins the computat ional details of this dissertation including some gen-
eral simulation informat ion, methods for performing optimizations, and met hods for com-
puting robust start ing values for the optimizations. 
3.1 General Simulation Information 
All the programs are written in Fortran 77 and exte nsively tested on a SUN workstation 
at the dep art rneut of Mathematics and Statistics, Utah State Univers ity. Uniform (0,1) 
random numbers are gcuerated using the NAG mathemat ical Fortran libr ary. Poisson ran-
dom uuml.Jers arc generated follows au a lgor ithm described in Ross (1997, §5.1, page 64, 
Remark) which app lies the relat ionsh ip between the Possion and the exponent ia l distribu-
tion. Binomial random numbers are generated by the inverse transform method (Ross 1997, 
§4.3). All the simulation results presented in th is dis sertation are ba sed on 1000 replications 
except the resu lts for iid MPHD est imatio n which arc base d on 5000 replications. 
3.2 Optimization 
Computation of GMPHD estimates involves an optimizat ion. All optimizations in this 
dissertation arc carried out by Powell 's met hod (Press et al., 1989) which does not require 
derivatives. An a lternat ive optimization a lgorithm , a gene ral fitting algorithm for comp ut-
ing the GMPHD est imat es in discrete GLMs, was derived and tested iu our early study . This 
a lternative algorithm, wl1ich is very simil ar to Nelder and Wedclerburn 's (1972) iteratively 
reweighted least squares (IRWLS) algorithm for QL estimation, is shown to produc e GM-
PHD est imates which have slightl y larger total mean squared errors of the µi's than those 
obta ined using Powell's algorithm but it is an import ant tool for comp utin g robust starting 
values for Powell's method. Applying th is algorithm once generates the ini t ial values of 
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(3 (named the one-step GMPHD estimate) for Powell's algorithm, which are much more 
robust than the one-step QL estimates obtained by performing Nelder and Wedderburn's 
(1972) IRWLS algorithm once. 
For comp utational simplicity, all Powell optimizations in this dissertation are started 
with one-step GMHD estimates (h = 1) so that the choice of h need not be considered 
when computing starting values. Using different values of h in computing starting values 
has negligible imp act on the final estimation results. Section 3.2.1 esta blish es how to derive 
an IRWLS algorithm for GMHD estimation. A slightly mor e complicated derivation for 
GMPHD est imati on can be carried out usin g the same idea and is available but is not 
included in this dissertation. 
3.2.1 A General Fitting Algorithm for Computing 
GMHD Estimators in Discrete GLMs 
Nelder and Wedderburn (1972) derived a genera l fitting algorithm for solv ing QL esti-
mators of (3 in GLMs (for both discrete and continuous distributions). The equat ion at the 
heart of the algorithm takes the form of weighted least squares with an adjusted response 
variab le. The iterative aspect of the a lgorithm is due to the fact that both the weights and 
the response variable adjustment depend on the estimate b of (3 from the previous iteration. 
To illu strate the derivation of the IRWLS algor ithm of Nelder and Wedderburn (1972), 
consider a GLM with one observation per cell. According to Equation (1.13), the joint 
log-likelihood of the observations is of the form 
m m 
i = l i = l 
where 0i = 0(µi((3)) is the canon ical parameter. The QL estimate of (3 is the maximizer of l 
and it is given uniquely by the solution of the est imating equations gj = 0. In general, the 
equat ions gj = 0 have to be solved numerically and often may be solved by the Newton-
Raphson method, 
f) [ b (new) = f) [ b (o!d) _ !!_i 
[ 
2 i· - 2 ll 




:;~T] is the Hessian matrix of l and [gJ] is the gradient of l. The IRWLS for 
QL es timation is derived using an alternative procedure , called Fisher's method of scoring , 
which replaces -[ 8:;~T] in the Newton-Raphson met hod by the Fisher information matrix 
of {3, I({3) = -£[ 8:;~T ]. The resulting iterative eq uation is 
I(b (old)) b(new) = I(b (old) b(old) + [!!_!_] I , 
8{3 /3=b(old) 
where I(b (oid)) is I({3) evaluated at b(oid). After some tedious algebra (see Nelder an d Wed-
derburn [1972] for detai ls), this it erat ive equat ion can be reduced to 
(3.1) 
Herc , X = (x 1, x2 , . .. , Xm)T is am x p design matrix or covar iate matrix and z(oid) is a 
m x 1 vector of ad ju sted dependent variat es with each component 
817i 
Zi = 1)i + ('!J; - µ,;)-
8 /J,i 
eva luated at b(oid). W is am x m diagon a l weight matrix with each diagonal element 
. _ { b" ~o) ~ ) 2 if. ai ( cp) = a ( cp) 
Wi - _1:!L_(?!.l!:i.)2 "f ·( ) - .'£. 
b"(O;) 8TJ; 1 aicp -v;' 
wher e b11 (0) = 82 b(O;) w (old) is w eva luated at b(old). 
l er· 
t 
When there is mor e than one observat ion per cell, 
m 1n 
i = l i= l 
but the same algorithm app lies on ly with Zi and Wi slight ly modified 
01] 











2 if ai(cp) is the same for all subpopu lations 
---3!i___ ( ?!.l!:i ) 2 l . ni i/' (O,) BTJ; ot 1crw1se. 
In this dissertation, a sim ilar general fitting algorithm (also ca lled the IHWLS) is deriv ed 
for GMHD est imat ion in discrete GLMs. Consider a discrete GLM with one observat ion 
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per cell. Denot e by Q(0 ,<p;y) (as oppos ed to l(0,<p; y)) the functi on tu be ma.xi1u • 1 1\ 
respect to /3 in GMHD estimation, parametrized in terms of the canonical paramet ers 0/s, 
where 0i = 0(µi(/3) ). Then , according to Equation (2.5) , Q has th e form 
m 
Q(0 . ) - ~11 /2 ( ·) , <p, Y - L..., oi,'P Yi , 
i=l 
where <p = 1 for discrete GLMs. The GMHD est imate of /3 is dete rmined by solvin g the 
est imating equat ions i~ = 0 . To derive an IRWLS algorithm, a strategy similar to Fisher's 
method of scoring may be used for solving i~ = 0. The idea is to replace the nepc1.tiV<' 
Hessian matrix of Q, -[
8




Q ] I b (new) = [ 82Q ] I b (o1d) _ [8Q] I 
0/30/3T /3= b (o ld) 0/30/3T /3 = b (old ) 0/3 /3 = b (o ld ) 
by J(/3) = - [[
8
~~~T] and then to redu ce the resulting iterat ive equat ion 
to th e form of Eq uat ion (3.1). This procedure is very sim ilar to F isher 's metho d of scoring 
except th at J(/3) is no longer the Fisher inform at ion matrix of /3. 
For discrete GLMs with mor e than one obse rvations per cell, Q, by Equation (2.4), may 
be written as 
where recall that each N;t is the frequency oft among Y i· The det a ils of th e derivation of 
the IRWLS algor ithm are given below for this more genera l case. 
The derivation of the IRWLS algorithm for GMHD estimation m discrete 
GLMs : 
(.) D . !!.Q 1 enve a{Jk: 
~ ~ ~ ( ) l /2 { 0 1/2 ( } ~ vni ~ Nit of3k foi ,'P t) 
~ vri;~(Nit)1 ;2 {~J1 ;2 (t). aei. oµi. a'TJi} 
L..., L..., 80 O.,<p oµ · 071 of3k 
i= 1 t i i ', i 
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3fh = Xik· 
(Reca ll that b
1 
(0i) = µ i and ai('P) b
11 
(0i) = V ar(Y;1) by th e properties of the standard 
expo nential fami ly.) 
because 
and 
( ·11·1·) -· E [ 
82
Q ] · Deuvc _ - a(Jkaf3e . 
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Taking the negativ e expected value of every term in Equation (3.3) and rear ran ging, 
(3.4) 
where 
Note that when each value of t is ass igned, only (Nit) 112 is random so only its expect ed 




] do es not. 
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(iv) Derive a formula for Equation (3.1): 
First, assume that ai(<p) = a(<p) for all i. 
(a) Multiplying Equation (3.4) through by 2 · a(<p) and pulling out the factor b')o;) · 
( t;) 2 . Xik · Xie, one can get 
Define p; = p(0;, 'f/i, µ,;) by 
which is no longer a function of data Yi· LeL 
1 (8µ,i) 2 
Wi = ;n;, · Pi · b" ( ei) · 8ryi 
be the diagonal clement of the m x m diagonal weight matrix W. Then , 
2 · a(<p) · [J(/3)] = XTWX . 
(b) Multiplying Equation (3.2) through by 2 · a(<p) and reformulating , one has 
[ 
8Q] _ ~ . " 1;2 { 1;2 t - µi 8µ; . } 
2 · a( <p) · 8/3. - L.., jn;_ L.., (Nit) f 0;,cp ( t) · b" (e) · &- · Xik k i=l t l T/i 
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- ~{ .. 1 (a/J,i)2 }~ . 1; 2 1;2 t - µi aryi 
- L ,;n;, ·Pi· b" (B·) · -8 . L (Nit) · io;,rp(t) · - _- · -8 . • xik i = 1 i f/i t Pi µi 
= f= Wi L (Nit)l / 2. 1; 12 (t). t - µi . 8ryi . Xik 
i=l t .,rp Pi 8µi 
~ ~ 1/2 1/2 t - µ i 8ryi = L wi L (Nit) · !0 . rp(t) · -- · - · Xik· 
i = l §n;(t)#O " Pi 8µi 
Then , 
2 · a(StJ) · [ ~~] = XTW{ , 
where 
{ = 
( , , )1/2 /1 /2 () ( ) I: ,.,,,, . 0,,, ,<p t. t - 1~,,, . ~ 
9nm (t)#O Pm o µ m 
(c) Thu s, one can get the IRWL S formula such that 
where 
Finally , consider the case where a i (So) = ':!; vari es from subpopulation to subpopula-
tion. Very little change needs to be made . All that has to be done is to substitute 
2·StJ· [J(,B)] and 2· StJ· [~ ] for 2-a( StJ) · [J(,B)] and 2 -a(StJ) ·[~],r espectively , in the 
derivation . Then, one get s 
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Notes: 
1. Although Q(0 , <p; y 1 , y 2 , ... , Ym) = L~l ni Lt (If!;-) 
112 
Jt!,! (t) can be reduced to 
L~l ni Lg- . (t )--"O ( &) 112 J0112 ( t) from the beginning of th e derivation , using the lat-(, . ni r n 1. i 1<.p 
ter mak es th e derivation more comp licated because the index of the second summat ion 
dep ends on dat a . 
2. It is not difficult to evalu a te Pi b ecause 
as t -+ oo. 
E [(Nit) 112] · Jt!,!(t) ---+ 0 
E [(Nit)112] · Jt!,!(t) · (t - µi) ---+ 0 
E [(Nit) 112] · JJ/!(t) ·(t - µi)2 ---+ 0 
3. Wh en tl1e ca noni ca l link is used (i .e., rJ= 0) , th e middl e two terms of Pi canc el out 
because b
11 




1 = - 8
8




. Therefor e , Pi is simp lified to 
/.1,i 1) ; ~l i 
: = {" E [(N )1/2] . f l/2 (t). [1 - (t - µi)2 l} Pi L..., i t o cp 2 V ("' . ) 
t " · ar I ij 
whi ch is very easy to co mput e. For both Poisso n a nd bin omi a l GLM s studi ed in this 
diss ertati on , ca noni ca l link s ar e us ed , which m akes the IRWLS algorithm very easy 
to appl y. 
4. For discr ete GLMs with on e observation per cell, 
so 
t (nit) 1/2. ( 1 ) . [fo;,cp(t)r t . [l - fo;,cp(t)] l - n ;i 
n i t 
n;i= D 
.f o;,cp ( t) , 
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which can be reduced to 
~ 3/2 [ (t-µi) 2 l 
Pi = L: fo;,,p(t) 1 - 2. Var(J'i) 
when the canonical link is used. Also, 
1 
Wi = Pi· b"(0i) · 
and Nit is nonzero and equal to 1 only when t = Yi so 
The IRWLS algor ithm derived above for GMHD est imat ion is used throughout this dis-
sertation to comp ut e robu st starting valu es of {3 for Powell 's method iu computing GMPI -ID 
est imates. 
3.2.2 Robust Start ing Valu es for GMPHDE 
in Discrete GLMs 
McCullagh and Nelder (1989 , page 41) suggest a simp le starti ng procedure to get the 
IRWLS it erat ion und er way. It consists of usi11g the data themselves as the first est imat e of 
µ (old) a nd from this derivin g w(oid) and z( oid) . Then , the first estimate b (new) of {3 (named 
the one-step QL estimate of {3) may be comp ut ed. Some adjustments may be require d to 
the data to prevent any µi taking a value that would cause inappropr iate evaluat ion of the 
link function. For example , in Poisson GLMs, µi cannot be equal to O and in binomi al 
GLMs , µi = Ni · ni cannot be exact ly eq ual to O or Ni becau se log( O) and log ( 1~ 0 ) or 
log ( 1 ~ 1 ) are und efined . 
In our simulation, for computing QL estimates for Poisson GLMs, µi = Yi = 0 is replaced 
by µi = 
1
\. For binomial GLMs , 'Tri = if- = 0 is replac ed by -rri = ~ and -rri = ~N· = 1 
1'1 ; 10+1'1; i 
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is replaced by ni = ~-g:~i. These are Bayes estim ates of µi and r.i using Gamma and beta 
conjugate prior distributions (with arbitrary hyper-parameters) for µi and 7ri , respectively. 
Wh en ther e is more than one observation per subpopulation, Yi = I:,"J~1 Yij is used as an 
initial estim ate of µ i, 
Th e same strate gy appli es to gen era tin g th e first GMHD estimat e b (new) of {3. Usin g 
th e da ta th emselves (to be adjusted if necessary) as the first estimate of µ (aid) and from 
it deriving w( oid) and z (oid) , the first GMHD estimate of {3 (nam ed th e one-step GMHD 
es timate of {3) ca n be obtained by impl ementing the IRWLS algorithm describ ed in Sec-
tion 3.2.1 on ce. This one-step GMHD estimat e of {3, which is a much mor e robu st startin g 
es timat e of {3 th an McCullagh and Neld er 's one-st ep QL estimate , is th en used to start th e 
Powell optimi za tion pro cess . 
Sin ce th e IRWLS a lgorithm for GMPHD estimati on does not perform as well as Powell's 
me th od , this algorithm is now only used to comput e startin g values for Powell's meth od. 
However , findin g a genera l fittin g algorithm as an a lt erna tive to th e generic optimi za tion 
Powell's met hod is still a goa l. Th erefore, in our futur e resea rch, more tim e will be devoted 
to impro ving t l1e perform ance of th e IRWLS algorithm for GMPHD est ima tion. 




This chapter cont ains the result s of exte nsive simulation to evaluat e the performanc e 
of GMPHD est imates and the NPB-GPHDV tests for Poisson and binomi al GLMs. Th e 
results for GMPHD est imation and for NPB-GPHDV tests have two main parts: the results 
obtained by usin g the true optimal h (derived by simulation bas ed on 1000 replicat ions) , and 
results obtained by using the PBoo t-estimate d optimal h 's. The purpose of includin g the 
results using the true opt ima l h is to demonstrate the best performance of these est imat ion 
and testing procedures and show the difference of using PBoot opt imal h's. 
Some preliminary simul at ion resu lts for esti mat ion and testing in Po isson GLMs are a lso 
given. T hese ea rly results help one understand how our methods were developed and why 
they are chose11 over ot her a lternatives. For exa mple, GMPHD est im ates obtained using 
the NPBoot estimated opt imal h's, aud levels of PB-GPHDV tests (using the true optima l 
h) arc includ ed in the results for Poisson GLMs. 
Simulation results for binomial GLMs are a lso used to demon strate the utility of the 
GMPHD est imat ion and the NPB -GPHDV test ing procedures. The results suggest that 
our methods perform as well for the binomial GLMs as they do for t he Po isson GLMs. 
The rest of this chapter is organ ized as follows. Section 4.2 contains the technical details 
of t he simulat ions and results for Poisson GLMs. A detailed description of the Poisson 
models (without and with cont amin atio n) used in the simulation for estimat ion and testing 
is given in Section 4.2.1. Estimation results are presented in Sect ion 4.2.2, while testing 
resu lt s are included in Section 4.2.3, in which Sect ion 4.2.3.1 has the levels of NPB-GPHDV 
tests obtained by using th e true optimal h and Section 4.2.3.2 has those obtained by using 
PBoot optimal h 's. A descr iption of the model and simulation results for binomi al GLMs 
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are presented in Section 4.3. The model is specified in Section 4.3.1; est imation results are 
given in Section 4.3.2; and testing results are given in Section 4.3.3. Section 4.3.3 comprises 
two subsections. The first conta ins simulation results for NPB-GPHDV tests using the true 
optimal h and the second conta ins simulation results for the tests using PBoot optimal h's . 
Disscussion of power in testing situations is comp licated because of the interaction be-
tween the level and power of a test. If level is not controlled , one can always make the 
power arbitrari ly large. What happens in contaminated data situations for GLMs is that 
the level of the GLR test is typica lly quite different from (usually much larger than) the 
nominal level, but the power is very high. We had trouble finding a model that would 
allow us to contro l the level of the GLR test, even under contamination, so that we could 
evaluate the power of the test properly. Consequently , no simulation resu lts for the power 
of NPB-GPI-IDV tests arc presented. 
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4.2 Poisson GLMs 
4.2.1 Simulation Parameters 
Three Poisson GLMs, represe nting cases with different sizes of the Poisson means, were 
designated for the simulation. Each of the three models uses the same design matrix 







1 1 -1 1 
1 1 -1 -1 
1 -1 1 1 
1 -1 1 -1 

















1 - 1 -1 0 
1 - 1 0 - 1 
1 -1 0 0 
1 0 - 1 - 1 
1 0 -1 0 
1 0 0 - 1 
Hence, the number of subpopu lations , m, used in the simulations is 21. The f3 values 
for three models are (0.9 , 0.2, 0.35, 0.15) T, (2.37771, 0.07510 , 0.07002, 0.04341)T, and 
(3.84921, -0.04330, -0.05530 , -0.07004)T yie lding the averages of the µi's, 2.65155, 10.83681, 
and 47.15180 , individually . 
Two types of contamination are conside red in this dissertation. Type I contamina-
tion is a contamination across all subpopulations , while Type II contaminat ion randomly 
contaminates som e subpopulations comp lete ly and leaves the rest of the subpopu lation s 
uncontaminat ed . 
To be more specific, for Type I contamination, each observation Y;;j of the i th subpopu-
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lat ion com es from the mixture model 
(4.2) 
where ai E [0, 1) is the contamination factor of th e i th subpopulation , and the second 
comp onent li z, is a point mass contamination whi ch puts prob ability 1 on the point Zi = 
µ i + dwi rounded to the closest int eger in the supp ort of th e mod el distribution , a point 
that is approximately di standard deviations larger than the i th mea n. Here, ai is # for 
Poisson GLM s and is jN i1ri(l - 1ri) for binomial GLMs. In this dissertation , it is assumed 
that 0 1 = 02 = ... = Om = 0.1 and that d t = d2 = . .. = d111 = 5. Th e total contam inat ion 
factor a = Li~ l a~n, is th erefore 0.1. 
For Type II conta minati on, obs ervat ions l'ii, 1'i2, .. . , l'in; of the i th subpopu lation have 
t lie j oint prob abilit y dist ribution fun ct ion 
( 4.3) 
m,- k 
f1-,·(/3)kd (Yit,Yi2,···,Yin) = ---
1 l l 1 t nt 
where k E {0, 1, 2, ... , rn}, ~ is the prob a bility of each subp opul at ion to be com plete ly 
conta minated by Lhe point mass Zi (defined above) and "~~k is thaL to be comp letely un con-
tam inated. IL is easy to verify that the total contamin atio n factor is ~ - In thi s dissert at ion 
k = 2, so th e total contam ination factor is l , ;:::::: 0.1. 
In the simul at ion for testing, th e Pois son GLM s used for null mod els, eith er no contam-
inat ion or cont amin at ion mod els, are th e sa me oues used for est imation describ ed above. 
For com parin g two nested mode ls, the test of interest is Ho : /34 = 0 versus Hi : /34 f= 0. 
T he desig n mat rices used are Xo which is the X given in EquaLion (4.1), and X 1 which is 
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given by 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 - 1 0 
1 1 - 1 1 -1 
1 1 -1 - 1 1 
1 -1 1 1 0 
1 -1 1 - 1 -1 
1 -1 - 1 1 1 
1 - 1 -1 - 1 0 
1 1 1 0 - 1 
1 1 0 1 1 
(4.4) X1 = 1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 - 1 
1 0 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 - 1 
1 -1 - 1 0 1 
1 - 1 0 - 1 0 
1 - 1 0 0 - 1 
1 0 -1 -1 1 
1 0 - 1 0 0 
1 0 0 - 1 - 1 
4.2.2 GMPHD Estimatio n Results 
This sect ion conta ins the estimat ion results for Po isson GLMs including those of our 
early work in developing GMP HD est imat ion , esp ecia lly for the st udy of choos ing appro -
priate penalty weights , h. 
In Figure 4.1 , MPHD est imation is impl emented for iid Poisson models with mean values 
of 2, 10, and 50 for samp les of sizes from 2 to 1000. All results for iid models ar e deriv ed 
accordi ng to 5000 replications. Optimal valu es of h, which y ield est imates t hat have the 
sma llest MSE, are plotted aga inst sample sizes in each graph. The three graphs on the right 
present th e complete results for all sample sizes in the study whil e th e t hree grap hs on th e 
left emph asize the behavior of the est imators for sma ll samples. It appears that t he optimal 
MPHD est imates are obtained at values of h that a re much small er than 0.5 when sample 
sizes are very small and at valu es of h around 0.5 only when th e sample sizes are reaso nably 
larg e. It also shows that th e larg er th e Poi sson mea n , the smaller (mor e negat ive) the value 
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F igure 4. 1. P lots of pena lty weights h where the opt ima l MPHD est imators occur (accor ding 
to MSE ) vs . sa mple sizes n for iid Poisson models. 
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of h is needed for MPHD est imators to be optimal at very small samples and the larger th e 
sample size is needed for optimal value of h to approach 0.5. 
Figure 4.2 is analogous to Figure 4.1 for GMPHD estimation in Poisson GLMs with 
values of µ /s around 2, 10, and 50, for equal subsample sizes of 1, 2, ... , 1000, in which the 
optimal h is associated with the smallest total MSE of the µi's, MSE(µ) = Li=l MS~(µ;) . 
All simulations for GLMs are based on 1000 replications. As with MPHD est imation , 
it shows that the optimal values of h depend not only on sample sizes but also on the 
magnitudes of the means. 
Figure 4.3 and 4.4 illust rate the behavior of the optimal values of h for GMPHD 
est imat ion und er two different types of contamination models for Poisson GLMs with small 
subsamp les of sizes from 1 to 20. One can observe from Figures 4.3 and 4.4 that the 
pattern of the opt ima l values of h changes significantly from that in Figure 4.2 because of 
the contam inat ion . Type II contamination, espec ially , causes instability in values of optimal 
h. In compar ing Figures 4.3 and 4.4 Lo the three grap hs on the left side of Figure 4.2 , 
an encouraging finding is that the optima l values of h under contam inat ion for very small 
samp les seem to be less negative than those under the model. This finding makes Step l(a) 
in Algorithm 2.1 robust and app licab le under contaminat ion because the optima l values of 
h under contamination could usu ally be well covered by the set of values of h, { h}, used for 
uncontaminated data. 
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 compare the adjusted total MSEs, nc*MSE(µ), among the QL 
estimates (solid line) , the optimal GMPHD est imat es (dotted line), the GMPHD est imat es 
obtained using h = 0.5 (short dashed line), and the ordinary GMHD estimates (long dashed 
line) for the same GLMs used in Figure 4.2, where nc denotes the common sample size of 
all subpopulations. Figure 4.6 estab lishes the asymptotic behavior of these estimators. It 
reveals the asymptot ic equivalency of the GMPHD estimators and the QL est imators und er 
the model. Figure 4.5 zooms in on the results for the cases with small subsample sizes (1 
to 20). It shows how well the penalty aspect of GMPHD estimation improves the small 
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No Contamination 
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F igure 4.2. Plots of penalty weights h wher e the optima l GMPHD est imators occur (ac-
cording to MSE(µ,) = I:~ 1 MS~(µ;) ) vs. common samp le sizes nc for Po isson GLMs. (No . 
contamination) 
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Figure 4.3. Plots of penalty weights h where the optimal GMPHD estimators occur (accord-
ing to MSE(µ) = I::;~ 1 MS] (µ.i)) vs. common sample sizes nc for Poisson GLMs. (Type I 
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Figure 4.4. Plots of penalty weights h where the optim al GMPHD estimators occur (accord-
ing to MSE(µ,) = L~l MS~(µ,i) ) vs. common sampl e sizes nc for Poisson GLMs. (Type II 
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Figure 4.5 . Plots of adjusted total MSEs, nc * I:7~1 MS3(µ i), of the QL est imat es, the op-
timal GMPHD est imates, the GMPHD est imat es using h = 0.5, and the ordinary GMHD 
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F igure 4.6. Plots of adju sted total MSEs, nc * I:~ 1 MS~(i<i), of the QL est imates, the op-
tim al GMPHD est imat es, th e GMPHD est imates using h = 0.5, and the ordinary GMHD 
est imates vs. the common samp le sizes n c (of 1 to 1000) for Poisson GLMs. (No contami-
nat ion) 
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sample performance of the GMHD estimators, and that the estimates associated with the 
fixed penalty factor h = 0.5 may not always be optimal in the class. It also shows that 
for small Poisson means and for very small subsamples (of size 5 or less , for example), the 
optimal GMPHD est imat es can be very competitive to QL estimates, while for large Poisson 
means, the optima l GMPHD estimators in the class seem to be less efficient than the QL 
estimators. 
In Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9, the GMPHD estimates obtained using PBoot estimated 
optima l values of h (octagon) and those obtained using NPBoot est imated optimal values 
of h (filled diamond) are compared to the true optimal GMPHD estimates (dotted line) . 
The results of QL estimation (solid line), of GMPHD estimation obtained using h = 0.5 
(short dashed line), and of ordinary GMHD estimation obtained using h = 1.0 (long dashed 
line) are also given for compar ison purposes. Both the total MSEs and the adju sted total 
MSEs , n c * MSE(µ,) , of these estimates arc compared over common subsamp le sizes of 1 to 
20 under no contamination (Figures 4.7) , Type I contamination (Figure 4.8), and Type II 
contamination (Figure 4.9). The QL estimation results are excluded from the three graphs 
on the right side of Figure 4.8 and of Figure 4.9 in order to see the differences among the 
GMPHD estimates more clearly. Figure 4.7 shows that the GMPHD estimates using PBoot 
h's arc very close to the GMPHD est imates using true opt ima l h values and are much more 
efficient than those using NPBoot h's when data are not contaminated. The grap hs on 
the left side of F igures 4.8 and of 4.9 indi cate that the PBoot method sti ll yields much 
more robust estimates compared to QL estimat ion but it is less robust than the NPBoot 
method , as shown in the right side of the grap hs. One ca n also see that neither the PBoot 
method nor the NBPoot method performs very well for the case where GLMs have only one 
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Figure 4. 7. Plots of adjusted total MSEs , nc * I:~ 1 MS3(µ;), of the QL estimates, the 
optimal GMPHD est imates, the GMPHD estimates using
1
h = 0.5, the ordinary GMHD 
est imates , the GMPHD estimates using PBoot optimal h, and the GMPHD est imates using 
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Fig ure 4.8. P lots of tota l MSEs , MSE(µ,) = I:;7~1 MS~(µ;), and the adjusted total MSEs, 
nc* MSE(µ,) , of th e QL estimates (for plots on the left only) , the optimal GMPHD est imat es, 
the GMPHD estim ates using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GMHD estimates, the GMPHD est imates 
using PBoot optimal h, and the GMPHD estimates using NPBoot optima l h vs. the common 
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Figure 4.9. Plots of total MSEs , MSE(µ,) = Li ~l MS3 (ti-i), and the adjusted total MSEs , 
nc*MSE(µ) , of the QL estimates (for plots on the left on
1
ly) , the optimal GMPHD est imates, 
the GMPHD est imates using h = 0.5, the ordinary GMHD est imates, the GMPHD estimates 
using PBoot optima l h, and the GMPHD estimates using NPBoot optimal h vs. the common 
sampl e sizes nc for Poisson GLMs. (Type II contamination) 
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4.2.3 NPB-GPHDV Test Results 
4.2 .3.1 Levels Obtained by Using the True Optimal h 
The first part of Section 4.2.3 includ es results for comparing the performance of all 
tests introduc ed in Chapter 2, in which levels of GPHDV, PB-GPHDV , and NPB-GPHDV 
tests are computed using the true optimal h. All tests are compared for Poisson GLMs 
with different sizes of µi's and with no contamination, Type I contamination, and Type II 
contam inat ion, to illustrat e the need for NPB-GPHDV tests. 
The comparison is focused on the converge nce of the observed levels of these tests to 
the 0.1 nominal level. Each observed level is based on a simulation of 1000 replications 
and is determined by the proportion of test statist ics exceed ing the upper 10% critical 
value of either an approp riate limitin g x2 distribution or a bootstrap build-up distribution. 
Assuming binomial rejection frequencies , the standard deviation of an estimated rejection 
proportion, p, may be computed as [ Pl~~6)] 112 which can be no greater than [ 0 f 0~~- 5 ] 
112 
= 
0.0158. For examp le, with nominal level 0.1, the standa rd deviation for estimat ing p = O.l 
is approximately 0.009. 
Results for testing goodness-of-fit are given in Figures 4.10 , 4.12 , 4.14 , and 4.16 while 
Figures 4.11, 4.13 , 4.15, and 4.17 are results for comparing two nest ed models. Each figure 
contains three graphs for Poisson models with µi's approx imat ely equa l to 2, 10, and 50. 
In Figures 4.10 and 4.11 , observed levels of the GLR tests (solid line) , the GPHDV 
tests using optimal h (dotted line), the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5 (short dashed line), 
and the ordinary GHDV tests (long dashed line) are compared under the null model over 
common subsamp le sizes of 1 to 100 for testing goodness-of-fit and for comparing two nested 
models, individually. Note that, as described in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, the optimal h 
used for GPHDV tests is obtained eith er according to the full model for goodness -of-fit 
or the larger model for comparing two nested models. It shows, as expected , that the 
penalty process does improv e the rate of convergence of the observed levels result ed from 
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Figure 4.10. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optima l h, 
th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, and the ordinary GHDV tests vs. common samp le sizes 
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Figur e 4.11. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using opt imal h, 
th e GPHDV tests usin g h = 0.5, and th e ord inary GHDV tests vs. common sample sizes n c 
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Figure 4.12. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, the PB -GPHDV tests using 
opt imal h, and the NPB -GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sampl e sizes nc for 
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Figure 4.13. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, th e PB-GPHDV tests using 
optimal h, and the NPB-GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for 
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Figure 4.14. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR test s, the GPHDV tests using opt imal h, 
t.he GPHDV tests usin g h = 0.5, th e ordin ary GHDV tests , th e PB-GPHDV test s using 
optim al h, and th e NPB-GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for 
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Figure 4.15 . Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , the PB-GPHDV tests using 
optimal h, and the NPB-GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for 
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Figure 4.16. Plots of observ ed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests usin g optimal h, 
th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests , th e PB -GPHD V tests usin g 
optimal h, and the NPB-GPHDV tests using optim al h vs. common sampl e sizes nc for 
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Figure 4.17. Plots of observ ed levels of th e GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.51 the ordinary GHDV tests , the PB-GP HDV tests using 
optima l h, and th e NPB-GPHDV tests using opt ima l h vs. common samp le sizes nc for 
comparing two neste d Poisson GLMs . (Type II contam ination; Nomina l level 0.1) 
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nested _ mod els, GPHDV tests appear to give observed levels that are much closer to those 
of the GLR tests, compared to those of the GHDV tests. However, one can see that, for 
cases with very few observa tions per subpopulation as in most GLMs , the regular GPHDV 
tests still do not converge fast enough to the GLR tests for the x2 approximation to be 
usable. The GPHDV tests using optimal h, surprisingly, do not further improve the rate of 
convergenc e of the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5 to the GLR tests. Thus, for the GPHDV 
tests to be useful in small samples, one must not rely on the critical valu es based on the 
limitin g x2 distributions of the test statistics. 
As with the GMPHD est imation , the sizes of the µ i's appear to influenc e the GPHDV 
tests in the sense that larger sample sizes are need ed for the observed levels to converge to 
the nominal level when the values of the µi's are larger. 
In Figure 4.10, one may observe that the GLR test for goodness-of-fit gives less accurate 
levels for the case where a GLM has one observat ion per cell than those for other cases when 
µi's are approximate ly equa l to 2. Recall from Note 1 of Section 2.4 that the GLR test for 
goodness-of-fit is more reliable in discrete data problems where the counts arc large. This 
behavior is illustrated in Figure 4.10. As the sizes of the µi's increase , the G LR test gives 
more and more accurate results at ni = 1. 
In addition to the tests compared in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, the PB-GPHDV tests using 
optima l h (octagons) and the NPB-GPHDV tests using optima l h (filled diamonds) are also 
compared under no contamination (Figures 4.12 and 4.13), und er the Type I contam ination 
model (Figures 4.14 and 4.15), and under the Type II contamination model (Figures 4.16 
and 4.17), but only for sma ll common subsample sizes of 1 to 20. 
When the null model is true, the superiority of the PB-GPHDV and the NPB-GPHDV 
tests over the GPHDV tests (including the GHDV tests) is clearly illustrated in Figures 4.12 
and 4.13. Both PB-GPHDV and NPB-GPHDV tests give much more accurate observed 
levels than the GPHDV tests. One can see that the PB-GPHDV tests perform as well 
as the GLR tests, even for very small subsamples. Results of the NPB-GPHDV tests are 
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very comp etitive to those of the PB-GPHDV tests for most cases, but they seem to be less 
satisfying for the case of GLMs with only one observation per cell. 
Both PB-GPHDV tests and NPB-GPHDV tests have one major advantage over the 
regular GPHDV tests and the ord inary GHDV tests in that their performance is not affected 
by the sizes of th e 1.1,/s. As th e sizes of the µi's increas e, the PB-GPHDV tests and the NPB-
GPHDV tests both give consistent results, whil e the GPHDV tests and the GHDV tests 
not only perform worse in small samples but also have slower rates of convergence to th e 
nominal level. This behavior of the bootstrap GPHDV tests is very impressive cons iderin g 
that the GMPHD estimates on which the tests are based are influenced by the sizes of th e 
µ i' s (see Figure 4.5). 
Wh en data have been cont aminate d accordin g to the Type I contamination mode l, 
F igures 4.14 and 4. 15 show th e superior robustn ess of the NPB-GPHDV tests over all 
ot her tests st udi ed in this chapt er, includin g the PB-GPHDV tests. For different sizes 
of µi's aud for bot h testing for goodness-of-fit and for comparing two nested mod els, the 
NPB-GPHDV tests consistent ly give very accurate levels for most cases except maybe for 
the case with subsample size of 1, which is a problem case for the NPB-GPHDV tests even 
when data arc not contam inated. 
Tests result s for Type II contamination are contained in Figures 4.16 and 4.17. For 
testiug good ness-of-fit, none of the tests introdu ced (including the NPB-GPHDV tests) are 
robust. Co111pa rat ivcly, the NPB-GPHDV tests seem give rea sonab ly robust result s for tests 
of compar ing two nested models. 
More tests result s for nominal levels 0.05 and 0.01 are includ ed in Appendix A. For 
nominal level 0.05 , the results of th e param etri c bootstrap GPHDV tests are as accurate as 
those for no111inal level 0.1. The tail behavior of the tests, where we have so littl e data to rely 
on, is disp layed by using nominal level 0.01. The NPB-GPHDV tests perform convincingly 
well even for such ext reme nominal level. 
In conclusion of this section, the following statements are made . Desp ite the fact that 
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GHDV tests and GPHDV tests are asymptot ically equivalent to the GLR tests at the 
null model , the x2 approximation is not very good when they are applied to GLMs with 
very small subsample sizes. The PB-GPHDV tests provide very accurat e significance levels 
not only asymptot ica lly but also for very sma ll samples , but are less robust than the NPB-
G PHDV tests . Except for the case with common sub sam ple size of 1, the NPB-GPHDV tests 
perform very well und er the null mod el and are very robust against Type I contamination. 
For Type II contamination , the NPB-GPHDV tests are reasonably robust for compar ing 
two competitive nested mod els while the y too fail to produc e rob ust results for goodn ess-
of-fit. More research needs to be don e for developing tests that are robust for GLMs 
with one observation per sub-popu lation and for different typ es of contamin ation or mod el 
misspecification . 
4.2.3.2 Levels Obtained by Using the PBoot 
Optimal h 
In th is second part of Section 4.2.3, th e levels for GPH DV and NPB-GPHDV tests 
arc comp ut ed using PBoot optimal h 's. The result s for these simul at ions are graphi ca lly 
represented in Figures 4. 18, 4.19, 4.20, 4.21, and 4.22, which arc entire ly ana logous to 
F igures 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, and 4.17 from the first part of Section 4.2.3. T he results for 
goodness -of-fit und er Type II contaminat ion are not includ ed in this part because NPB-
GPHDV test fails for this case even when th e true optimal h 's are used . 
Becaus e the ?Boot-estimated optimal h 's are not robust, it is int erest ing to compare 
the result s of th e two pa rts and see how much differenc e is made by using PBoot opt imal 
h 's . One can see t hat most of the result s are very similar to those in Section 4.2.3.1 except 
for t hree cases. 
The first two cases are the tests of good ness-of-fit for th e Poisson mod els with means 
app roxim ate ly equal to 10 and 50 und er Typ e I contamination. By comparing Figure 4.20 
to Figure 4.14, one can see th at the levels of NPB-GPHDV test using PBoot optimal h 's 
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Figure 4.18. Plots of observed levels of the G LR tests, the G PHDV tests using PBoot 
optima l h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.51 the ord inar y GHDV tests , and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness -of-fit 
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Figure 4.19. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, the GPHDV tests usin g h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-
GPHDV tests usin g PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for compar ing two 
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Figure 4.20 . Plot s of observed levels of the GLR tests , th e GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for testing goodness -of-fit 
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Figure 4.21. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, th e GPHDV tests using PBoot 
opt imal h, th e GPHDV tests usin g h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for compar ing two 
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Figure 4.22. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, th e GPHDV tests using PBoot 
opt imal h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common samp le sizes nc for comparing two 
nested Poisson GLMs. (Type II contamination ; Nominal level 0.1) 
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The third case is the test for nested mode ls for the Poisson model with means approxi-
mately equal to 2 und er Type II contamination. For this case, the levels of the NPB-GPHDV 
test are less accurate than those using the true optima l h in the sense that the NPB-GPHDV 
test using PBoot optimal h's tends to rej ect the null hypothesis mor e often than those us-
ing the true optimal h. (See Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.17 for the comparison.) That is, for 
this particular case, the critical values computed by nonparametric bootstrap using PBoot 
optimal h's are lower than those obta ined using the true optimal h's and certainly lower 
than the true critical values of the GPHDV test statistics. 
Additional simulation results for nominal levels 0.05 and 0.01 are includ ed in Appendix 
B. 
4.3 Binomial GLMs 
4.3.1 Simulation Parameters 
The estimat ion and test ing methods introduced in Chapter 2 a rc also app lied to the 
binomial GLMs. Five binomial GLMs, cover ing some interesting cases , a.re cons idered in 
the simul ation. 
One question of interest is the imp act of three different types of binomial GLMs: one, 
named the N model, in which the normal approx imation is valid or nearly valid (largish 
N; 's, moderate 1r/s) , one, named the P model , in which the Poisson approximation is valid 
or nearly valid (largish Ni's , sma llish 1r;'s), and one , named the B mod el, in which neither 
approx imat ion is valid (smallish Ni's, mod erate 1r/s). Our study includes one N model, one 
P model, and three B models (denoted by Bl , B2, and B3). 
Another issue is the effect of the size of the µ/s. To be comparable to the simulation for 
Poisson GLMs , Bl, P, and N mode ls were designed so that the valu es of ~i;'s (where each 
µ ; = N; * 1r;) are approximately 2, 10, and 50. These three mod els all have equa l N; 's . 
The third issue of int erest is the influenc e of equal N;'s versus (very) un equal N;'s. Both 
B2 and B3 models were designated to have the same values of 1r;'s, but B2 has equal N;'s 
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and B3 has very un equal Ni's , where the values of Ni's were chosen so that B2 model has 
values of µi's about 10 and B3 model (with very different valu es of µ/s) has the average of 
the µi's about 10. Doing such, besides studying the imp act of the equ al Ni's versus unequal 
Ni's, one also gets two more B models to observe and may compa re th em to the P mod el 
which also has µ,i's approximate ly 10. 
Here are the details of the five binomial GLMs. Sam e design matri ces used for Poisson 
G LMs are used for binomial G LMs. That is, for estim ation X is given in Equ ation ( 4.1); 
for test ing, X 0 and X 1 are given in Equation s (4.1) and (4.4) . Ther efore, m = 21. 
For Bl model , f3 = (0.12232 , - 0.05748 , 0.33354, - 0.15993r and Ni = 5 for all i giving 
the average of the n/s 0.52994 and the average of the µi's 2.64970 . 
For P mode l, f3 = (-2.89985, - 0.07681 , 0.18521 , 0.05790)T and Ni = 200 for a ll i giving 
the average of the 7ri 's 0.05277 and the average of th e µi's 10.55433. 
For N model , f3 = (- 0.13836, 0.17437 , 0.04283 , 0.04771)T and Ni = 100 for a ll i giving 
t he average of the ni's 0.46569 and the average of the ;1./s 46.56903. 
For D2 mode l, f3 = (0.9, 0.2 , 0.35, 0.15)'r and Ni = 15 for a ll i giving the average of the 
n/s 0.70457 and th e average of th e µi's 10.56853. 
For B3 model , f3 = (0.9 , 0.2 , 0.35, 0.15)T a11d 
(N 1, N2, . .. , Nm) = (24, 11, 18, 24, 24, 11, 12, 20, 16, 18, 3, 19, 19, 2, 11, 13, 12, 8, 33, 5, 12) 
giving the average of the ni's 0.70457 and the average of the µi's 10.56237. 
4.3.2 GMPHD Estimation Resu lts 
This sect ion gives exten sive estim at ion result s for bi11omial GLMs. They are presented in 
Figures 4.23, 4.24, 4.25 , 4.26, 4.27, 4.28, 4.29, 4.30, 4.31, 4.32, 4.33 , and 4.34 . Because these 
resu lts are essentially ana logous to the estimation results for Poisson G LMs in Sect ion 4.2.2 , 
the detai led descripti on of the figures in this sect ion is omitted for simplicity whereas a few 
int eresting findings are discuss ed. 
The performance of th e GMPHD estimation for P an d N models is very much like that 
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Figure 4.23 . Plots of penalty weights h where the optimal GMPHD estimators occur (ac-
cording to MSE(f,t,) = I::~1 MSJ(P.i)) vs. common sample sizes nc for binomial GLMs. (Bl, 
P, and N models; No contaminat ion) 
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Figur e 4.24 . Plots of penalty weights h where the optimal GMPHD estimators occur (ac-
cording to MSE(µ,) = I:~ 1 _MS3(µ.;)) vs. common sample sizes nc for binomial GLMs. (B2 
and B3 models ; No contamination) 
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Figure 4.25. Plots of penalty weights h where the optimal GMPHD estimators occur (ac-
cording to MSE(µ,) = I:~ 1 MS~(Ji.i)) vs. common sample sizes nc for binomial GLMs. (Bl, 
P, and N models ; Type I contamination) 
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Figure 4.26. Pl ots of penalty weights h where the op t imal GMPHD estimators occur (ac-
cording to MSE(µ) = ~ 11..:_ MSE(P,i)) vs. common sample sizes nc for binomial GLMs. (B2 
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Figure 4.27. Plots of penalty weights h where the optimal GMPHD estimators occur (ac-
cording to MSE(µ) = I:7~1 MS~(µ ;) ) vs. common sample sizes nc for binomial GLMs. (Bl, 
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Figure 4.28. Plots of pena lty weights h where the opt imal GMPHD est imato rs occur (ac-
cording to MSE(µ,) = I:~ 1 MS~(µ;)) vs. common sample sizes nc for binomial GLMs. (B2 
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Figure 4.29. Plots of adjusted total MSEs , nc * I:~ 1 MS~(µ i), of the QL estimates, the 
optimal GMPHD estimates, the GMPHD est imat es using h = 0.5, the ordinary GMHD 
estimates, and the GMPHD est imat es using PBoot opt imal h vs. common sample sizes nc 
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Figure 4.30 . Plots of adjusted total MSEs , nc * I::~ 1 MS~ (µ;), of the QL estimates , the 
optima l GMPHD estimat es, the GMPHD estimates using 'h = 0.5, the ordinary GMHD 
est imat es, and the GMPHD est imates using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc 
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Figure 4.31. Plots of total MSEs , MSE(µ,) = I:~~1 MS~(tLi), and the adjusted total MSEs , 
nc*MSE(µ,), of the QL estimates (for plots on the left only), the optimal GMPHD estimates , 
the GMPHD estimates using h = 0.5, the ordinary GMHD est imates , and the GMPHD 
est imates using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for binomial GLMs. (Bl, P, 
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Figure 4.32. Plots of total MSEs, MSE(µ,) = I:~ 1 MS~(µ;), and the adjusted total MSEs, 
nc*MSE(µ) , of the QL est imates (for plots on the left only), the optimal GMPHD est imat es, 
the GMPHD estimates using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GMHD estimates, and the GMPHD 
estimates using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for binomial GLMs. (B2 and 
B3 models ; Type I contam inat ion) 
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Figure 4.33. Plots of total MSEs , MSE(µ,) = I:~ 1 MS~(µ ;), and th e adj ust ed tota l MSEs , 
nc*MSE( µ) , of the QL estimates (for plots on the left only), the opt imal GMPHD estimates , 
the GMPHD estimat es using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GMHD est imates , and the GMPHD 
esti mat es using PBoot optimal h vs. commo n sample sizes n c for binomial GLMs. (Bl , P, 
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Figure 4.34. Plots of total MS Es, MSE(µ,) = I:~ 1 MS~ (µ;), and th e adjusted total MSEs , 
nc*MSE(µ) , of th e QL estimat es (for plots on the left only), the optimal GMPHD estimates , 
th e GMPHD estim ates using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GMHD estimates, and the GMPHD 
estimates using PBoot optimal h vs . common sample sizes nc for binomial GLMs. (B2 and 
B3 models ; Typ e II contamina t ion) 
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for Poisson GLMs with mean s around 10 and 50, resp ect ively. Nonetheless, the results for 
the three B models under two types of contamination suggest that the method of GMPHD 
estimation is not robust! Figures 4.31, 4.32, 4.33 , and 4.34 show that, under contamination, 
the results for the Bl model are very different from those for Poisson model with means 
aro und 2 and the results for B2 and B3 models are nothing like those for Poisson GLM 
with means around 10. This finding implies that, in addition to the sample size and the size 
of the µi's, there is another factor that affects the GMPHD est imation in binomial GLMs. 
Du e to the way we compute the contaminated data , zi's, this factor is th e size of the Ni's. 
Recall that the point mass Zi is set to be the nearest integ er in [O, Ni] of the value 
Ni · ni + 5 · JNi · ni · (1 - ni) in our simulation for binomial GLMs. Because B models 
usu ally have small Ni's and moderate n/s, the value of Zi is often truncated to Ni, which is 
usually between 2 and 3 (not 5) standard deviations larger than the µi =Ni · 7ri. Such con-
tam inated data are usually the worst kind of contam ination for a typica l Hellinger method. 
Section 5.3.2 expla ins this concept in detail by means of the a- influ ence function. The 
a-in fluence curve of Bl mod el in Figure 5.2 and those of B2 and B3 models in Figure 5.3 
illustrate the idea clearly. 
For the issue of equal Ni versus unequal Ni's, compar ing the results of B2 model and of 
B3 model in Figures 4.24, 4.26, 4.28, 4.30, 4.32, an d 4.34, there is no significant difference 
between the resu lt s of the two models. 
4.3.3 NPB-GPHDV Test Results 
4.3.3 . l Levels Obtained by Using the True Optimal h 
The first part of Section 4.3.3 contains exte nsive simulation results, which are analogous 
to the results for Poisson GLMs in Sect ion 4.2.3.1, for binomial GLMs. In these simulations, 
levels of GPHDV test and NPB-GPHDV test are com put ed usin g the true optimal h. 
Figures 4.35, 4.36, 4.37, 4.38, 4.39, 4.40, 4.41, 4.42, 4.43, 4.44, 4.45, and 4.46 contains 
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Figur e 4.35 . Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , th e GPHDV test s using optimal h, 
t he GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordin ary GHDV tests , and th e NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sampl e sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial GLMs. 
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Figure 4.36 . Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optima l h vs. common sample sizes n c for testing goodness -of-fit of binomial GLMs. 
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Figure 4.37. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
usin g optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial GLMs. 
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Figure 4.38. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for comparing two nested binomial GLMs. 
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Figure 4.39 . Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common samp le sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial GLMs. 
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Figure 4.40. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR t.ests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for testing goodness -of-fit of binomial GLMs . 
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Figure 4.41. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial GLMs. 
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Figure 4.42 . Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for comparing two nested binomial GLMs . 
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Figure 4.43. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5 , the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optim al h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial GLMs. 
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Figure 4.44. Pl ots of observed levels of th e GLR tests, th e GPHDV test s using optimal h, 
the GPHDV test s using h = 0.5, th e ordin ary GHDV tests , and th e NPB-GPHDV tests 
usin g optim al h vs. common samp le sizes nc for testing goodness -of-fit of binom ial GLMs . 
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Figure 4.45. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests , and th e NPB -GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for compar ing two nested binom ial GLMs . 
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Figure 4.46. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optima l h, 
the GPHDV tests usin g h = 0.5 , the ordinary GHDV tests , and th e NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common samp le sizes nc for compar ing two nested binomial GLMs. 
(B2 and B3 mod els; Type II contam ination; Nomina l level 0.1) 
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description of similar figures , see Section 4.2.3. 
In general, the simulation results suggest that the tests behave in a similar way for 
binomial GLMs and for Poisson GLMs. For example, (1) the one observation per cell 
case is still problematic , (2) no tests for goodness-of-fit are robust aga inst Type II con-
tamination (Figures 4.43 and 4.44), and (3) except for the n i = 1 cases, NPB-GPHDV 
tests for goodness-of -fit and for nested model are very robust against Type I contamina -
tion (Figures 4.39 , 4.40, 4.41, and 4.42). There arc two exceptions. First, for the test for 
goo dness-of-fit of binomi al Bl model under no contamination , the levels of NPB-GPHDV 
test are not very accurate. (See Figure 4.35.) It appears that the true crit ical values of the 
GPHDV test statistics are lower than th e criti ca l values computed by the nonparametric 
boot strap . Second, in contrast to the results for Poisson G LMs , th e test for comparing 
neste d mode ls docs not always work well for binomi a l mod els und er Type II contamination. 
Figures 4.45 and 4.46 show that no tests arc robust for bin omial B model s aga inst Type 
II cont am inat ion. Obviously , the lack of robust ness of GMPHD est imat ion for B model s is 
carr ied over to NPI3-GP HDV tests. 
Addition al simu lat ion results for nominal levels 0.05 and 0.01 arc includ ed in th e Ap-
pendix C. 
4.3.3.2 Levels Obtained by Using the PB oot Optimal h 
The simulat ions that are report ed in the second part of Sect ion 4.3.3 are exac tly analo-
gous to those in Sect ion 4.3.3.1 except that th e levels of the GPHDV and the NPB-GPHDV 
tests were computed usin g PBoot optimal h's. Th ese simulation results are given in Fig-
ures 4.47 , 4.48 , 4.49, 4.50, 4.51, 4.52, 4.53, 4.54, 4.55 , and 4.56. Th e results for goodness-
of-fit und er Type II contamination are again excluded because even when using the tru e 
optimal h, the NPB-GPHDV test results arc unsatisfa ctory . 
The simulation results suggest that NPB-GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h's have 
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Figure 4.47. Plo ts of observed levels of the GLR tests, th e GPHDV tests using PB oot 
optim al h, th e GPHDV tests usin g h = 0.5, th e ordinar y GHDV tests, and th e NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sampl e sizes n c for testin g goodn ess-of-fit 
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Figure 4.48. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-
GPHDV tests usin g PBoot optimal h vs. common samp le sizes n c for testing goodness -of-fit 
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Figure 4.49. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, th e GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-
GPHDV tests usin g PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for compa ring two 
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Figure 4.50. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , th e GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sampl e sizes n c for comparing two 
nest ed binomial GLMs. (B2 and B3 models ; No contamination ; Nominal level 0.1) 
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Figur e 4.51. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optima l h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for testing goodness -of-fit 
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F igure 4.52 . Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optima l h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness -of-fit 
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Figure 4.53. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. commo n sample sizes nc for comparing two 
nested binomial GLMs. (Bl, P , and N models; Type I contamination; Nominal level 0.1) 
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Figure 4.54. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
opti mal h, the GPHDV tests usin g h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB -
GPHDV tests using PBoot optima l h vs. common samp le sizes nc for comparing two 
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Figure 4.55. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , th e GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ord inary GHDV tests, and th e NPB-
GP HDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for comparing two 
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Figure 4.56. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , th e GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot opt imal h vs. common sample sizes n c for comparing two 
nested binomial GLMs . (B2 and B3 mod els; Typ e II contaminat ion; Nominal level 0.1) 
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optimal h 's for NPB-GPHDV test, one loses almost no information . 
Th ere is only one case for which results using PBoot optimal h's are less accurate than 
those usin g the true optimal h. By comparing Figures 4.51 and 4.39 , one can see that for th e 
test of good ness-of-fit for P mod el und er Type I cont am ination , th e levels of NPB-GPHDV 
test using PBoot optimal h 's converge more slowly to the nominal level than those obtained 
using the true optimal h. This outcome is actua lly very similar to one of the resul ts for 
Poisson GLMs with means ap proxim ate ly equal to 10, as describ ed in Section 4.2.3.2. 




PROPERTIES OF GMPHD ESTIMATORS FOR DISCRETE GLMS 
The aim of this chapter is to explore the asymptotic efficiency and robustness proper-
ties of the GMPHD estimators in GLMs. Because the influence of the penalty - which is a 
function of empty cells- vanishes as the total sample size tends to infinity , the GMPHD 
estimator is asymptotica lly equ ivalent to the GMHD estimator and hence shares the asymp-
totic properti es of the latter. Thus , it suffices to focus the study on the G MHD est imator. 
Because the proofs of results for GMHD estimation have simi lar structures to the ana logous 
results for G.\1L estimation , the asymptotic properties of GML estimators are also reviewed 
in this chapter. Robustness properties of the GMPHD estimator for GLMs are examined via 
theoretica l and empirical a-influence funct ion analysis. Onc e again, because the theoretical 
a-influence curve is an asymptotic version of the finite samp le empirical alpha-influence 
curve , the former only needs to be considered for the GMHD estimator. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 establish asymptotic properties 
of the GML estimator and the GMHD estimator , respectively , for the general multi-sampl e 
case (which includes GLMs). The app lication of the results to estimat ion in GLMs is 
discussed at the end of Section 5.2. Section 5.3 contains the robustness results of the 
GMPHD estimator in the GLM setting. 
5.1 Asymptotic Properties of GML Estimators 
This section contains proofs of the existence, uniqueness , consistency , and asymptotic 
normality of the GML estimator of the multiple population case. These results are stated 
without proof in §6.6 of Lehmann (1983). In Section 5.1.1 the existence and consistency of 
the GML estimators are estab lished , while the asymptotic normality and efficiency of the 
GML estimators are shown in Section 5.1.2. The results are valid for both the continuous 
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and the discr ete distributions . 
For convenience, all the definitions of quantities used in the proofs are given first. 
Notation: 
l. z(ij)( 0) = logfi,o(Y;;j) is the log-likelihood of 0 for a single (say the fh) observation 
of the i th i.i .d. sample. 
2. z(i)(0) = I:,1J~1 z(ij)(0) is the total log-likelihood of 0 from the i th sample. 
3. l(0) = 'E,~
1 
z(i)(0) is the total log-likelihood of 0 from all m, independent samples. 
4. z~ij),(0) = __!Lz(ij)( 0) 
k 80k 
5 l(i),(0) = __!Lz(i)(0) = "\'n ; z(ij) ,(0) by add itivit y of differentiation . k 80k k L.J = 1 k 
7. z(ij) '(0) = f
0
z(ij)(0) is th e p x 1 vector of partial derivativ es lkij) '(0). 
8. z(i)'(0) = I:,1J~
1 
z(ij) '(0) is the p x 1 vector of partial derivativ es lki)'(0). 
9. l'(0) = I:,?!1 z(i)'(0) is the p x 1 vector of partial derivatives lk'(0). 
11 l (i)"(0) = "\'n i z(ij) "(0) · ke L.J = l ke 
12. lke''(0) = L~t zit'(0) 
13. z(ij) "(0) = 
80
~~Tz(ij)(0) is the p x p matrix of partial derivatives ztJl"(0). 
14. z(i)"(0) = Lj ~l z(ij) "(0) is the p x p matrix of partial derivatives zit'(0). 
15. l"(0) = 'E,~ 1 z(i)"(0) is the p x p matrix of partial derivatives lke"(0) . 
16. l (ij) "'(0) = 83 z(ij) (0) 
kes 80k80t80s 
17. z(i) "'(0) = "\'ni z(ij),,'(0) 
kes L.J =l kes 
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18 l 111(0) = "m z(i) 111(0) · kes L.,i = 1 kfs 
20. Ili)(0) = [ [z(ii)' (0) -z(ii) '(0)T] = -[ [z(ii) 11(0)] is the information about 0 contained 
in a single observation in the i th i.i.d . sample. 
21. rCi) ( 0) = ni l li) ( 0) is the total inform at ion about 0 contained in the i th i.i.d. sample. 
22. I( 0) = I:~
1 
r (i) ( 0) is the total information about 0 contained in all m ind epende nt 
samples. 
23. I1(0) = I:f~1 ,\ Ili)(0) is the limit of the average inform at ion per observation ¾I(0), 
where >-.i s defined by Equation (1.14). 
Note t hat all the log-likeliho od functions in Notation 1, .. . , 18 depend on t he observation s, 
Yi/s, but Y;:j is om itted from the notat ion for simpli city . 
Next , we state the regularity cond itions and assumptions that need to be satisfied by 
each of the probability distribution functions li,0-
Regularity Conditions: 
(Rl) The distributious fi, 0 of the observations are identi fiabl e. Th at is, li,0 1 = fi ,0 2 impli es 
01 = 02. 
(R2) The distributions fi, 0 have common support . That is, the set {y li,o(y) > 0} 1s 
ind ependent of 0. 
(R3) The observat ions Y;:1, Y;:2, ... , Vini are i.i.d. with common density function li,o(Yi ,j) 
with respect to a o--finite measure u. 
(R4) The parameter space 0 contains an open subset w of which the true parameter , 0o, 
is an int er ior point. 
Assumptions : 
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(Al) For all 0 E w and for almost all y , the density function li,o(y) adm its all third 
d 
· · 03 f ; 9 (y) 
envatives 80k80e80s. 
(A2) Th e int egral J li,o(y)dy or th e summation ~Y li,o(y) may be twic e differentiated under 
th e int egral or th e sum mation sign so that th e first and second log-density derivativ es 
of li,0 sat isfy the equ at ions 
(5.1) Eo [tiij),(0)] = 0 fork = I, 2, .. . p , 
and hence 
Equ ivalentl y, 
(5.3) Eo [t(ij) , ( 0)] = 0 , 
and 
(5.4) 
(A3) All [r\il(o)Le are finit e and that r\il(0) is positiv e definite for a ll 0 E w whi ch impli es 
that Iii)(0) is non-singular an d th a t th e p sta tisti cs t\ij) ,(0) , ... , l1ij),(0) are ind epen-
dent with prob ability 1. 
(A4) There exist fun ct ions Mk~~ such that 
(5.5) 
where 
(5.6) m kes = E0
0 
[Mk~~(Yij)] < oo for all k ,£,s = 1, 2, .. . , p. 
5.1.1 Uniqu eness , Existenc e, and Consist ency 
The exist ence , uniqueness , and consistency of th e GML estimator are estab lished in 
Theorem 5.1.1. 
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Theorem 5.1.1 Suppose each li,0 satisfies Regularity Conditions (R1)-(R4) and Assump-
tions (A1)-(A4) and suppose sample sizes ni 's satisfy the limit condi tion (1.14), then with 
probability tending to 1 as n -+ oo, the log-likelihood equations (Equation (1.16)) hav e a 
sequence of roots {Bn}~=l such that 
' p 
0 11 --+ 0o componentwise. 
Outline of the proof: To prove this result, cons ider the behavior of the log-likelihood 
l(0) on the sphere Qr with center at the true point 0o and radius r. First, it is shown that 
for any sufficient ly small r , 
P00 (l(0) < l(0o)) --+ 1 as n-+ oo 
at a ll points 0 on the surface of Qr, and hence l(0) has a loca l maximum in the int erior 
of Q1 with probability tending to 1 as n -+ oo. It then follows that for any sma ll enough 
r > 0, with probability tending to 1 as n-+ oo, th e log-likelihood equat ions have a sequence 
of roots {Bn}~=I = {Bn(r)}~=I within Qr such that 
P00 (18,nk - 0okl < r) --+ 1 for all k = 1, 2, ... , p. 
Finally, proof is completed by showing that such a sequence can be dete rmin ed without 
dep ending on r. 
In preparation for establish ing Theorem 5.1.1, four results ("tools " ) used in the proof 
are given . 
Tools: 
Proof: By the law of lar ge numbers and by Assumption (A2) Equation (5.1), 
where lk'(0 o) and ltj )' (0o) are l/(0) and ttj)'(0) eva luated at 0o. • 
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Proof By th e law of large numbers and by Assumption (A2) Equation (5.2) , 
m 
~ L >.iE00 [-zit " ( 0o)] 
i = l 
where lke''(0 o), tiY)"(0o) , [I1(0o)he, and [rii)(0o)] are lke''(0) , tit "(0) , [I1(0)]ke, 
ke 
and [t ) ( 0)] eva luated at 0o. D 
ke 
Proof By the law of la rge numbers and by Equation (5.6) in Assumption (A4) , 
m 
( i) L >.;mkes < oo . 
i= l 
• 
(T4) Suppose that A is a p x p symmetric matrix with eigenva lues a 1, a2, ... , ap and cor-
responding unit eigenvectors v 1, v 2 , ... , Vp- Then, a quadratic form xT Ax can be 
expressed in te rm s of coord inates x* with respect to the basis {v1,v2, ... , vp} such 
th a t 
xTAx 
k = l 
where D = diag(a1,a2, .. . ,ap)-
Proof Since A is symmetr ic, it is orth ogonally diagonalizable. That is, there exists 
an orthogona l matrix B and a di agonal matrix D such that 
A 
D 
BDB - l = BDBT and 
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wher e D = diag(a 1 ,a 2 , .. . ,ap) and B = (v 1, v2 , ... ,vp)- Now, substitue x in the 
quadratic form x T Ax by Bx*; it yie lds 
xTAx 
and th at 
k = 1 
(Bx*) T A (Bx *) = x* T (BT AB) x* 
p 




k = l 
D 
Proof of Theorem 5.1.1: The proof starts by expanding the log-likelihood l(0) about the 
true param ete r value 00 and dividing through by n to get 
1 1 
- l(0) - -l(0o) 
n n 
1 p 
- L l/(0o)(0k - 00k) 
n k= l 
1 p p 
+ - L Ll ke"(0o)(0 k - Ook)(0e - 0oe) 
211 
k = l e= l 
+ 
6
~ t t t lkes111(0*)(0k - 0ok)(0e - 0oe)(0s - 0os) 
k= l e= l s = l 
where 0* is on the line segment joining 0 to 0o. By Inequality (5.5) in Assumption (A4), 
ll(ij) 11,(0*)1 < M(i) ( ) S b . . kes _ kes Yij , 3 may e rewntten as 
where 
for all i,j,k,£, ands. 
This will be the S3 to which the rest of proof refers. 
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Now, it is desired to show that 
Poo (lz(0) - ll(0o) < 0) ~ 1 as n • 00 for all Bon Qr 
if r is sufficiently small. To do this, observe the difference ¼t(0) - ¼t(0o) for 0 on Qr 
through its thre e terms S 1 , S2, and S3. First see that, for every 0 on the surface of Qr, 
1 P r P 
IS1I::; - L ll/(0o)I !Bk - Bokl = - L ll/(0o)/ . 
n k==l n k==l 
Th en, for any given r , it follows from Tool (Tl) that 
which impli es that 
and hence that 
(5.7) 
Next , cons ider 
(
r P ) P00 ;, ~ /l1/(0o)I < pr
3 
- • 1 as n • oo, 
1 p p - L Ll te"(0o)(Bk - Bok)(Be - Boe) 
nk ==l f ==l 
p p 
LL {- [I1(0o)lkc (Bk - Bok)(Be - Boe)} 
k==le==l 
S21 = - (0 - 00 )T 11 (00 ) (0 - 00 ) , which is a negat ive quadrati c form in th e variabl es 
(Bk - B0k). Sinc e 11 (Bo) is symmetr ic and by Assumption (A3) positive definite, there-
fore, Tool (T4) indicat es that S21 can be orthogonally diagonalized into diagonal form 
- I:: ==l a.ka with Qr becoming I:~==l a = I:: ==l (Bk - Bok)2 = r 2' wher e a.1' a.2, ... ' a.p(> O) 
are eigenval ues ofI1(0) . Let CY.min= min{a.1 ,a.2,- -· , a.p}- Th en , 
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Now observ e that, for every 0 on Qr , 
IS22I ::::; t t /izke"(Bo) - [-Ii (0o)lH/ 10k - 0okl 0e - 0ocl 
k=l e= l 
r 2 t t /izke"(Bo) - [- I1(0o)he/ , 
k=l £=1 
and, according to Tool (T2), for any r , 
It follows from an argument analogous to that for S1 that 
Therefore , with probability tendiug to 1 as n • oo, 
(5.8) 
Fina lly, consider S3. For every 0 011 Q,., 
3 P P P l m n; r (i) 
::::; 6 L LL ; LLM kes(Yij) 
k= lf = ls = l i = l.J = I 
( 
1 m n; (i) m (i) ) 
Pe0 ; ~ J; Mkes (Yij) < 2 ~ Aimkes --+ l as n • oo, 
which impli es that 
(5.9) 
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Combining the results from inequalities (5.7) , (5.8) , and (5.9), one sees that , with prob-
ability tending to 1 as n -t oo, 
( h b - 1 s;:-'P s;:-'P s;:-'/J ("m \ . (i) )) h" h . . . l w ere - 3 L..-k=L L..-e= l L,s = l L..-i= l -"im/d s , w 1c 1s negative w 1en 
a rl p2 l - ,;in + p + 2 + b r < 0, 
i.e., when 
< O'.rnin 
r p2 + 2p + 2b. 
This result says that with r suffic iently sma ll, 
P0
0 
(l(0) - l(0o) < 0) -+ 1 as n -too 
at all points 0 on Qr , and hence that there exists a consistent sequence of solutions 
{On}~=l = {0n(r)}~=l within Qr of the likelihood equations. 
It remains to show that such a sequence can be ind ependent of r. By the continuity of 
'* l(0) , the limit of a sequence of roots of likelihood equations is a lso a root. Let 0n be the 
root closest to 00 . Then clearly 
P00 (10:ik - 0okl < r)-+ 1 for all k = 1,2 , . .. ,P, 
and this comp letes the proof of Theorem 5.1.1. I 
Remark: A consistent root of the log-likelihood equations may not be unique, but if it is 
unique, then it is the GML est imator. 
5.1.2 Asymptotic Normality and Efficiency 
Theorem 5.1.2 establishes the asymptotic normality and asymptotic efficiency ( under 
the true model) of the GML est imator. 
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Theorem 5.1.2 If regularity conditions (Rl)-(R4) and Assumptions (Al}-(A4) hold for 
each li,o , and the limit condition {1.14) is satisfied, then any consistent sequence of roots 
{0n}~=l of the log-lik elihood equations (Equation (l.16)) is asymptotically normal. That is, 
This implies asymptotic efficiency of the estimators 0nk in the sense that 
where [I(0o )lk} is the (k, k) th elem ent of [I(0o)r 1 . 
Outline of the proof: All that needs to be shown is that for any consistent root 0n 
of th e log-likelihood eq uations , ,jn ( 0n - 0o) has the same limit distribution as th at of 
[I1(0o)]- 1 ( )n l'(0o)) and th a t [I1(0o)r 1 ( )n l' (0o)) ~ Np (o ,[I1(0o)r 1). 
Three addition al tools are neede d for establishing Th eore m 5.1.2. 
Tools: 
(T5) 
(5.10) ~ l/(0o) ~ Ni (0, [I1(0o)]kk) for a ll k = l , 2, ... , P, and 
vn 
(5.11) )nl '(00 ) ~ NP (0, Ii(0 0 )). 
Pr oof: By the multivariat e centra l limi t th eorem, Slutsky 's theorem , and Equ ation s (5.1) 
and (5.2) in Assumption (A2) , 
-
1 
l/(0o) = f /ni · Jn;, (2_ f lki1)'(0o)) 
r.:: . i V -;; ni . i V ,i i = J= 
~ N1 ( 0, ~ >.iE00 [ttj), ( 0o) · lkij) , ( 0o)]) 
= Ni (o,t>.i [riil(0o)tk) 
= N1 (O, [I1 (0o)]kk) 
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Similarly, using Equations (5.3) an d (5.4) inst ead of Equations (5.1) and (5.2) , 
-
1 
l'(0o) = f {iii· ,jn;, (_!__ f z(ij)'(0o)) vn i=l V --:;; ni j =l 
~ Np ( 0 , t >.J;00 [z(ij),(0o) · z(ij)'(0 0r]) 
= Np (o , ~>. iil i)(0o)) 
= Np (O, I1(0o)) 
• 
(T6) /¾tkes"'(0)/ is bound ed asymptot ically for a ll k ,€,s = 1, 2, ... ,P and for a ll 0 E w . 
Proof By Assumpt ion (A4) Inequality (5.5) and result from Tool (T3) , 
< 
1 m n ; (i) - LL Mld s (Yij) 
n i=l j =l 
• 
(T 7) (Lehmann 1983, §6.4, Lemma 4.1) Let Tn = (Tn1, T,,2, .. . , Tnp)T and let {T n}~=l be 
a sequ ence of random vectors tending weakly (in distr ibuti on) to T = (Ti, T2, ... , Tp)T 
and suppose that for each fixed k and €, the (k, €)th elements {[An]ke}~=l of matrices 
{An}~ 1 is a sequence of random vari ables tending in probability to constants [A]ke 
for which the matrix A is nonsin gular . Let B = A - 1. Then if th e distribution of 
T 71 has a density with resp ect to Lebesgue measure over R P, the solut ions Xn 
(Xni , Xn2, ... , Xnp) T of a system of p random linear equations in p unknowns 
(5.12) 
p 
Tnk = L [An]kf Xne for all k = l , 2, . .. ,P 
f = I 
have th e same limit dist ribu t ion as those of 
(5.13) 
p 
Xnk = L [B]ke Tne for all k = l , 2, . .. ,P 
f=l 
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and tend in probability to the solutions X = (X 1, X 2 , .. . , Xp)T of 
p 




(5.15) xk = L [B]kfT e for all k = 1, 2, ... ,p . 
f= l 
Proof See Lehmann 1983, page 433 for details . D 
Remark: This result is still true if th e distribution of T n has a density with respect 
to counting measure over RP. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1.2: Expand l/(0) about Oo to obtain 
p 1 p p 
l/(0) = l/(Oo) + L lke"(0o)(0e - 0oe) + 2 LL lkfs
111
(0*)(0e - 0oe)(0s - 0os), 
e=t e=I s= l 
where 0* is a point on the line segment con necting 0 and 00 . In this expans ion, replace 0 by 
a consistent root of the log- likelihood equat ions 0n, which ex ist s with probability tending 
to 1 as n--+ oo by the first part of the theorem, so that lk'(0 11 ) = 0 for all k = 1, 2, ... ,p. 
Then , multiplying the expansion (110w with 011 ) through by }n and rearrange to get 
~ lk'(Oo) = vn'I)Bn e- 0oe) { -!_ lke"(Oo) - _!__ t(Bn s - 0oe)lkes'"(0*)} fork = 1, 2, . .. ,p . 
yn e= l n 2n s= l 
This is a system of p random linear equat ions , which needs to be solved for p differences 
(Bnk - 0ok) to obtain the limitin g distributions of fo(Bnk - 0ok)- One can see that this 
system of equat ions has the form (5.12) in Tool (T7) with 
p 
[An]ke = -llke"( Oo) -
2




Xne = ./n(Bne - 0oe). 
According to Tool (TS) Equations (5.10) and (5.11) , 
D 
~ T=Np(0 , 11(00)) , 
fork=l,2, ... ,p, and 
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while 
because, by Tool (T2), 




~ L(0n s - 0os)lkes11'(0*) ~ 0. 
s = l 
Let B = A- 1 = I1 (00 ). Then, by Tool (T7) Equations (5.13), (5.14), and (5.15), the limit 
distributions of the fo(0nk - 0ok)'s are the limit distributions of the solutions Xnk's of the 
equat ions 
and tend in probability to the distributions of the solutions Xk 's of the equations 
p 




Xk = L [I1 (0o)];;/ Te. 
e=l 
Hence, .jn(0n - 0o) has the same limit distribution as that of [I1 (0o)r 1 ( bt'( 0o)) , which vn 
is the distribution of X, i.e., the distribution of [I(0o)r 1 T , and which is Np ( 0 , [I1(00)]-
1
). 
This completes the proof of asymptotic normality and efficiency of Bn- I 
5.2 Asymptotic Properties of GMHD Estimators 
This section presents the asymptotic properties of the GMHD estimator. In Section 
5.2.1, the existence, uniqueness, and consistency of the GMHD estimator are established. 
This is an extension of Beran 's (1977) Theorem 1 for MHD estimator. These results are 
applicable to both discrete and continuous families of distributions. In Section 5.2.2, the 
GMHD est imator is shown to be asymptotically normal and to be asymptotically efficient 
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under the assumed model for the case of count data. This is a generalization of Simpson's 
(1987) Theorem 2 for the MHD est imator. 
As with the GML est imator in Section 5.1, the results in this section are estab lish ed 
for the cases where the parameters 0 are not necessarily regression parameters. The corre-
sponding results of GML and GMHD estimators in GLM setting are then discussed at the 
end of this section. 
In preparat ion for developments in this section, it is necessa ry to define th e GMHD 
functional. Recall from Section 2.1 the definition of the GMHD estimator. Suppose that 
there are m random samples Yi = (1'i1, 1'i2, ... , YinJT for i = 1, 2, ... m from m differ-
ent populations with distribution density functions g 1 , 92, ... , 9m with respect to a a-finite 
measur e 7J,. Let each Fi = {li,0 : 0 E 0} be the set of density functions of the assumed 
parametric family of distributions for 9i and assume that parameter 0 of dimension p is 
th e common parameter of a ll m families. Furthermore, as with GML est imation, the limit 
condition supposes that m is fixed and each individual samp le size ni -+ oo all at the same 
rate such that the proportions ~ -+ Ai as the total sample size n = Li: 1 ni -+ oo. Then , 
according to Equation (2.1) , t he a im of GMHD estimation is to identify the elem ent 0o E 0 
that minimizes I:~ 1 Aiu: 1(li,0 , 9i) = I:f ! 1 Aillfi'.~
2 -g:1211~-That is, it is desired to find the 
GMHD functional T(g) = T(g1,g2 , ... , gm)= 0o E 0 defined by 
(5.16) ~ II 1/2 112112 . ~ II 1/2 112112 L.., Ai f i,T(g) - 9i 2 = i1::1~ L..., Ai fi ,0 - 9i 2 · 
i = l i= l 
T(g) may be multiple-valued. The T(g) her e indic ates any one of the possible values, 
chosen arbitrari ly. Let each 9n; be a suitable nonparam etr ic density estimate of 9i based 
on the i th random sample Y i. Then, in functional representation, the GMHD estimator 
01-1 = T(gn) = T(§n 1 , 9n2 , •• • , 9nm) of T(g) is defined to be 
~ 'ni 11r112. - -112112 =min~ ni llrl/2 - -112112. 
L.., n i,T(gn) 9n, 2 0 E0 L..., n i ;0 9n, 2 
i = l ·,=l 
This definition is equiva lent to the definition given in Equation (2.1). 
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Next , consider how the results for the MHD estimator may be extended to the GMHD 
estimator. Analogous to the discussion of how ML results are extended to GML estimation 
in Section 1.8, the central concept in the proofs for MHD estimation in the i.i.d. case (Beran 
1977 and Simpson 1987) is th e th eoreti ca l squared Helling er distance 
H(0;g) = u~(Jo , g) = 111~;2 - g1/211: 
provided by any random sample from g. To genera lize the proofs for MHD estimation to 
GMHD estimation, one must recognize wh a t the correspo nding key eleme nt is for the non-
i.i.d . cas e. First, denote the theor etical sq uare d Hellin ger distanc e provided by any random 
sa mple from 9i to be 
and ass ume th at th e squared Hellinger di stance provid ed by indep endent samp les is additiv e, 
th eu the total theoret ica l squared Hellin ger di sta nce prov ided by m random samp les is 
rn rn 
2 
H(0 ;g) = H(0 ;g 1,g2, .. . , gm) = Ln iH(0 ;gi) = Ln i IIJ/~2 - g;12ll2, 
i = l i = l 
and hence t he ave rage t heoret ical sq uared Hellinger dist ance provid ed by any on e of th e m 
random samp les is 
1 1 m m 
'\""""' ni '\""""' ni II 1/2 1;2 ,12 - H(0;g) = - H(0;g1 ,g2,- .. , gm) = L - H(0 ;gi ) = L - ho - gi 
2 n n i=l n i=l n 
which tends to 
~ II 1/2 112112 L Ai ho - gi 
2 
as n • oo. 
i = l 
We shall see below that this theor etical squared Hellinger distanc e per random sample 
( amo ng all m samp les) ¾ H ( 0 ; g) plays a very important role in establishing the asymptotic 
prop ertie s of th e GMHD estimator. 
Again , for convenience, th e not at ion used in this section is given first . 
Notation : 
1. 'P = (w, w, ... ) wr) wh ere \JI IS the set of a ll densities with respect to Lebesg ue 
meas ur e on th e real line. 
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2. :F = (F1, F2, .. . ,Fm)T, where each Fi= {li,o: 0 E 0}. 
3. f o = (h ,o, h,o, ... , fm ,o)\ where each li,o is a member of Fi-
4. g = (91, 92, ... , 9m)T, where each Yi is the set of densities of some class of distribu-
tions , which may or may not be Fi-
5. g = (91,92, ... , gm)°\ wher e eac h 9i is a member of Yi · 
6. g E 1l1 mea ns 9i E W for all i = 1, 2, ... m. 
7. g E g means 9i E Yi for a ll i = 1, 2, ... m. 
8. g = f 0
0 
E F mea ns 9i = li,0 0 E Fi for i = 1, 2, .. . m. 
9. n = ( n 1 , n2 , ... , nm) T 
" JJ " p C 11 . 1 2 11. 9n ~ g means 9n; ~ 9i 1or a i = , , ... m. 
- p - p 
12. On~ 0 mea ns 0n,k ~ 0k for a ll k = 1, 2, .. . , p. 
13. T(gn) _!!_,, T(g) means [T(gn )Jk _!!_,, [T(g)]k for a ll k = 1, 2, ... , p . 




15. si,O = aok si,0 
17. si o = 8
8
0 Si o is the p x 1 vector of partial derivatives s(k9). ) ) i, 
·· 82 · h . f . I d . . .. (H) 18. si,0 = aoaoT si,0 1s t e p x p matnx o part1a envat1ves si,O . 
. ) _ 2 ) II 112 !!2 1 112 19. H(O , gi - utt(li,o , 9i = si,0 - gi 2 = 2 - 2 Si,0 · gi du 
20. H(O; 9i) = -2 J Si,0 · gJ12du is a p x 1 vector. 
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21. H(0 ; gi) = -2 J Si,0 · gl 12du is a p x p matrix. 
24 H .. (0· ) - "'m ·H·· (0· ) - "'m [ 2 f ·· 112d ] · · • , g - L..,i = l ni , gi - L..,i= l n; - s;,0 · gi u IS a p x p matnx. 
26. H ( 0; §nJ = - 2 J s;,0 · §1~{2 du is a p x 1 vector. 
27 H .. (0 , ) 2 f .. , 1/2d . . • ; gni = - s;,0 · 9n, u is a p x p matnx. 
29 H. (0 · , ) _ "'m H. (0 · , ) _ "'m _ [ 2 J . , L/2d ] . l . . . , 9 n - L..,i= l n; ,gn, - L..,i = I n; - s;,0 · gn, u IS a p x vector. 
30 H .. (0 · , ) _ "m H .. (0 · , ) _ '\'m , [ 2 ,. .. , l/2d ] . . , , . .· , . , 9n - L..,i = I n; ,gn ; - L-i = l n; - J s;,0 · 9n, u 1s a p x p 111at11x. 
31. [ (i) (0; y) = log f; ,o(y) 
Note that [ (i)( 0 ; YiJ) = [ (iJ)(O) (Section 5. 1, Notation 1.) 
32. [ (il 1(0 ; y) = J
0
t(il( 0 ; y) is a p x 1 vector. 
Note th at [ (il 1 (0 ; YiJ) = [(iJ)'(0) (Section 5.1, Notation 7.) 





T l (i) ( 0 ; y) is a p x p matrix. 
Note that t (il 11(0 ; YiJ) = z(iJl11(0) (Section 5. 1, Notation 13.) 
Note that for dis crete cases, the int egra l signs in Notation 20, . .. , 30 are rep laced by sum-
matio n signs beca use the int egrat ion is with respect to counting meas ur e . 
5.2.1 Un iqu eness, Existence , and Consistency 
This subsection concerns the existen ce, uniqu eness , and consistency of th e GMHD esti-
mator. The results are appl icable to both discrete and continuous fami lies of distributions . 
Th e following thr ee assumptions are used in this subsection. 
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Assumptions : 
(Al) 0 is a compact subset of RP. 
(A2) For each h,0 , 01 i- 0 2 impli es h,0 1 i- f i,02 on a set of positiv e Lebesgue measur e. 
(A3) Each h,0(y) is continuous in 0 for almost every y. 
To esta blish the existence, uniquen ess, and consiste ncy of the GMHD est imato r (Theo-
rem 5.2.3) , the following two lemma s are central. 
Lemma 5.2.1 If Ass'Umption {A3) holds, then ¼H(0 ;g) is contin'UO'US in 0 for every g E 
'¥ . 
Proof: Let {0nt; 0=1 be any sequence of vectors uf values in 0 sat isfying 0n --+ 0 E 0. 
Th en, 
l
~H( 0n;g) - ~H(0 ;g)I 
n n 
2 IE~• j [s;,o, - s,,o]g;1'd,,I 
< 
< J(s 0 - s · 0) 2d'U i , n i, by Ca uchy-Schwar z inequa lity 
rn 
2 ~ ni j If f I L...J i,0n - i,0 d'U 
i=l n 
rn 
-+ 2LA i · 0 = 0 
i=l 
by the pointwis e continuity assumption of the h,0 's and Scheffe's th eorem. I 
Remark: By the pointwise cont inui ty assumption, for every { 0n};::i=l E 0 sat isfying 0n --+ 
0 , Aon --+ h,0, which ensur es th e pointwise convergence of the li,0's. Then, Scheffe' s 
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th eorem states that pointwis e convergenc e of densities implies convergenc e of densities in 
L 1 norm which, in trun , implies convergence of densities in the Hellinger norm . Therefore , 
to apply this result , all it needs is the pointwise continuity of the assum ed model densities. 
Lemma 5.2.2 Suppose that f (.T) and g(x ) are two functions with a common domain D 
and that D is compact. Then, 
I 
inf f (x ) - inf g(x ) I ::; sup /f (x ) - g(x )/. 
x E D xE D xE D 
Proof : Write infx = infxED and sup x = sup xED for convenience. Th en , 
( 5.17) 
f(.T) - g(x ) ::; lf( x ) - g(x )/ 
-+ f( x ) ::; g(x ) + /f( x ) - 9(.1;)/ 
-+ inf f (:£)::; g(x) + /J( x) - g(x)/ 
X 
-+ inf J(x) ::; g(x) + sup /J (x) - g(x)/. 
X X 
Since inequ ality (5.17) is tru e for all values of x E D , it impli es t hat the iuequa lity 
inf f(x) ::; inf g(:1:) + sup /J (x) - g(x ) / 
X X X 
is also t rue. 1.e., 
inf J( .T) - inf g(x) ::; sup /f( x ) - g(x )/. 
X X X 
Simil arly, one can get 
inf g(x) - inf f (.T) ::; sup /f( x ) - g(x)/. 
X X X 
Hence, 
Theorem 5.2.3 Suppose that asS'Umptions (A1) -(A3) hold. Then, 
(i) For every g E '11', there exists T(g) E 0 satisfying Equation (5.16). 
I 
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{ii) T(f e) = 0 uniquely for every 0 E 0. 
{iii) If T(g) is unique, the functional T is continuous at g in the generalized Helling er 
topology. 
Proof: 
(i) Existence. By the pointwise cont inuity assumption of li,e's and the compactness as-
sumption of 0 , Lemma 5.2.1 implies that for any g E '11, ¼H(0;g) is cont inuou s in 0 
and achieves a minimum T(g) E 0. 
(ii) Uniqueness. This result is saying that T(g) = 00 is unique if every gi is really a member 
fi,e 0 of Fi. To show this , observe Equation (5.16) assuming 9i = li,e E Fi , which 
becomes 
~ 11 ·'/2 1/2112 . ~ 11 ·l/2 ,112112 L.-, >..i f i ,T(fe) - he 
2 
= ~~1£ L., >..i he - he 2 = O. 
i = l i = l 
The result then follows immediately from the identifiability assumption of the li,e 's. 
(iii) Continuity of T. Let each {9n; }~=! be any sequence of densities satisfying 
llg,~;2 - gi112112 -+ 0, as ni -+ oo all at the same rat e (i.e ., g;/
2 -+ gl / 2 componentw ise 
in L 2 .) Denote T(gn) be any one of the possible vectors of values of 0 that minim izes 
H(0; 9n)- Then , for any 0 E 0 , 
l
}:_H(0;gn) - }:_H(0;g)I 
n n 
2 It :i j si,e [g~{2 - g}l2] dul 
< 2 t :i If Si,e [g,~{2 - gi1;2] dul 
2 ~ ni ;· ( 1/2 _ 1/2)
2 
d 




2 ~ ni 111;2 _ 1/2/J L., n 9n, 9i , 2 
I=l 
m 
--+ 2 L Ai · 0 = 0 
i=l 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
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as n -+ oo. Because 0 is compact , this implies that 
(5.18) sup 1}:_H(0;gn) - }:_H(0;g)'--t 0 
OE0 n n 
as n -+ oo, which by Lemma 5.2.2 impli es that 
as n -+ oo or equivalently 
as n -+ oo. Equation (5.18) also implie s that 
as n -+ oo, so one may concl ude that 
(5.19) 
1 1 
- H(T(gn) ;g) --t - H(T(g) ;g) 
n n 
as n -+ oo. Now one shows T(gn) -+ T(g) = 0o by contradi ct ion. Suppose that 
T(gn) does not converge to T(g). Th en, compactness of 0 ensures exist ence of a 
subsequence {T(gnJ }~ 1 C {T(gn)} such that T(gnJ -+ 01 -/:- T(g), which im-
pli es ¾H(T(gnJ;g) -+ ¾H(0 1;g) by the cont inuity of ¾H(0;g) as a fun ct ion of 0 
(Lemma 5.2.1) . By (5.19), ¾H(0 1;g) = ¾H(T(g);g), which contradicts the assumed 
uniqu eness of T(g). I 
Remarks : 
(a) For the cases wher e 0 is not compact, the results of Theorem 5.2.3 are still applicable 
if 0 can be embedded in a compact space 0. This embedding strategy comes from 
Beran (1977) for MHD estimation in the continuous case, but it also applies to GMHD 
estimation in the discrete case. In the discussion that follows Beran's (1977) Theorem 
1, Beran gives an example to explain how the result of the theorem may be extended 
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to a location-scale family of continuous distributions whose parameter space is not 
compact but may be embedded in a compact set. Here is a similar example for MHD 
estimation in the discrete case. Suppose F = {Jo(y) : 0 E 8} is a Poisson family of 
distributions , where fo(y) = exp{y log0 - 0 - log(y!)} and 0 = [O, oo). Let 0' = i!o 
and writ e fo,(y) = exp{y log ( 1~
1
0, ) - (i~'0, ) - log(y!)}. Thus , the family can be 
repr esented as F = {Jo, (y) : 0' E 8'} , where 8 1 = [O, 1). Becaus e limo'-+l H(0'; g) = 
lim01-+1 IIJt/2-g1l2 11~ = limo-+oo 11Jt12 -g 112 II~ = 2, therefore, H(-; g) can be extend ed 
to a function on 0 = [O, 1], whi ch is compact , and th e extend ed function achiev es a 
minimum in 0. In fact th e minimum must occur in int(8') becaus e O :S: H(0'; g) :S: 2 
for every 0' E 8' and H(0' ; g) = 2 is impossibl e. Cons equ ently th e conclusions of 
Beran 's (1977) Th eorem 1 rema in valid for th e Poisson model. For GMHD est ima tion , 
an emb eddin g for the pa ramete r space of GLM paramete r /3 is discussed at th e end 
of Sect ion 5.2. 
(b) Despi te th at the uniqu eness of T (g) for all g sat isfy ing g = f Bo E Fi s ens ured by t he 
ident ifiabilit y ass umpti on of th e fi,B 's, establishin g th e uni queness of T(g) for all g 
where each 9i is in some class (Ji is much more compli cate d and mu st be done on a 
case- by-case bas is. On e po ssibl e way to show th e uniqu eness of T(g) for a ll g in some 
g is to establi sh th a t H(0 ; g) (if it ex ists ) is positiv e definit e for all g E Q. 
(c) Beca use T(g) is uniqu e when th e ass um ed mod el is tru e, th e continui ty of th e GMHD 
fun ctiona l T at g is ensur ed und er th e mod el. Hence, if g = f Bo E F , th e consist ency 
of th e fun ction al T(gn) ~ T(g) depends on th e consist ency of th e densi ty estimator s 
9n ~ g themselves. 
Corollary 5.2.4 Und er the Assumpt ions (A1)-(A 3) , if 9n ~ g , th en T(gn) ~ T(g) . 
Remark: For count data , each 9ni is the empirical density estimator of 9i and therefore 
th e condition 9n ~ g is alw ays tru e. 
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5.2.2 . Asymptotic Normality and Efficiency 
The asymptotic normality and asymptotic efficiency (under the assumed model) of the 
GMHD estimator is established in this subsection. Throughout this subsection, the proofs 
are derived assuming that the distributions of the assumed parametric families and the true 
distributions of the data are supported on the nonnegative int egers, but the results are also 
applicable to any discrete distributions supported on nonnegative values. 
For further developments, the following additional assumptions are necessary , in which 
the differentiability of the key element ¾H(0; g) with respect to 0 is particularly important . 
As in Beran (1977), one needs to impose smoothness conditions on the model si,0 to ensure 
that ¾H(0;g) is twice differentiabl e with respect to 0 for all 0 E int(0). 
Assumptions: 
(A4) Each si ,O is twice differentiable with first partial derivatives s~1 and second partial 
derivatives :c/k0e) sat isfying i, 
(i) (Beran 1977, Lemma 1) for k 1 2 P S.(k) E L
2 arid s·(k) and 11s·(k)II ar·e , , · · · , , i,0 , i ,0 i,0 2 
continuous in 0. 
(ii) (Beran 1977, Lemma 2) for k ,e = 1, 2, . .. ,p , s~~e) E L 2 , and s~~e) and llsi1)112 
are continuous in 0. 
That is, for any spec ified 00 E 0 C RP that there exist a p x 1 vector si ,0o with 
compo nents in L 2 and a p x p matrix Si,0o with components in L 2 such that for any 
p x 1 real vector e of unit euclidean length and for any scalar a in a neighborhood of 
zero, 
T · T 
Si,0o+oe = Si,0o +a. e . Si,0o + a . e . Uo 
Si,0o+oe = Si,0o +a · Si,0o · e + a · V o · e, 
where u 0 is a p x 1 vector whose components llu~k) ll2 -+ 0 as a -+ 0, and V O is a 
p x p matrix whose components IIV~ke)ll2-+ 0 as a-+ 0. 
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Rewriting the above two equations by letting 0 = 0o + ae, on e can obtain the Taylor 
expansions of si,8 about 0o and of Si,8 about 0o 
(5.20) 
and 
(5.21) si,8 = si,Oo + Si,00 (0 - 0o) + V a(0 - 0o) , 
wh ere ae = 0 - 0o; hence , each IIV~kl')l12-+ 0 as 0 - 0o-+ 0. 
Note that by th e Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the above two smooth11ess conditions (i) 
and (ii) of si,O ensur e the twice-differentiability of H(0 ;g) with resp ect to 0. 
(A5) T(g) = 00 ex ists , is uniqu e, and lies in int(0) C RP. That is, H(0o;g) = 0 for some 
0o E int(0) C RP. 
(A6) H(0o;g) is nonsingular. 
(A 7) Th e functional T( ·) is cont inuous at g in the genera lized Hellinger topology. 
(A8) si,Oo E L 1 componentwise for a ll i = 1, 2, ... m. 
(A9) Th e ass umpti on for information matrices. (See Assumptions (A2) and (A3) in Sec-
tion 5.1.) 
Under the Assumption (A4) , observe the following facts. 
Facts: 
(F2) 
! [! ( ) . z(i)'(0· ) . z(i)'(0· )T + . ( ) . a21og li,o(y)l 
2 2Si,0 y 'y 'y Si,0 y 0000T 
[{z (il'(0;y). z(il'(0;y)T + lz(il"(0;y)] si,o(y) 
(F3) For any g E '11, 





If g = f 9
0 
E F , then 
and 
= - f z(i)'(0; y) · si,o(Y) · g;12(y)dy by (Fl) , 
m 
= L ni H(0;g i) 
i = l n 
= ~ :i [-f z(i)'(0 ;y) · si,o(Y) · gi112 (y)dy]. 
~i-I(0o;g) = f ni {-£0
0 
[z(ii)'(0 o)]} = 0. 
n i = l n 
(F4) For any g E '11, 
iI(0 ;gi) = -2 / si,o(y) · g;12(y)dy 
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= - f [lz (i)'(0 ;y) · z(il'(0 ;yf + z(i)"(B;v )] si,o(y) -9]12 (y)dy by (F2) , 
and 
1 .. 
- H(0 ;g) 
n 
711 
= L ni H(0 ; 9i) 
i = I n 
= ~ :i {-/ [lz (i)'(0 ; y) • z(i)'(0 ; yf + z(il"(0 ; y )] si,o(y) · gi112 (y)dy}. 
If g = f 0
0 
E F , then 
H(0 ;gi) = -1£ [z(il'(0 ; Yij) -z(il'(0 ; 1'iif] + £ [-z (il"(0; Yij)] 
= -1£ [z(iil'(0) -z(ij)'(0f] + £ [- z(ij)"(0)] 
= -l r~i)(0) + I~i)(0) by Equation (5.4) 




1 .. f ni { ~Ili)(0)} - H(0 ;g) = 
n i=l n 2 
------+ f Ai { illi\0)} asn-+oo 
i=l 
1 
= 211 (0). 
I Si,0 (y) · Si,0 (y )1'dy 
= j [i si,0(y) · [(i)'(0 ; y)] [isi ,0(y) · [(i)'(0;y)] dy by (Fl) 
= ~[ [t (i)t(0· y ·). [ (i)t(0· }'; ·)T] 4 ) ~ ) ~ 
= l[ [t(ij) '(0). [(ij)'( 0)1' J 
= li\il(0) by Equation (5.4). 
I Si,0 (y) · Si,0 (y )dy 
= I [lt(i)'(0;y) · l(i )'(0 ;y)T + }t( i)"(0;y)] h,0(y)dy by (F2) 
= ~[ [t(i)'(0· Y, ·) · l (i)'(0· Y, ·)T] - ~[ [- t(i)"( 0· Y, ·)] 
4 ' '] ' '] 2 ' '] 
= l[ [t(ij)'( 0). l (ij) t(0) T] - l[ [-t(ij) "(0)] 
= }11i\0) - iI\il (0) by Equation (5.4) 
= -}11i)(0) 
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(F7) T(g) = 00 is a zero of H(0 ;g). That is, H(T(g);g) = H(0o ;g) = 0. (Note that, 
H(0o ;g) = 0 does not imply H(0o ;gi) = 0.) 
(F8) T(fln) is a zero of H(0 ;fln) . That is, H(T(fln);fln) = 0. (Not e that, H(T(flrJ;fln) = 
0 does not imply H(T(fln); §nJ = 0.) 
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To show the asymptotic normality of the GMHD estimator (Theorem 5.2. 7), the follow-
ing two lemmas are needed. 
Lemma 5.2.5 Let h,0 and 9i for all i = l, 2, ... m be supported on {O, 1, 2, .. . } and fin; be 
the empirical density estimator of 9i defined by Equation (2.2). Suppose that Assumption 
(A4) Equation (5.20) holds at 00 and that H(0o;g) = 0. If Assumption (AS) holds, then 
1- .- ~(ni)[l~. ( - 1/2 ( )] ( - 1/2) -- H(0o, 9n) = L - ~ L Si,0o Yij) · gi Yij + Op n . 
n i = l n ni j= l 
Thre e tools below are usefu l in estab lishing Lemma 5.2.5. 
Tools: 
g;(y)( l - g;( y)) for a ll i = 1, 2, ... m. 
ni 
Proof: 
E [ (fl,11{2(y) - 9i1;2(v))2] < E [lfl,~{2(v) - g)12(v)/ lfl,\{2(y) + i12(v)I] 
= E [l§n; (y) - 9i(y)j] 
[ 
, 2] 1/2 < E l9n; (y) - 9i(y)j by Liapoun ov's inequ ality 
[ 9i(y)(ln~ 9i(y))] 
112 
beca use 9n; (y) is a binomial proportion random variabl e. D 
( ) 1/4 ( , 1/2 ( ) 1/2 ( )) p c . · _ T2 ni g11i y - gi y --'---t O 101 a ll z - 1, 2, ... m. 
Proof Fir st, recogniz e that 
(5.22) vfni (§ni (y) - 9i(y)) J!...+ N (O,gi(y)(l - 9i(y))) • 
Let 'lj;(x) = .x112 . Then, by Lehmann 's (1983) Th eorem 5.1.5 , Equation (5.22) implies 
vfni (1/J(gn; (y)) - 'l/J(gi(y))) ~ N ( 0, ['l/J'(gi(y))]2 9i(Y)(l - 9i(y))) • 
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This is, 
(5.23) r,;:;-: ( -1/2( ) _ 1/2( )) ~ N (o (1 - 9i(y))) V '•i 9ni Y 9i Y ' 4 · 
The result follows by Slutsky's theorem (Lehmann 1983, Theorem 5.1.4) when multi-
plying the left hand side of (5.23) by n - 1/ 4 because n - 1/ 4 ~ 0. • 




] ---t Oas ni ----too for all i = 1,2, ... m. 
Proof Let Wn, (y) = n; 14 ( g;{2 (y) - gi112 (y)). Then , by Tool (T2) Wn; (y) ~ 0, 
which implies W; i (y) = .jn;, (§;{2 (y) - gl 12 (y) )2 ~ 0 by Billingsley (1986), page 
344, Corollary 2 of Theorem 25.7. Now, if it can be shown that W; (y) is uniformly 
integrab le, then by Billingsley (1986), page 348, Theorem 25.12, W;,(y) ~ 0 impli es 
E [w,~.(y)] ~ 0. i.e., limn,--tooE [w,~i(y)] = E [1im11i--too W,~, (y)] = 0. To establish 
th e uniform inte grability of W;, (y) , Billingsley 's (1986) Theorem 25.12 indicates that 
it suffices to prove SUPn, E [/w,~i (y) / I+t:] < oo for some postiv c E. The proof is now 
given. 
< ni 2 E §,~{2 (y) - 9i (y) §; / (y) + 9i (y) 
1
+< [I 1/2 11+£ I / 1/2 I l+t:] 




! ' E [ (!§n, (Y) - 9i(y)/ 1+t:) i!,] "T by Liapounov's inequality 
.!.±f. [ 2] It' ni 2 E (§n, (Y) - 9i(y)) 
l+ e <t' [ 9i(y)(ln~ 9i(y)) ]- 2 
.!.±f. 
[gi(y)(l - 9i(y))] 2 < oo. 
• 
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Proo f of Lemma 5.2.5: First note that 
~. f= Si,0o (Yij) · g; 112 (Yij) = f Si,0o (y) · g;-112 (y) · 9n; (y) 
t j = l y = O 
because 9n; (y) ignores the terms that are empty cells. Now, consider the rema inder term 
1 . _ - ~ (ni) [1 ~ . - 1/2 l --H(0o,9n) - L, - ~ L,Si,0 0 (Yij) · 9i (Yij) n .
1
n ni.
1 t = J = 
Rri = 
t (:) [2~ s,,o, (vH!{'(y)dy ] - t (:) [~ S,,00 (y) gi 112 (y) §n; (y)] 
-f ( :i) f 5i,0o (y) { g; 112 (y) · 9n; (y) - 2§~{2 (y)} 
t = l y = O 
- ~ ( :~) ~ Si,0o (y) · g; l/2 (y) { 9n; (y) - 2g; 12 (y) · §~{2 (y)} 
-~ (:i) ~ Si,0o(Y) · 9i 112(y) { 9i(Y) + 9n; (y) - 2gi 12(y)§;1{2(y)} 
= - f (:i) f 5i,0o(Y) · 9i- l/2 (Y) (g~{2(Y) - g}12(y) )2, 
1= 1 y = O 
where th e 4 th equation and the 5 th equation are equal becaus e 
I:;~ 1 (~) [- 2J Si,0o(Y) · gf12(y)dy] = fiI(0o ;g) = 0 by assumption. Th e result follows by 
showing that foRn ~ 0 as n --+ co . 
Let R n,k be the k th component of Rn- Then , by Markov's inequality , 
so it suffices to show th at E [/ foRn ,k/] --+ 0, as n--+ co. Now, 
E [l✓>iRn ., ll ~ E [ t ~ ~ s)1. (y) g,- 11, (y) [ ✓,;; (g;,{'(v) - gf''(v)) '] ] 
< E [ t ~ ~ 1,:1. (y) Ig,11' (y) [ ✓,;; (g;,{'(y) - gJl'(y)) ' ] l 





. (k) ( )/ -1/2( ) r,;;-: 9i(y)(l - 9i(y)) 
8 io Y 9i Y vni , o n i 
by Tool (Tl) 




is integrable by Assumption (A8), and (5.25) goes to O as ni --+ oo (provided that 
E [ foi ( g;t (y) - g/2 (y) )2] --+ 0 as ni --+ oo by Tool (T3)), therefore, according to the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, 
as ni --+ oo (all a t the sam e rate) , which implies (5.24) tends to O as n --+ oo, and hence 
E [I JnR n,1.:I] --+ 0 as n--+ oo . I 
Lemma 5.2.6 Suppos e that Assumpt ion (A4) holds fo1· all 0 E int(0) and suppos e that 
Assumptions ( A5 )- ( A 9) are satisfi ed. Th en, for every sequenc e of vec tors of densiti es 
{A } (X) - {(A A A )T}CXJ . J. IIAl/2 l/211 Of . ll. - l 2 9n u v = l - 9n 1u, 9n2u, ... , 9nmu v = l satis ying 9n; - 9i 2 --+ 07 a i - , , . . . m , 
To establish Lemma 5.2.6 , the following two tools arc necessary. 
Tools: 
(T4) Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.2.6, 
where 
1 1~ [" ]f· ]T V 00 = -11 (0o) - - L, >..i H(0o ; 9i) lH(0o ; gi) 
4 4 i = l 
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for any g E '1' and 
if g = f0
0 
E F . 
Proof According to Lemma 5.2.5, 
(5.26) 1 • ( 0 A ) - ~ (ni) [ 1 ~ • (Y,• •) - 1/2 ( . •)] ( - 1/2) -- H 0o,9n - 0 - -:- 0 si, 0o iJ · gi Y;_J +op n . 
n i=l n ni j=l 
Let Vi,0o = Eg i [si,0o(}·".;j) · g; 112 (l'ij)] = L ~o Si,0o(Y) · gi112(y) = -½ H(0o ;gi). Then, 
Equation (5.26) can be writ ten to 
because I:?~1 (!ft) v i,0o = I:~ 1 (!ft) [-½ H(0o ;gi)] = -½ H(0o;g) = 0 by ass umpti on. 
Now, by mu lt ivar iate cent ral limit theorem , 
fo: [-1:_ t Si,0o (Y;;j) · g; 112 (Xij) - Vi,0O] ni j = l 
~ Np ( 0 , COV g; [ si,0o (Y;;j) · gi- t/2 (Y;;j)]) , 
where 
COV 9 i [si,0O(}".;j) · gi- t/
2 (}".;j )] 
Eg i [ Si,0o (Y;;j) . sT,00 (Xij) . g; l (lij) ] - Vi,0o . v [,00 
00 
L Si,0o (y) · sT,00 (y) - Vi,0o · v[,00 
y=O 
1 ( i) T ( ) 
4I1 (0o) - Vi,0o · vi ,0o by F5 
}rii)( 0o) - l [iI(0 o;gi)J [iI(0o ;gi)r. 
Ther efore, 
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by Slutsky's theorem. 
If g = fo
0 
E :F , H(0o;gi) = 0 for a ll i = 1, 2, ... m by (F3), so 
vn[-li-l(0o;gn)] ~Np (o ,iI1( 0o)). 
• 
(TS) Under the assumpt ions of Lemma 5.2.6, 
(5.27) !H(0o;gn) _!:__,, f >-iH(0o;gi) (comonentwise) , 
n i = l 
for any g E '¥ and 
(5.28) 
1 ·· p l 
-H(0o;gn) -'---7 - I1 (0o) (comonentw ise) , n 2 
if g = f 0
0 
E :F. 
Proof Because ¼if( 0o;g) = I:?~1 ~H( 0o;gi) _!:__,, Li~t AiH(0o ;gi), it suffices to 
show that for every fixed k and e, the components of matrices H(0o ;gn) and H(0o ;g) 
satisfy 





2 L Ai IH~ej(y)jj
2 
· O = 0. 
i=l 
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Here , s~~j(y) E £ 2 for all k,f = 1,2 , ... ,P by assumption, so lls~~j(y)11
2 
< oo for all 
k,f = l ,2, ... ,p. 
If g = foo = :F, 
(5.29) ~ ·· . ~ [l (i) ] 1 ~>.iH(0o,9i) = ~>.i 2I1 (0o) = 2I1(0o) 
by (F4) , which gives the result (5.28). 
Proof of Lemma 5.2.6: Recall from (F8) that T(fln) is a zero of H(0 ; fin)- Then , 
0 = liI(T(fln);gn) = f :i [-2 / si,T(!Jn)(Y) · g;{2 (y)dy] 
i = l 
= f :i { - 2 / [si,Oo (y) + si,Oo (y)(T(gn) - 0o) + V n(Y)(T(fln) - 0o)] g;{2 (y)dy} 
i = l 
= t, :i {-2 / si,00 (y) · 91~'.2(y)dy 
+ [-2 / si,00 (y) · .9,~{2(y)dy - 2 / Vn(Y) · g,~{2 (y)dy] (T(gn) - 0o)} 
= !_H(0o;fln) + { !_H( 0o;fln) - f ni [2;· Vn(Y) · §;{2(y)dy]} (T(fln) - 0o), 
n n i=l n 
D 
where every component of Vn sat isfying l!V~ke)ll2-+ 0 as n-+ oo beca use T(gn)-+ 0o. Let 
C n = I:Y~ l ~ [-2 .f V n (y) · g~{2 (y )dy] and rearrange the above express ion, it yields 
[
l .. ] -
1 
[ 1 . ] (T(fln) - 0o) = ;,H( 0o;fln) + C n -;, H(0 o;fln) 
= { [t, A,H(Oo; 9ir + [¾ii(Oo;!ln) + Cnr -[t, A,H(Oo; 9ir} Hli(Oo ;!ln) l 
= [t,A,ii(Oo;g,r [-¾H(Bo;!lnl] + D n HH(Oo;,Jnl]' 
where 
D n = [¾H(Oo;!ln) + C n r -[t, A,if(Oo; g,f 1 
It rema ins to show that Dn [-¼ H(0o ;fln)] = op(n - 112 ) and that is equivalent to prov e 
that 
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as n • oo. First not e th at Cn satisfies IIC~kf) 112 -+ 0 as n -+ oo becaus e V n satisfies 
IIV~kf) !12-+ 0 and ~ -+ Ai as n-+ oo. Then , use the result (5.27) from Tool (T5) and apply 
Billingsl ey (1986) , page 344, Corollary 2 of Th eorem 25.7 to imply that 
T he resul t , D n sat isfies IID ~H) 112 -+ 0 as n -+ oo, th en follows. Fin ally, th e pro of is 
compl eted accordin g Tool (T 4) and th e Slu tsky's th eorem. I 
Remark: An immediate result following Lemma 5.2.6 is th e asymptoti c equiv alence of 
th e GMHD estim ator and th e GML estim ator und er th e assumed mod el, which is now 
described . F irst note t hat , by Lemma 5.2.5, 
Jn [- ~ H (0o;gn)] 
Jn { f (ni) [~ t Si,Bo (Y;j ) . i ; 112 (Y;j )] + Op(n - 112 ) } 
i = l n ni j = 1 
l m n; 
jn LL Si,Bo(Y;j ) · g; 112(Y;j ) + Op(l) 
t = lJ = I 
)n ~ ~ D si,Bo(Y;j) · t(ij) ' (0o)] · gi- t/ 2 (Y;j) + op(l ) by (F l) 
which is equa l to 2J?i Li ~l Lj ~l [(ij)t(0o) + Op(l) = 2rn l'(0o) + Op(l) if g = f Bo E :F. 
Furt hermore, by resul t (5.29) , I:~ 1 >-JI(0o; gi) = ½I1 (0o) if g = f Bo E :F . T herefore, 
following Lemma 5.2.6 , if g = f Bo E :F , 
✓,i (T(iin) - Oo) ~ [~ A,k(Oo;g,r 
1 
{ ✓,i [- ~fl{Oo;iin)]} + 0,(1) 




~t' (00 ) + op(l)] + op(l) 
[I1 ( 0o)r 1 ( )nz' ( 0o)) + [ l r1 (0o) J - \p(l) + Op(l) 
[I1 (0o)r 1 ( )nt'(0o)) + op(l) 
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This is saying that y'n(T(gn) - 0o) has the same limit distribution as that of 
[I1(0o)r 1 ()nl'(0o)) if th e assumed model is true. Refer to Section 5.1.2, this implies that 
the GMHD estimator is asymptotically equivalent to the GML estimator when the assumed 
model is true. 
Theorem 5.2. 7 Let li,0 and 9i for all i = 1, 2, ... m be supported on the nonnegative 
integers. Suppose Assumptions ( A4)-( A9) hold . Th en, if T(gn) is a consis ten t estimator 
of 0o, 
where 
for any g E 'l1 and 
if g = f 00 E F. 
Proof: According to Lemma 5.2.6, 
Here, by Tool (T4) , 
for any g E q, and 
if g = f 00 E F . 
Also, I:Z::1 >..JI(0o; gi), which is the limit of fil(0o; ?Jn), does not depend on the sample 
sizes. Th erefore, as n ---+ oo, [I:Z::1 >..J-I(0o;gi)r
1 
does not change for any g E lJi and 
according to result (5.29) , it in particular equals [½I1(0o)] -l if g = f 00 E F. 
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Then , the result of the theorem is immediate by (multivariate) Slutsky's theorem . I 
Remark: Beran (1977) establishs the asymptotic normality of the MHD estimator for con-
tinuous data under some very strong assumptions. The conditions that Beran imposes are 
not only on the mod el, on the kernel density estimator, but also on the underlying distribu-
tion of the data. For example, assumption (iv) of Beran 's Theorem 4 (1977) requires that 
the density of the data distribution , g, to be positive on some specified compact support. 
On the other hand , the asymptotic normality of the MHD estimator for count data is shown 
by Simpson (1987) under much weaker assumptions. Th e conditions impos ed by Simpson's 
Theorem 2 (1987) are only on the model , but no longer on th e data distribution. Theo-
rem 5.2.7 inherits this characteristic. The most stringent condition, si, 0 E L1 (Assumption 
(A8)) , is sat isfied by Poisson and log-ser ies models. 
To end this section, the asymptotic properties of the GML est imato r and the GMHD 
est imator in GLM sett ing arc cons idered. Recall that GML est.imat ion and GMHD est i-
mation apply directly to GLMs since each vector of exp lanatory variables Xi determines 
a subpopu lation through a link function e such that l'•i = e- 1 ( 1Ji) = e-1 (x[ /3) and f3 are 
common parameters of all subpopulations. Therefore, it is expected that the results in 
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 are app licable for GLMs , where 0 = /3, as long as the condit ions of 
the theorems are satis fied. The following are some conditions that requir e spec ial attention 
when app lying the results in Section 5.1 and 5.2 to GLMs. 
( i) To app ly the results of Theorem 5.2.3 , one must assure that the parameter space B of /3 
can be embedded to a compact set because for most GLMs , link functions are chosen in 
a way that /3j 's are allowed to take on any values on the rea l line. Consider that Fi = 
{ f µ,(,13) (y) : f3 E B} is the model family of distributions for the i th subpopulation, 
where , for most cases, the param et ric space B = IT~=l (-oo, oo). Then , the embedding 
can be done using logistic transformation. Let each /3/ = ~ for k = 1, 2, ... ,p. 
l+e "k 
Then , each model family can be represented as F; = {Jµ;(,6')(Y): /3' EB'}, where 
B' = IT~=1(0, 1). As /3 • 0 or /3 • 1, ¾H(f3';g) = L~ 1 ~ //Jµ;(,13') - gi/1: = 2. 
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Therefore, ¾H(/3';g) can be extended to a function ¾H( ·;g) on i3 = IT~=i[0,1], 
which is compact, and the extended function achieves a minimum in B. In fact, 
the minimum must occur in int(B') since O :S ¾H(/3;g) :S 2 for every /3' EB' and 
¾H(/3;g) = 2 is impo ssib le. Consequently, the conclusions of Theorem 5.2.3 remain 
valid for the G LMs. 
( ii) In app lication of the asymptotic normality results of the G ML estimator (Theorem 5.1.2) 
and of the GMHD estimator (Theorem 5.2.7) , an extra factor that needs to be con-
sidered is the nature of the exp lanatory variables, whose values in practice may be 
chosen by design or may arise at random. One needs to ensure that the asymptotic 
variances [I 1 (/30 ) r 1 of the G ML estimator and 
of the GMHD estimator remain finit e and positiv e definit e und er the consideration of 
th e explanatory vari ables. 
Now, consider a GLM whos e family of distributions is in the canonical form (Equation 
(1.13)). Given that the canonical link is used, the log-likelihood function for the i th 
subpopulation is 
l(y; r/i(µi) , <p) = {[Y1Ji - b(1Ji )] /ai(<p) + c(y; <p)}. 
Th en , it is easy to check that 
h V d . (' b"(r,1) 1 b"(T/2) \ b"(r1m)) h" h · · .· d fi . s· w ere = zag Al~' /12~) , ... , Am ( ) , w 1c 1s pos1t1ve e mte . mce 
a1 VP! a2\'PJ am cp 
m is fixed and ~ -+ ,\i by definition and X , for the interest of this dissertation , is 
chosen by design, hence, I 1 (/3) is finite and positive definit e. That is, the asymptotic 
normality of the GML est imat or remains valid. 
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For GMHD est imation , 
~ AJi(/3; gi) =~ Ai { J [-1 (y :i~~r)) 2 + ~:~:1] sµ,(fj)(Y) · i 12(y) dy} xix;, 
which, under the assumed model, eq ual s 
1 m b" ( 'f/i ) T 1 -L Ai. -- . XiXi = -11(/J), 
2 i= l ai ( <p) 2 
and 
which , under the model , is equal to 
1 m b" ( ry.i) T 1 -L Ai. -- . XiXi = - 11(/J). 
4 i = l ai(<p) 4 
With fixed m and th e conditions that ~ ----+ Ai and X is a design mat rix , both 
L~1 AJI(/J;g i) and ¾I1(/Jo) - ¼ L?!1 Ai [H(/3o;9i)] [H(/Jo;gi)r exist. The latt er is 
positiv e definite becaus e it is the asymptotic variance of ,./n [-¾H(0o;gn)] acco rdin g 
to Tool (T4). Hence, the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the GMHD esti-
mator of /3 is finite and positiv e definit e, which implies the validity of Theorem 5.2.7. 
5.3 Robustness Prop erti es of GMPHD 
Estimators in GLMs 
Hampe l's (1974) influenc e function is often used to ana lyze the loca l robustness of an 
est imator . It meas ures how much an estimator is influ enced und er small contaminat ion a t 
any point. A robust estimator is usually required to have a bounded influ ence function. 
For iid models, suppose that g is the true density of the data, F = {f 0 : 0 E 0} is the 
assumed model family for g, and K, is the support of the model distribution. If T is the 
functional of an est imator on the space of densities<;;, then Hampel's influence function is 
defined to be 
I F(z; T; g) = 8T(9a, z) I = 8T((l - a)g + a.6.z) I , 
8a a=O 8a a=O 
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where _.6.2 is the indicator function for z that puts probability one on the point mass z E K. 
Here, IF( z; T; 9) may be a p x 1 vector if the parameter space 0 is of dimensional p and 
its fh component represents the influence of z on the fh parameter component 0j. 
Beran (1977) and Lindsay (1994) demonstrate that if the assumed model is true, the 
MHD estimator and the ML estimator have the same influence function: 
IF( z; T; le)= 8T(te,a,z) I = oT((l -110 + a.6.z) I = [I1(0)r1 l'(0 ; z), 
a a =O a o=O 
where 11 ( 0) is the Fisher information matrix of a single observation and l' ( 0; y) = f0 log(f e (y)) 
is the score function. This influenc e function is usually not bounded becaus e the score func-
tion usually is not. 
A discussion provid ed by Lindsay (1994) gives a deta iled ana lysis of why the traditional 
influence function is a very misleading robust measure for MHD type of density-based 
estimators. Beran (1977) suggests the use of the a-influence function as an alternat ive 
measure of robustness for MHD est imator. Cutler and Cordero-Brana (1996) use a slightly 
modified a-i nfluence function of Beran 's for the ap plicat ion in finite mixture models and 
illustrat e the a-infl uence function for a spec ific examp le (a mixture model of two univariate 
normal distributions) by evaluating the a-influence funct ion numerically. For the models 
with count data, the a-influence curve for an iid model may be defined by 
a_ IC(z) = T(Je ,a,z) - 0 = T((l - a)le + a.6. 2 ) - 0 , 
a a 
where a E [O, 1), .6. is the indicator funct ion (rather than the uniform distribution fun ctio n 
used by Beran) , and z is a positive int eger in K,. Note that IF( z; T; le) = lim0 -, 0 a -
IC( z). Beran (1977) points out that the a -influ ence function is bounded for any a and that 
lim2 -, 00 a - IC( z ) = 0. 
To explore th e robustness of GML and GMHD estimators , we extend the idea of influence 
function and a-influence function for the iid case to the more general case where data come 
from two or more subpopulations. Suppose that 91, 91, ... , 9m are true densities of the m 
subpopulations from which data come and that each :Fi = {h,e : 0 E 0} is the assumed 
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model family for 9i · Assume that a. is the same for all subpopulations and let each 
9a,z; = (1 - a.)9i + O'.~z; • 
Then , if T is th e functional of an estimator on the densities 91 , 92, ... , 9m, the generalized 
influ ence function may be defin ed by 
IF(z ;T ;g) ·- IF( z1,z2, . .. ,zm; T;91,9 2,· ·· ,9m) 
8T(9 a,zi , 9a,z2, · · ·, 9a,zm) I ·= DT(g a,z) I 
8a. a=O . 8a. a=O , 
which is equ al to 
IF(z ;T ;f 0) I F( z1, z2, . .. , Zm; T ; fi ,0, h ,0,. • • , f m,0) 
8T(J0 ,a,z1 , f0 ,a,z2, · · · , f0 ,a,z11J I := DT(f 0,a,z) I 
8a. a=O 8a a=O 
if the ass umed mode ls are tru e, where 
10 a z · = (1 - a )f i 0 + CY~ z • l ) l l t 
Section 5.3.1 establi shes th at a t t he tru e model th e GMHD estim ator has th e same un-
bound ed influence fun ction as that of the C ML estim ator. 
Th e generalized a -influ ence fun ction , corr espond ently , may be defin ed by 
a. - JC (z) = T(f 0,a,z) - 0 
a. 
so that the conditi on I F(z ; T; f 0) = lima 4 0 a - I C (z) is sati sfied. 
For models with data coming from mor e th an one populati on , th e a -influ ence fun ction 
defined abov e is difficult to illustrat e becaus e it depends on a set of valu es of z/ s. Therefor e, 
in studying the robu stn ess of a cert a in estim ator , it would be conveni ent to consider th e 
sp ecia l cases where all z/ s depend on a common factor d that controls the degr ee of th e 
overall contamination. For exampl e, consider th e case where 
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and illustrate the influence of the contamination through 
a - IC(d) = T(f 0,a,d) - 0 
a 
instead. For any a, a - IC(d) is bounded because limd-.oo a - IC(d) = 0. Note that each 
Zi needs to be rounded to the nearest integer in the support of the model distribution if 
models are discrete. 
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 5.3.1 explains how the influ-
ence functions of GML and GMHD estimators are derived. Section 5.3.2 illustrates the 
a-influence functions of GML and GMHD estimators for Poisson and binomial GLMs stud-
ied in this dissertatoin followed by the corresponding empirical a-influence results of GML 
and GMPHD estimators (using optimal h , h= 0.5, and h= l.0) in Section 5.3.3. 
5.3.1 Infiuence Function of the GMPHD Estimator 
As with the iid models , it is expected that the GML and GMHD est imators have the 
same influence funct ion if the assumed model is true. The derivations of the influence 
functions for both est imators are straightforward but tedious. Consider the definition of 
the GML est imator. The GML funct iona l TcML can be defined by 
m 
TcML(g) := TcMd91,g2, ... ,gm) = arg~~ "'j:,>.iEg; [logfi,o(Y)] , 
t=l 
or, equivalently, by the estimating equation 
m 
(5.30) 0 = "'j:,>.iEgi [t(i)'(T cMdg) ;Y )] , 
i=l 
where l (i)'(0 ; y) (Section 5.2, Notation 32) is the score function of the i th subpopulation. 
The GMHD functional is already given in Section 5.2 by Equation (5.16). Recall that the 
GMHD functional TcMHD is defined by 





0 E0 L.., ' 
t=l 
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or, equivalently , by the T(g) satisfying the estimating equation 
(5.31) 0 = f Ai J si ,T(g)(Y) · g;12(y) dy. 
i= l 
Here, si,8 is given by Notation 17 in Section 5.2. Then , th e influenc e functions of GML 
and GMHD estim ators can be derived aft er some tedious differentiation of th e estimating 
equ ations (5.30) and (5.31) , individu ally. It is easy to verify that under the tru e mod el 
which is aga in unb ound ed for most cases. 
5.3.2 a- Influ ence Curv e of th e GM PHD 
Est ima to r in GLM s 
[t, >-, 1\'Jrof [t, >-, i(•J, (9; z,)] 
[I1(0)] - l [~>-iz(i)'(0 ;z i)l 
Analyt ical result s of a- influ ence funct ions are difficul t to obt a in for most est imato rs, bu t 
num erica l result s ca n eas ily be comp ut ed for some models . In thi s section, a -influ ence fun c-
tions of QL (i.e., GML) and GMHD estimat ors are ca lcul a ted num eric a lly and illu str ate d for 
all the Poisson and bin omia l GLMs used in this disse rt a tion aga inst Type I cont amin at ion. 




arg ~3£ L AiE g; [log Jµ ;(b) (Yi)] 
i = l 
m 
arg maxLA i L [IogJµ ;( b) (t)] 9i (t) 
bEB i= l t 
m 
( ) ( ) . "'""' "'""' 1/2 ( ) 1/2 ( ) T GMHD g := T cMHD 91 , 92, ··· , 9m = a1g1~3:L...,>- i L...,fµ ;(b) t ·g i t • 
i= l l 
First , constru ct th e a-influenc e curv es for Type I contamination models defined by Equation 
(4.2). Recall that in this diss ertation it is assumed that a1 = a2 = . . . = am = 0.1 and 
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d1 = d2 = ... = dm = 5 for all Type I contamination models. Th erefore, the a-influence 
curves for Type I contamination models can be constructed by letting each 
Jµi(/3),o:,d(t) = (1 - a)Jµi(f3)(t) + a .6.z;(t), 
where Zi = µi(/3) + dO"i(/3) rounded to the nearest integer in th e support of the model 
distribution and O"i is the standard deviatio n of the i th subpopulation . For example, O"i = 
ffe for Poisson GLMs and O"i = JNi1ri(l - 1ri) = ✓Ni (ft) ( 1 - ft) for binomi al GLMs. 
Th en, 
m 
arg ~3.i I:>,i L [log J,li(b) (t)] Jµ,(/3),o:,d(t) 
t = l t 
i n 
argmax LA i L [IogJµi(b)(t)] [(1 -a )Jµi(f3)(t) +a .6.zi( t)] 
bEB i = l t 
arg ~3: ~ Ai { (1 - a) ~ [10g .f,l;(b) (t) ] f1li(f3) (t) + a [tog Jµ;(b) (zi)] } 
and 
m 
. . " "j 1/2 ( ) j l/2 ( ) arg ~3.i ~A i ~ µ;(b) t · 1,,([3),o:,d t 
i = l t 
m 1/2 [ ] 1/2 
arg ~3.i L Ai L J µ,(b)(t) (l - a )Jµ;([3)(t) + a .6.z, (t) 
i = l t 
a,g ~'ll' t>., { f 1:{c',) (t) [ (1 - a)J ,,,(m(t) ]' 12 + 1:[(~i(z,) [ (1 - a)f ",(m(z,) +<>] '1' } 
~ . { 1/2 '°' 1/ 2 1/2 1/2 ( _ [ ) ( ·) ] 1/2 } arg ~3: ~ Ai (1 - a) t';:/µi(b ) (t) · f µ;(/3) (t) + fµ i(b) zi) (l - a Jµi(/3) Zi + a . 
For any fixed values of /3 and a , TqL(f µ(/3),o:,d) and TaMHo(f µ(/3),o:,d) can be computed 
num er ically over a fine grid of values of d and their a-influence curves a - IC(d) = 
T(/µ ({3\ 0 d)- /3 b 1 d . ~· · can e p otte agamst d. 
Figur e 5.1 illustrates th e a - IC(d) of the QL estimator (solid line) and of the GMHD 
estimator (long dashed line) against Typ e I contamination for three Poisson GLMs , where 
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Alpha-IC for Type I Contamination (Alpha= 0.1) 
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Figure 5.1. a -IC of QL and GMHD est imators for Poisson GLMs under Type I contamina-
tion 
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each a_~IC(d) is calculated over d = 0.1, 0.2, ... , 9.9, 10.0. In these models every a --I C(d) 
is a 4 x 1 vector so each element of a- IC ( d) is plotted versus d for each one of the param eter 
components, /Jo, /31 , /32, and /33. It shows that for every parameter component, the influence 
of Type I contamination on GMHD estimator reaches its maximum at values of d between 
2 and 3 and then decreases to O as d • oo. This nice robustness property of the GMHD 
estimator does not hold for the QL estimator whose a - IC(d) appears to grow with out 
bound. Note that the lack of smoothness of the a - IC(d) 's is beca use the a - IC(d) is not 
a continuous function of d in the sense that th e Zi 's are round ed integers. 
The a- IC results for five Type I contaminated binomial GLMs are given in Figures 5.2 
and 5.3. P and N models have similar results to thos e of Poisson mod els, but the a - I C 's 
of the thr ee B models do not decrease to O as d • oo. The lat te r is because the zi's , which 
are restricted to be less than or equal to the Ni's for the binomi al, do not rea lly tend to oo 
as d tends to oo. For B models where norm ally the Ni's are sma ll and the 1T/s are moderate , 
th e values of Zi will be replaced by Ni after a cert ain value of d. For exa mpl e, in the Bl 
model the zi's are equal to the common Ni(= 5) as d exceeds abo ut 2.5. In the B2 model 
th e z/s are equal to the com mon Ni(= 15) as d exceeds about 3.8. In the B3 mod el every 
zi is eqau l to the Ni (unequal Ni's) as d exceeds about 3.9. This is also the reason why the 
a - IC of th e QL estimator is bound ed for B models because th e zi's have no chance to get 
any worse after a certa in value of d. 
The Type II cont am inat ion model define by Equation ( 4.3) is formulated in joint prob a-
bility distribution form, which makes both T0L(f µ (/3),k ,d) and TcMHo(/ µ (/3),k,d) very difficult 
to be computed even num erically. Th erefore, th e robustn ess of QL and GMHD estim ators 
against Typ e II contamination is ana lyzed in Section 5.3.3 by means of the empirical a-
influ ence curves. 
Note th at the a - IC is an asymptotic version of the empirical a - IC. Th e latt er is 
considered as an estimate of the former. Unlike the empirica l a-IC, the a- IC is computed 
without data so empty cells are meaningless for the a - IC . Hence, asymptotically , th e 
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Alpha-IC for Type I Contamination (Alpha = 0.1) 
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Figure 5.2. a-IC of QL and GMHD estimators for binomial GLMs under Type I contami -
nation (B 1, P, and N models) 
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Alpha-IC for Type I Contamination (Alpha = 0.1) 
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Figure 5.3. a-IC of QL and GMHD estimators for binomial GLMs under Type I contami-
nation (B2 and B3 models) 
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GMPHD estimator with any value of h should have the the same a-influence curve as that 
of the GMHD estimator. This is the reason why only GMHD estimators are consider ed in 
this subsection. The empirical a-influence curve on the other hand is computed based on 
data , so it can be constructed for any memb er in the class of GMPHD estimators. 
5.3.3 Empirical a-Influence Curve of the GMPHD 
Estimator in GLMs 
In this subsection, empirical a-influence curves of QL estimators, of GMPHD estimators 
(using optimal h and h = 0.5) , and of GMHD estimators (h = l.0) are computed by 
simulation for all Poisson and binomial GLMs in this dissertation against both Type I and 
Type II contamin at ions . 
To construct the emp irical a - IC(d) for any model, data are generated repeated ly 
from th e model under contam ination and under no contaminat ion 1000 times, individually. 
Assume that ai = a2 = ... = am = 0.1 for all Typ e I contaminated models and k = 2 
for a ll Typ e II contaminated models yie ldin g the overall contam ination factor a equal to 
0.1 for Typ e I contam ination and equal to li for Type II contamination . For each sample 
and for each d = 0.0 , 0.5, ... , 9.5, 10.0, compute both the est imator under contamination 
(a= 0.1 or k = 2) and that under no contamination (o: = 0 or k = 0). Then , the empirical 
a - IC(d) is defined by 
(5.32) 
£ [13a d] - E [13] 
Empirical a - IC(d) = ' , 
a 
where f3a,d and /3 denote the estimate deriv ed und er contam ination and that und er no 
contamination, respectively. Here , E [!3a,d] and £ [13] are the sample means of 1000 values 
of f3a,d and of /3 from replications . Note that for GMPHD estimation, E [!3a,d] and£ [13] 
must be computed using the same h, so for the GMPHD estimator using optimal h, the 
optimal h derived according to the contaminated data is used. 
The empirical a - IC defined by Equation (5.32) can be decomposed as the following. 
a a a 
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in which the first term on the right-hand side can be seen as a measure containing both 
the influence of the contamination (the term on the left-hand side) and the bias caused by 
estimation (the second term on the right-hand side). Since empirical a - IC is a measure 
of robustness, it should only contain the influence of the contamination. The definition 
of emp irical a - IC given by Equation (5.32) eliminates the estimation bias and henc e a 
correct est imat e of the theoretical a - IC. 
£ [J3o,d]-/3 £ [J3o d ]-£ [J3] 
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 compare the measures of °' and ' 0 for the Pois-
son GLM with µi's approximately equal to 2 under Type I contamination for common 
sample sizes of 1, 20, and 100. Each figure has results for the QL estimator (solid line), 
the GMPHD estimator using optimal h (dotted line), the GMPHD estimator using h = 0.5 
(short dashed line) , and the GMHD estimato r (long dashed line) . The biasedness of the 
GMPHD est imators for small samples is shown in Figure 5.4. One can see that the GMHD 
estimators are very biased at small samples and that their biases can be reduced by down-
weighting the empty cells. When the common sample size is large (nc = 100), the est imation 
bias vanishes for all GMPHD est imator s in th e class. Comparing Figure 5.5 to the first row 
of the Figure 5.1, it suggests that the empi rical a - IC defined in Equation (5.32) is an 
unbiased estimate of the theoretical a - I C and that it is a very accurate estimate of the 
theoretical a - IC when nc is as large as 100. 
The figures in the rest of this subsection contain the results of empirical a - IC for all 
models considered in this dissertation. They are Figures 5.6 and 5. 7 for Poisson GLMs and 
Figures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11 for binomial GLMs. A common sample size of 100 is used 
in all cases. One can see that the results of Type I contamination in Figure 5.6, 5.8, an d 
5.9 are almost identical to the results of a - IC in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 except that the 
a - IC is evaluated over a finer grid of values of d. 
Results for Type II contamination are given in Figures 5.7, 5.10, and Figures 5.11. The 
behavior of the empirical a - IC for Type II contamination is very similar to that for Type 
I contamination except that the magnitudes of the influence are slightly different. 
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Figure 5.4. Empirical a-IC before eliminating the bias caused by est imat ion of QL estimator , 
the optimal GMPHD est imator , the GMPHD estimator using h = 0.5, and th e ordinary 
GMHD estimator for th e Poisson GLM with means approximately equal to 2 und er Type I 
contam ination for nc of sizes 1, 20, and 100 
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Figure 5.5. Empiric al a -IC of QL estim ator , th e optim al GMPHD estim ator , th e GMPHD 
estim ator using h = 0.5, and the ordinary GMHD estimator for th e Poisson GLM with 
means appro ximately equal to 2 und er Typ e I conta min ation for n c of sizes 1, 20, and 100 
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Figure 5.6. Empirical a-IC of QL estimator, the optima l GMPHD estimator, th e GMPHD 
estimator using h = 0.5, and the ordinary GMHD estimator for the Poisson GLMs under 
Type I contam ination for n c of size 100 
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Figure 5.7. Empirical a-IC of QL est imat or, the optimal GMPHD estimator, the GMPHD 
estimator using h = 0.5, and the ordinary GMHD estimator for the Poisson GLMs under 
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Figure 5.8. Empirical a -IC of QL est imator, th e optimal GMPHD estimator, the GMPHD 
estimator using h = 0.5, and the ordinary GMHD estimator for the Poisson GLMs und er 
Typ e I contamination for n c of size 100 (Bl , P, and N models) 
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Figure 5.9. Empirical a-IC of QL estimator, the optimal GMPHD estimator, the GMPHD 
estimator using h = 0.5, and the ordinary GMHD estimator for th e Poisson GLMs under 
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Figure 5.10. Empirical a-IC of QL estimator , the optimal GMPHD estimator, the GMPHD 
est imator usin g h = 0.5, and the ordinary GMHD estimator for the Poisson GLMs und er 
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Figure 5.11. Empirical a -IC of QL estimato r, the optimal GMPHD estimator , the GMPHD 
estimator using h = 0.5, and the ordinary GMHD estimator for the Poisson GLMs und er 
Type II contamination for nc of size 100 (B2 and B3 models) 
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For the three binomial B GLMs, as with the theoretical a - IC, the behavior of their 
empirical a - !Cs (in Figures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11) explains the phenomenon where 
GMPHD estimators at d = d1 = d2 = ... = dm = 5 are not very robust against both Type I 
and Type II contamination. (See Figures 4.31, 4.32, 4.33 , and 4.34 for binomial GMPHD 
est imat ion results under contam ination.) 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS, PROBLEMS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
6.1 Conclusions 
In this dissertation, GMPHD estimation and GPHDV tests are developed as robust and 
efficient alternatives to the traditional QL estimat ion and G LR tests ( deviance tests) for 
discrete GLMs. The idea is to generalize the application of MHD estimation an d HDV 
tests, which are robust alternatives to the ML estimation and LR tests, for a single random 
sample to data coming from two or more populations (including GLMs). Because cell 
samp les are usually sma ll in most app lications of GLMs , the penalized procedures used in 
MPHD estimation (Harris and Basu , 1994) and in PHDV tests (Basu, Harris, and Basu, 
1995) are also considered in the generalization to improve the small samp le performance of 
the GMPHD estimation and GPHDV tests. An extensive simulation study for Poisson and 
for binomi al GLMs is carried out to evaluate these new procedures. 
The implementation of GMPHD estimation involves the choice of penalty weights. Sim-
ulation results indicate that the suggested penalty weight 0.5 for MPHD estimation is 
not optimal (in terms of mean squared error) for small samp le est imation. A parametric 
bootstrap (PBoot) procedure is proposed to "estimate " the optimal penalty weight for the 
GMPHD estimation. Results suggest that the GMPHD estimates obtained using PBoot-
estimated penalty weights are very competitive to the QL estimates when data are not 
contaminated and are much more robust than the QL estimates under contamination. 
Based on simu lation results, even with the penalized procedure, the test statistics of 
GPHDV tests do not converge fast enough (as subsample sizes increase) to their limitin g 
x2 distributions to make x2 cr itical values usable. A nonparametric bootstrap (NPBoot) 
algorithm is proposed to compute critical values for the GPHDV tests for goodness-of-fit 
and for nest ed models. Results suggest that this NPBoot algorithm generates very accurate 
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critical values for GPHDV tests even when data are contaminated. 
As expected, the GMPHD est imator and GPHDV tests inherit the mce asymptotic 
and robustness properties of the MHD estimator and HDV tests. The asymptotic results 
of the GMPHD estimator, such as cons istency and asymptot ic efficiency, are estab lished 
ana lytically in this dissertation. The GMPHD estimates are shown to be asymptotically 
as efficient as QL estimates if the assumed model is true. The local robustness of the 
GMPHD estimation procedure is ana lyzed by the a-influence function , which is computed 
numerically for a specific model, and by the empirical a-influence curve , which is obtain ed 
by simulation. The super ior robustness of GMPHD est imation compared to QL est imation 
is shown clearly for infinite and finite samples. The asymptotic and robustness properties 
of th e GPHDV tests are demonstrated by simu lation. The GPHDV tests are shown to be 
asymptotically equivalent to GLR tests when the null hypoth esis is true and much more 
robu st than GLR tests when using the NPBoot critical values. 
6.2 Current Concerns 
There are sti ll some concerns of GMPHD estimation and GPHDV tests that need to be 
improved in the future. They are described as follows. 
(1) The parametri c bootstrap algor ithm for choosing optimal penalty weight is not robust 
because , und er contamination, the par ametric bootstrap procedure is not able to 
generate bootstrap samples that contain the contamination information of th e original 
sample. In another words , th e PBoot procedure would choose a penalty weight as if 
the dat a were not contaminated. This sometimes causes th e GMPHD estimator to 
slightly lose efficiency when data are contaminated. 
(2) For GLMs with one observation per subpopulation, the levels of NPB-GPHDV tests 
are often very inaccurate, even when data are not contaminated. This situation did 
not happen for PB-GPHDV tests, so it is the NPBoot algorithm that fails to obtain 
accurate critical values for this particular case. 
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(3) NPB-GPHDV tests are not very robust against Type II contamination for all sizes of 
samples. 
(4) Both GMPHD estimation and NPB-GPHDV test procedures are not robust for binomial 
B mod els under Type I and Type II contamination. 
6.3 Future Research 
The followings are some of the things that we plan to do in the future. 
(1) Find analytical methods for identifying the optimal penalty weight for GMPHD esti-
mat ion. 
(2) Improve the IRWLS algorithm for computing GMPHD estimators so it may be used as 
an alternat ive to the gener ic Powell's method. 
(3) Derive the samp ling distr ibution for the GPHDV test statistics if possible or at least 
improv e the nonparam et ric bootstrap method of computing critical values for the 
one-observation-per-cell case and for all cases under Type II contamination. 
( 4) Extend the application of G MHD est imat ion and the G HDV tests to continuous G LMs, 
such as beta GLMs. 
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SIMULATION RESULTS FOR HYPOTHESIS TESTING OF 5% AND 1 % 
NOMINAL LEVELS OF SECTION 4.2.3.1 
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Figure A.l. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, the PB-GPHDV tests using 
optima l h, and the NPB-GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for 
test ing goodness-of-fit of Poisson GLMs . (No contam ination ; Nominal level 0.05) 
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Figure A.2. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, the PB-GPHDV tests using 
optimal h, and the NPB-GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for 
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Figur e A.3. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests , the PB-GPHDV tests usin g 
optimal h, and th e NPB-GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for 
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Figure A.4. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests, the PB-GPHDV tests using 
optimal h, and the NPB-GPHDV tests usin g optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for 
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Figure A.5. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , the PB-GPHDV tests using 
optimal h, and the NPB-GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for 
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Figure A.6 . Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, the PB-GPHDV tests using 
optimal h, and th e NPB-GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for 
comparing two nested Poisson GLMs . (Type II contamination; Nominal level 0.05) 
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Figure A. 7. Plots of observ ed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests , the PB-GPHDV tests using 
optimal h, and the NPB-GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for 
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Figure A.8. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, the PB-GPHDV tests using 
optimal h, and the NPB-GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for 
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Figur e A.9. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , th e GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests , th e PB-GPHDV tests using 
optimal h, and the NPB-GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for 
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Figure A.10. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , the PB -GPHDV tests using 
optimal h, and the NPB-GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for 
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Figure A.11. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using opt imal 
h, the GPHDV tests usin g h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests, the PB-GPHDV tests using 
optima l h, and the NPB-GPHDV tests using opt imal h vs. common sampl e sizes nc for 
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Figure A.12. P lots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using opt imal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ord inary GHDV tests , the PB-GPHDV tests usin g 
optimal h, and the NPB-GPHDV tests using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for 
comparing two nested Poisson GLMs. (Type II contamination; Nominal level 0.01) 
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Figure B.l. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for testing goodness-of-fit of Pois son 
GLMs . (No contaminat ion; Nominal level 0.05) 
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Figure B.2. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , th e GPHDV tests using PBoot optim al 
h, th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for comparing two nested Poisson 
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Figure B.3. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of Poisson 
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Figure B.4. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested Poisson 
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Figur e B.5. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs . common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested Poisson 
GLMs. (Type II contamination; Nominal level 0.05) 
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Figure B.6. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests usin g PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness-of -fit of Poisson 
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Figure B. 7. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested Poisson 
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Figure B.8. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for testing goodness-of-fit of Poisson 
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Figur e B.9. Pl ots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , th e GPHDV tests using PBoot optim al 
h, th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordin ary GHDV tests , and the NPB-GPHDV test s 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sampl e sizes n c for comparing two nested Poisson 
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Figure B.10. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optima l h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordi nary GHDV tests, and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. commo n sampl e sizes n c for comparing two 
neste d Poisson GLMs. (Typ e II contamination ; Nominal level 0.01) 
APPENDIX C 
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR HYPOTHESIS TESTING OF 5% AND 1 % 
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Figure C.l. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.2. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optima l h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
usin g optimal h vs. common sam ple sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial GLMs. 
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Figur e C.3. Plots of observ ed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for comparing two nested binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.4. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.5. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial GLMs. 
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Figur e C.6. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , th e GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ord inary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial GLMs . 
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Figure C. 7. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.8. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.9. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.10. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optima l h, 
th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and th e NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs . common samp le sizes n c for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial GLMs. 
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Figur e C.11. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.12. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common samp le sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.13. P lots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using opt imal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
usin g opt imal h vs. common samp le sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.14. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR test s, th e GPHDV tests using optima l h, 
th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, t he ordin ary GHDV tests , and the NPB -GPHDV test s 
using optimal h vs. common samp le sizes nc for testing goodn ess-of-fit of binom ial GLMs. 
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Figur e C.15. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optima l h vs. common sample sizes n c for compar ing two nest ed binomial GLMs. 
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Figur e C.16. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordin ary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.17. P lots of observed levels of th e GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV test s using h = 0.5, the ordin ary GHDV tests , and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for testing goodn ess-of-fit of binomial GLMs . 
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Figure C.18. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.19 . Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial GLMs . 
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Figure C.20. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for compar ing two nested binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.21. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.22. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.23. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and th e NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial GLMs. 
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Figure C.24. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using optimal h, 
the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using optima l h vs. common samp le sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial GLMs. 
(B2 and B3 models; Type II contam ination; Nominal level 0.01) 
APPENDIX D 
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR HYPOTHESIS TESTING OF 5% AND 1 % 
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Figure D.l. Plots ofobserved levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testi ng goodness -of-fit of binomial 
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Figure D.2. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial 
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Figure D.3 . Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes n c for comparing two nested binomial 
GLMs. (Bl , P, and N models; No contamination; Nominal level 0.05) 
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Figure D.4. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial 
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Figur e D.S. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , th e GPHDV tests using PBoot optim al 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sampl e sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial 
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Figure D.6. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness-of-fit of binomial 








































Tests for Nested Models (Nominal Level: 0.05) 
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Figur e D.7 . Plots ofob served levels of th e GLR tests , th e GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, th e GPHDV tes ts usin g h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
usin g PBoot optim al h vs. common sampl e sizes n c for comparing two nested binomial 
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Figure D.S. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial 
















Tests for Nested Models (Nominal Level: 0.05) 
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Figure D.9 . Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal 
h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and th e NPB-GPHDV tests 
using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two nested binomial 






















Tests for Nested Models (Nominal Level: 0.05) 
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Figure D.10. Plots of observ ed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optima l h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two 
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Figure D.11. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodness-of -fit 
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Figure D.12 . Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optim al h, th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sampl e sizes n c for testing goodness-of-fit 
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Figure D.13 . Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optima l h vs . common sample siz;es nc for comparing two 
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Figure D.14. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests, the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
opt imal h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-
GPHDV tests usin g PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for compa rin g two 
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F igur e D.15. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , th e GPHDV tests usin g PBo ot 
optim al h, th e GPHDV test s usin g h = 0.5, th e ordinary GHDV tests , and th e NPB-
GPHDV test s using PBoot optimal h vs. common sampl e sizes nc for testing goodn ess-of-fit 
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Figure D.16 . Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optima l h, th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for testing goodn ess-of-fit 
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Figur e D.17. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two 
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Figure D.18. Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for compar ing two 
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Figure D.19 . Plots of observed levels of the GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, the GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests , and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two 
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Figure D.20. Plots of observed levels of th e GLR tests , the GPHDV tests using PBoot 
optimal h, th e GPHDV tests using h = 0.5, the ordinary GHDV tests, and the NPB-
GPHDV tests using PBoot optimal h vs. common sample sizes nc for comparing two 
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